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LE RAPPORT D'ACTIVITE DE L'AEN POUR 1989

SOULIGNE LA NECESSITE DE PRESERVER L'OPTION NUCLEAIRE

La progression constante de la demande mondiale d'électricité, alliée
aux préoccupations suscitées par les effets sur l'environnement de
l'utilisation des combustibles fossiles, rendront de plus en plus nécessaire
le recours à l'énergie nucléaire au cours des prochaines décennies, comme l'a
relevé >'- Kunihiko Uematsu, Directeur général de l'Agence pour l'énergie
nucléaire (AEN) de l'OCDE. En présentant au Conseil de l'OCDE le rapport
d'activité de l'Agence pour 1989, M. Uematsu a fait observer que, même si
l'intérêt porté à l'énergie nucléaire a régressé dans de nombreux pays
européens depuis l'accident de Tchernobyl, "il n'en va pas nécessairement de
même en dehors de l'Europe, là où les effets de cet accident ont été moins
évidents". M. Uematsu se référait en l'occurrence aux dix centrales nucléaires
qu'il est projeté de construire au Canada et aux 14 centrales nucléaires en
cours de construction au Japon.

"Ailleurs, on relève aussi un intérêt notable", a-t-il ajouté. "Ainsi,
la Corée et Taïwan mènent des programmes vigoureux et la Chine, l'Inde et le
Pakistan développent leur puissance nucléaire installée". Il a également
évoqué le cas de l'Europe de l'Est, où de graves problèmes de pollution
imputables à l'utilisation d'un charbon de mauvaise qualité devront trouver
une solution.

Tout en se déclarant favorable à la poursuite des activités de
recherche et développement visant à optimiser les modèles actuels de
réacteurs, M. Uematsu a noté un intérêt accru pour des réacteurs "de plus
faible puissance, qui seraient plus simples et plus aisés à exploiter que les
tranches actuelles", et a préconisé un renforcement de la coopération
internationale afin de conserver pour l'avenir la disponibilité de l'option
nucléaire. A son avis, "cette coopération doit se fonder sur un équilibre
optimal entre le maintien de la priorité élevée accordée aux questions de
sûreté et de réglementation, y compris la gestion des déchets de haute
activité, et la nécessité de privilégier l'évaluation en temps opportun des
facteurs économiques et technologiques qui détermineront la viabilité future
des centrales nucléaires".
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Les programmes de l'Agence pour l'énergie nucléaire tiennent compte de
ces deux priorités. Un rapport sur la technologie des réacteurs à eau de type
avancé, qui a été publié en 1989 (l'année considérée dans le rapport
d'activité), présente une classification utile de ces modèles de réacteurs et
décrit les perspectives en ce qui concerne le calendrier de mise en oeuvre, la
conception et les méthodes de construction, ainsi que les avantages potentiels.

Dans le domaine de la sûreté, l'AEN a accordé une importance
particulière à l'étude des techniques permettant de mieux gérer les accidents
nucléaires ainsi qu'à l'analyse des événements liés à l'exploitation de
réacteurs au cours desquels l'erreur humaine a joué un rôle notable. Elle a
effectué des études sur l'organisation de la gestion et les tâches de
maintenance, les incidences des systèmes avancés sur les opérateurs et les
incidents faisant intervenir des erreurs cognitives ou des actions erronées.

Les questions de radioprotection ont aussi fait l'objet d'un examen
approfondi dans le contexte des travaux actuels de révision des
recommandations fondamentales élaborées par la Commission internationale de
protection radiologique. L'AEN a constitué, à titre expérimental, une base de
données internationale en vue de recueillir des informations à jour sur la
radioexposition des travailleurs dans les centrales nucléaires, ainsi que sur
les techniques utilisées pour réduire cette exposition.

L'Agence a également participé à l'établissement d'une échelle
internationale de gravité des accidents destinée à aider les médias et le
public à évaluer l'importance, pour la sûreté, des événements nucléaires
(comme l'emploi de l'échelle de Richter permet de mieux situer la gravité des
tremblements de terre). Cette échelle a été adoptée ce printemps à titre
d'essai pendant une période d'un an.

La brochure intitulée "Activités de l'AEN en 1989 : Dix-huitième
rapport annuel de l'Agence pour l'énergie nucléaire" décrit en détail les
activités susmentionnées et d'autres programmes de l'AEN, notamment les
aspects techniques et économiques de l'énergie nucléaire et du cycle du
combustible, les recherches et les réglementations en matière de sûreté
nucléaire, la radioprotection, les aspects technologiques et institutionnels
de la gestion des déchets radioactifs et les questions de responsabilité
civile dans le domaine nucléaire.

Liaison avec les agences d'information:
Roxanne Goldsmith, 45.24.96.67

(Activités de l'AEN en 1989 : le 18è«e rapport annuel de l'Agence pour
l'énergie nucléaire peut être obtenu gratuitement, sur demande, auprès du
Bureau des publications de l'OCDE, 2 rue André-Pascal, 75775 Paris Cedex 16,
et des Centres de publications et d'information de l'OCDE.)
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AUSTRALIA

REACTOR PHYSICS ACTIVITIES IN AUSTRALIA

Ociobcr 1990 - August 1991

Compiled by G.S. Robinson
Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation

BACKGROUND'
Australia's policy of restricting uranium exports to three particular mines was debated at a recent

conference of the ruling political party but the policy remains unchanged. Ansto has taken the first steps
towards putting a replacement for the HIFAR research reactor on the political/scientific agenda.
Significant opposition is expected both locally and nationally by some pressure groups. The commerciali-
sation of Ansto is continuing. A joint venture, Ausualian Supercompuiing Technology, has been esta-
blished with Fujitsu to market use of a Fujitsu VP-2200 computer which is due to be installed late in
August.

RESEARCH REACTOR STUDIES

Silicon Doping Facilities.

The facilities used for transmutation doping of silicon on HIFAR continue to be expanded. Commer-
cial production from the wo new 250mm diameter has been delayed for a variety of reasons including
some shielding problems during load/unload operations. The flux fiatteners for these facilities appear to be
very successful even in the facility with a skewed unperturbed flux profile. The only two remaining vertical
holes in the graphite of 100mm diameter are also to be brought into production and flatteners for these have
been designed.

Neutronics of Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT)

Some initial B.N'CT experiments have been done on HIFAR using a dummy fuel element with a dry
liner within the hollow element to extract the beam. An aluminium spectrum shifter was positioned at ihe
core centre and various combinations of the filter materials Ar, AI, Fe, S, Ti inserted in the beam. Meas-
urements were restricted to reaction rates in a fission chamber sandwiched between various thicknesses of
polythene, thus attempting to obtain a c.ude assessment of the neutron energy spectrum. The MCNP
Monte Carlo code is being used to analyse these experiments and also to model an e pi thermal neutron filler
assembly in the horizontal 10H facility. The 10H facility, which is the largest which penetrates near the
core, could possibly be made suitable for BNCT. Preliminary results give reasonable agreement with the
"spectrum" measurements performed on top of the reactor.

METHODS OF CALCULATION

The transfer of neutronics codes from an IBM 4381 computer running under an MVS operating sys-
tem to a Fujitsu M380 computer running under a UNIX operating system has been completed. The use of
the M380 is an interim measure before mcving to the VP-2200 which will also have a UNIX operating sys-
tem. Apart from difficulties with the first Foiiran compilers which were not well matched with a UNIX sys-
tem, the transfer went smoothly. The relative case of this transfer was z result of considerable preparatory
work in previous years. The transfer to the M380 includes both locally developed and/or modified codes as
well as the DORT, MORSE, KENO, MCNP and NJOY codes from the Radiation Shielding Information
Centre.
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BELGIUM;

REACTOR PHYSICS ACTIVITIES IN BELGIUM

October 1990 - September 1991

compiled by P. D'HONDT (SCK/CEN, MOL)

INTRODUCTION

The electricity demand is still growing in Belgium. However, where in

the seventies and the first half of the eighties, nuclear energy still

the solution of the future was, now, the key-word to follow the growing

energy demand is diversification. This sudden change in policy was

largely affected by the Tsjernobyl accident.

The major part (~ 60 Z) of the total electricty production is still

nuclear. The observed drop compared to preceding years is due to the

decision not to build a new power reactor (N8) of 1400 MWe in Doel,

necessary to keep the nuclear percentage up to the mark. In the

forthcoming years, this retardment will be largely compensated by the

Belgian 25 2 participation in the French nuclear power reactors Bl and

B2 of Chooz.

This situation largely affects the reactor physics activities for the

forthcoming years. All research related to the fast reactors has been

stopped. Reorientation of the reactor physics activities to more safety

oriented research is started. Studies related to the use of MOX-fuel in

existing power reactors as well as studies related to the behaviour of

pressure vessel steel under irradiation with a view to plant life

extension (PLEX) will be enhanced.

Work is reported from three major groups involved in reactor physics

research namely the SCK/CEN in Mol, BELGONUCLEAIRE in Brussels and

TRACTEBEL in Brussels. Furthermore some work is reported performed by

the reactor physics group of the University of Brussels.
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THERMAL REACTORS

VENUS-RPV (Reactor Pressure Vessel)-proRrammo

The safety evaluation of a reactor pressure vessel requires the conside-

ration of the vessel embrittlement resulting from the irradiation by

fast neutrons produced in the reactor and propagating through the

vessel. The determination of the related mechanical property changes

ever the whole operation period relies upon a surveillance programme and

accurate calculation of the neutron damage exposure at any location in

the vessel wall is needed to make proper use of the surveillance dosi-

metry measurements.

The VENUS PWR Engineering Mock-up experiment is part of the "Belgian

PWR-Pressure Vessel Surveillance Programme" sponsored by the Jelgian

Utilities. Through a cooperation agreement, it contributes also to the

"LWR-PV Surveillance Dosimetry Improvement Programme* supported by the

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Its objective is to validate the

neutron calculation methods applied in the surveillance programmes; this

objective is mostly addressed by systematic intercomparisons between

calculations and measurements performed in research reactors (PCA and

PSF at Oak Ridge Nat. Lab., VENUS at the SCK/CEN Mol) and in real power

plants where a sufficient amount of measurement results are available.

The PCA (and the associated PSF) experiment was focused on the 'radial*

fast neutron and gamma propagation in a one-dimensional (slab) model

corrected for transverse and vertical leakage, or in a X-Y model cor-

rected for vertical leakage.

The VENUS PVR Engineering Mock-up is an additional step towards a more

precise modelling of nctual PWR ex-core configurations ;

- core made of fuel pins having the same diameter and similar D-235

enrichment, with the same pitch as the 17x17 fuel assemblies of the

modern PWR's,

- staircase shaped core boundary, with a steel baffle of the same

thickness as in actual PWR's,

- barrel and thermal shield simulator (PAD) at distances from the core

representative of the actual ex-core geometries.

The VENUS mock-up allows to study both radial and azimuthal neutron and

photon distributions in an environment representing a generic 3-loop

power plant.

5
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The VENUS programme was established in three parts, all referring to the

same modélisation of a PWR .-

VENUS-1 : the core was made of a regular pattern of fresh UO fuel pins;

due to fuel availability, the central zone was made of 3.3 W/o U-235

enriched ZrA-clad oxide fuel whereas the outer zone was made of 4.0

W/o U-235 enriched rods with SS-304 cladding.

VENUS-2 : is the same as VENUS-1 but the 8 outer rows of UO fuel pins

in the branches of the cross have been replaced by MOX (2.0 W/o U-235

and 2.7 W/o Pu) fuel pins having the same diameter and clad. This

modification was a simulation of a 'low-leakage* loading defined in

order to investigate how far major conclusions from the clean UO core

configuration (VENUS-1) could be affected by significant amount of

Pu-239 in the outer part of the core loading.

VENUS-3 : the core shape and dimensions, the baffle and other ex-core

components were kept unchanged, but the core loading has been modified

in order to simulate the PLSA (Partial Length iShield Assembly) con-

cept, aiming at a strong decrease of the neutron fluence in the

circumfertential welds of a vessel. The PLSA zones in VENUS-3 encom-

pass five fuel rows in two opposite branches of the cross-shaped core.

To build these zones, the 4.0 W/o SS-clad fuel has been put in the

central part of the loading and the 3.3 W/o ZrA-clad pins, which are

dismountable, were located in the branches of the core; the pins of

the two PLSA zones have been dismounted and the UO pellets have been

replaced by stainless steel rods over half the core height.

In the VENUS configurations, the investigated parameters were the

pin-to-pin power distribution, the propagation of the neutrons outside

the core, the damage exposure and the gamma heating in the steel struc-

tures. Host important in a surveillance programme is the fast neutron

fluence accumulated in the vessel at the maximum of the azimuthal

distribution; the experimental effort was thus concentrated on this

aspect of the computer code validation.

The analysis of the VENUS-experiments is completed and most of the

results, including calculated over experimental values (C/E) vere

presented [1][2][3][4][5] and [6].

An overview of the results and the major conclusions drawn from the

VENUS PWR-Engineering Mock-up experiments have been presented at the 7th

ASTM-Euratom Symposium on Reactor Dosimetry at Strasbourg. France [7].
6
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Comparisons of observed trends with observations in PCA and in Belgian

Power Plants have guided our planned further work to improve the

theory-versus-experiment comparisons [7].

VIP, a Reactor Physics Programme for Pu Recycle in LWRs

The operating data obtained from the power reactors, the continuing

increase of the fuel performance, the new fuel characteristics, the

decision 'recently taken by major Utilities in various «.ountries to

recycle in their power plants the plutonium obtained from reprocessing

and the necessity to demonstrate to the Licensing Authority that the

differences in the neutronic, safety and thermal-hydraulic feature? are

properly taken into account show that there are still subjects of

concern which require new experimental investigation for code valida-

tion. This is specially the case of MOX fuel in which the fuel compo-

sition markedly differs from the ones generally experimented up to now.

Moreover, an insufficient validation might induce a dramatic increase of

the uncertainty factor with a possible reduction of the reactor power

and it appears that most of the organizations concerned with MOX fuel

development do not dispose of enough experimental data for their own

neutronic calculation tool improvement and calibration.

Therefore, based on the experience accumulated during a 25-year colla-

boration, SCK/CEK together with BELGONUCLEAIRE have decided to implement

a new experimental programme in the VENUS facility.

This new VENUS International Programme, called VIP, includes a complete

set of experimental measurements performed with existing U0- and MOX

fuel rods in order to provide an extensive nuclear data base for the

development, the improvement and the validation of nuclear calculation

methods for MOX fuels used in LWRs.

A VIP-phase 1-programme is devoted to BWR [8] and another one to PWR

f9J. At this moment three mock-up experiments have been performed, two

related to BWR another to PWR.

The main measurements performed in the phase-1 programmes are :

- power distribution measurement on mock-ups of typical MOX assem-

blies,

- critical mass,

- detector response.
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A VIP-phase 2-programme encompassing reactivity effects such as modera-

tor density effect, control rod worths, poison effect, 00 effect, ...

is under discussion and will probably start in the late 1991. The total

programme description vas presented at Physor '90 [10].

Development and validation of Nuclear Codes

The nuclear code package used at BELGONUCLEAIRE for LWR lattices calcu-

lations is based on LWR-VIMS, an assembly spectrum code, and on

MICROLUX, é three-dimensional simulator code.

The LWR-WIMS code with its 1986 updated library has been extensively

validated by comparisons with experimental data from zero-power experi-

ments carried out in several facilities, and with PIE data. This

validation is now continued with an extensive analysis of mock-up

configurations made in the frame of VIP-B programme. By this way, the

calculation of the A11-M0X configuration of VIP-B has shown that

LWR-WIMS can determine the rodwise power distribution with an accuracy

of + 2.5 2 for UO rods and + 4 2 for MOX rods in spite of the spatial

variation of neutron spectrum and of the fine structure of the neutron

flux.

In MICROLUX, a nodal formalism determines the core reactivity and the

macroscopic flux distribution. With the in-currants at the node inter-

faces, a fine-mesh option calculates the rodwise power distribution and

the power peaking factor. The MICROLUX code has been validated through

experimental data 6uch as critical boron concentration, reactivity

effects, detector response map, ... obtained from measurements performed

on several power reactors.

The LWR-WIMS and MICROLUX codes were used to perform the in-core fuel

management and Pu recycle studies in the CNA reactor. After two

successive reloads containing 20 2 of MOX assemblies the H0X fraction

has reached 20 2 in the current core. The CNA reactor is now operating

for its last cycle. The reactor was loaded only with burnt fuel

assemblies according a low leakage pattern. The allowed pwer level bas

been limited to 90 2 of nominal power to meet the criterion on the power

peak. Although no fresh fuel assembly was loaded, the calculation has

determined a possible cycle length of 4650 MWd/t. The reactor started

into operation in November 1990. The physics tests at the start-up have

shown a very good agreement between theoretical predictions and

experimental results, this agreement being similar to that of the

previous cycles. The accuracy on various parameters is as follow :
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- moderator temperature coefficient : + 0.5 pcm/°C

- critical boron concentration : +_ 10 ppm

- boron worth : +0.3 pcm/ppm

- control rod worth : +_ 3 2.

As far as the power distribution is concerned, the agreement is also

good with an accuracy of + 3 2 for the central zone of the core where

the power is high and with an accuracy of +_ 7 2 at the core periphery

where the' power is very low because of the low leakage loading pattern.

No significant change on the deviation was observed with the core irra-

diation. The theoretical critical boron concentration is particularly

ir. good agreement with the values measured along cycle 18, as shown in

Fig. 1.

A new calculational methodology using the LWR-W1MS code, is being now

developed to determine the nuclear performances of fuel rods to be

irradiated in three in-pile sections of a pressurized loop in the BR2

reactor. An experimental benchmark has been carried out in the BR2 for

the validation of calculation methods.

MERCATOR, a nodal code developed by TRACTEBEL for solving the two-group

diffusion equation on large reactor cores, has previously been described

in a NEACRP paper [11]. The high accuracy of the M20 version of

MERCATOR (2 D, two-group, homogenous nodes) has been demonstrated in a

2-D IAEA benchmark exercise, with one or four nodes per fuel assembly (1

N/A or 4 N/A). Tests on practical data (Biblis, Tihange) led to the

same conclusion, with a typical speed of 5 cycles in 1 N/A or 3 cycles

in 4 N/A partition. Execution speed of MERCATOR enables to include it

in a interactive assembly repositioning software which is currently used

for the core management of the Tihange reactors. Since the beginning of

1986, MERCATOR has been adapted to read its nuclear data from the well

known cell code CASMO. Average assembly cross-sections are tabulated a?

a function of moderator density, boron, fuel temperature and the

corresponding historical effects.

It is now possible to follow the Sm-Pm kinetics in the core through a

special module integrated in "MERCATOR."

A significative part of the TRACTEBEL development effort is focused on

the pin-by-pin power reconstruction from nodal results.

The intronodal flux is represented by polynomials with exponential

corrections for thermal flux; it is factorized with the pin-by-pin

distribution calculated by the assembly homogénéisation code (i.e.

CASMO).
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CRITICAL BORON CONCENTRATION

VERSUS BURN - UP.

CYCLE - 18

CB (ppm)

1OOO
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Theory
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Fig. 1 : Critical boron concentration versus burn-up.
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The heterogeneity corrections (i.e. discontinuity factors) derived from

CASMO calculations are applied to the coupling coefficients of the core

problem : they take transport effects, RCC and water holes hetero-

geneities into account and give very accurate results especially at the

fuel/reflector interface without any "tuning".

Extensive comparisons with transport codes on UO or MOX Colorset or

representative in-core situations, give errors as low as 1 Z on the hot

spot for UO problems, and not greater than 4 Z fcr the MOX problems.

Numerous comparisons between Mercator calculations and measurements have

been made for the Doel 1 cycles 13 to 16 and Doel 3 cycles 1 to 10,

nuclear plants with very satisfactory results as shown on Table 1.

TABLE 1

1

! Average discrepancies calculations measurement
I

! DOEL 1

In Core detector
CTI HZP BOL ARO
Boron worth
Rod worth maximum

DOEL 3

CTI HZP BOL ARO
Boron worth
Rod Worth maximum

response

discrepancy

discrepancy

< 3 Z
< 0.3
< 0.2
< 0.5

< 1.5
< 0.3
< 6.6

pcm/°C
pcm/ppm
Z

pcm/°C
pcm/ppm
Z

ARCHIMEDE (versions A05 and A06) is a fast core simulator developed by

TRACTEBEL for on-line surveillance of the core safety margins. On-line

follow application updates every two minutes a data base containing core

state (burnups, xenon, iodine, . . . ) , displays power profiles, axial

imbalance diagram, ... and give expert advice to the operator about the

best way to get proper core conditions.

Predictive calculations can be started off-line, from a given Xenon

equilibrium state (e.g. full power), or on-line, from data base infor-

mations. When load variations have to be planned or after incidental

SCRAM or turbine trip, they allow to predetermine the best operating

way, with respect to axial imbalance, effluents amounts, fuel local

power variations and MTC limitations.

11
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The simulator works from neutronic data, given by LWR-WIMS code (for

A05) and CASMO code (for A06) for each fuel composition (i.e. groups of

assemblies presenting same physical characteristics and history); and

results of MERCATOR two-dimensional calculations for a sequence of burn

up states of the core and of control rods configurations.

Average on the vertical axis give a one-dimensional two group diffusion

calculation model. A synthesis is then realized to get flux and power

profiles used for a composition-wise calculation of feed-backs in each

axial region of the core.

ARCHIMEDE code calculates reactivity balance and flux profile, as well

as derivatives and weights used for guessing the ideal operating

conditions, the A06, CASMO based, version has been extensively validated

for Doel 1 (cycles 12 to 15) and Doel 3 (cycles 1 to 6), with excellent

results. Figure 2 gives a comparison between calculations and

measurements for axial power profile for Doel 3, cycle 1, EOC. The

critical boron concentration in hot full power conditions is accurately

predicted by ARCH1MEDE along the whole cycle. The cycle length is

slightly overestimated by about 200 Mwd,' + 200 Mwd/t (standard

deviation over 6 calculated cycles). Both the accuracy and the

precision of these results favourably compare with the predictions

provided by the fuel Hianufacturers.

The fast core simulator has been installed on a digital microVAX II in

Tihange 1 in December 1986. The experience shows benefits from axial

imbalance control, as well as from return to critical conditions

prediction after SCRAM.

On-line follow application started in February 1990 at Tihange-1 plant.

During cycle 14 startup and during several incidental transients

(turbine trips, load reductions and shutdowns), calculated axial

imbalance was compared to in-core or ex-core measurements, showing a

very good agreement (about 1 2).

Off-line application runs now also on IBM-PS2 micro-computers.

This A10 version, limited to predictive calculations, has been installed

in Tihange-2 and Tihange-3 plants during 1990.

ARCHIMEDE is also used in TRACTEBEL for core design studies, as soon as

axial effects have to be considered. Coupling vith COBRA code allows

for DNB calculations.

A special module has been included to help the test engineer during

startup physical tests at the beginning of each fuel cycle. This module

is now used in Tihange-1, -2, -3 power plants and has also been tested

in Doel-1.

12
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ARCHIMEDE has been presented during NEA specialists meeting in

CADARACHE, FRANCE in June 1988 [12], 7th power plant dynamics, control

and testing symposium, Knoxville, Tennessee, in Kay 1989 [13] and

"Advances in Mathematics, Computations, and Reactor Physics" ANS

meeting, in April 1991, Pittsburgh, PA [14].

For rod ejection accident analysis, TRACTEBEL has developed OAK code

("One-dimensional Axial Kinetics"). This project is now at the vali-

dation stage.

Other reactivity related accidents will be analysed using another new

code : OKAPI (One-dimensional Kinetics And Primary system Integration).

This code combines OAK axial kinetic model with a thermal-hydraulic

model of the primary loop system, including pressurizer, steam genera-

tors, control and protection systems. This code is under development.

Both OAK and OKAPI derives from MERCATOR neutronic calculation chBin.

Their modular and efficient design provide flexibility for a large range

of applications. Computer requirements are light : good response times

have been obtained on a personal computer PC-366 with 80387 mathematic

coprocessor.

A group at University of Brussels (ULB) is developing HEXNODYN a 3D

multigroup diffusion/transport kinetics code in hexagonal geometry, for

fast reactor transient analysis. This code, made in the frame of a

contract with the JRC Ispra, is a part of the european effort towards

standardized software for reactor safety calculations.

A description of the 3D multigroup diffusion/transport kinetics code

HEXNODYN was given at PHYSOR '90 [15]. HEXNODYN couples time inegration

by the quasi-static method with space integration by HEXNOD's analytic

(diffusion option) or discrete ordinates (transport option) nodal

method. The diffusion version has been benchmarked [16] on the

wellknown NEACRP KfK rod ejection superprompt critical transient

proposed by L. Vath. The transport option has been validated by

comparison with the diffusion option. Numerical results indicate that

the diffusion option may be considered as fully validated while the

transport version is at least internally consistent [15J.

One of the main interests of HEXNOD is that it allows to solve large 3D

fast reactor problems in transport approximation with computing tines

not much larger than for corresponding nodal diffusion theory calcu-

lations. Details on HEXNOD are given in [17].

14
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FAST REACTORS

The potential of the fast breeder core of EFR type to transmute high

radiological risk minor actinides (Np-237, Am-241) has been looked at by

BELGONUCLEAIRE.

A solution to the problem of the final disposal of minor actinides with

high long-term radiological risk such as AM-241 and Np-237 is offered by

the possibility to mix these actinides in small quantity with the

standard fuel of conventional mixed oxide fast breeder reactors of EFR

kind. This can be done with no penalty on core physic characteristics,

and even with some advantage on the reactivity loss due to burnup.

Potential penalties on subsequent fuel cycle operations such as

transport, storage, reprocessing and fabrication of fuel containing

reprocessed plutonium can arise due to the buildup of the hard gamma ray

emitter Tl-208, a daughter product of (n,2n) reactions on Np-237.

Parametric studies, with the ORIGEN-2 depletion programme, have been

carried out with various storage times before and after reprocessing of

fast breeder fuel containing respectively 0 Z and 2.3 Z Np-237. The

effect of Np-237 on the gamma dose, with special attention to the Tl-208

component, has been investigated in the fuel before reprocessing, and in

the reprocessed uranium and plutonium effluents. The addition of Np-237

doers not affect significantly the gamma dose in the irradiated fuel

before reprocessing, which is predominently due to fission products.

After reprocessing, the gamma dose in the uranium flow is multiplied by

a factor 30, due to the Tl-208 generated from the Np-237. In the

plutonium flow, a factor 2 is found on the total gamma energy source,

and a factor 20 on the 2.6 MeV component. Reduction of the gamma dose

would entail long-storing times of the plutonium, which conflict the

incentive to limit the amount of Am-241, itself a precursor of Np-237,

so that a compromise is to be found.
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REACTOR FKÏSICS ACTIVITIES IK CANADA
I960 October - 1991 Septerier

Corr.piied fcy

F.K. McDonnell

Khiteshell Laboratories

Canadian Perspective on Nuclear Energy

International preoccupation with climate change, environmental protection
ar.d energy needs of both industrialized and developing countries could have
a r.&jcr impact, cr. attitudes towards and perceptions of the nuclear energy
opticr.. Ir. time, the reality that non-fossil energy supply is needed to
replace fcssil fuel cor.suir.ption will become evident, and the need for
expanded use cf nuclear technology could gain increasing acceptance.

Eastern Eurcpe, having suffered enormous environmental consequences from
high fossil fuel consujr.ption, must certainly consider turning towards
nuclear expansion. The example by Japan, Korea ar,d Taiwan in planning
zapid expansion cf nuclear energy, could set the trend in both Asia and
other developing regions.

Sweden's reversal cf its commitment tc phase-out nuclear, after having
implemented an extensive program, of energy efficiency measures and
renewable energy development, may cause ether European countries to
reconsider their position cr. nuclear.

Eurcpe ' 52 and free trading Kcrth America will have major impacts on energy
derr.ar.d and supply. The US administration appears to be paving the way for
a nuclear renaissance ir. the face of the Clear. Air Act, rising oil imports
and costs of traditional energy sources.

Nattional Issues

Adequate, reliable, affordable supplies of electricity over the long ter»,
will be needed to sustain Canada's economic growth and rising standards of
living fcr all Canadians. Nc single fuel can satisfy all the needs and
circumstances - fuel diversity will be the basis of the energy supply
system, and nuclear has a key role to play. New and far more complex
patterns of manufacturing, commerce, trade and services will drive energy
and in particular, electricity demand.

Beyond the growth and shift in population, different lifestyles and
employment patterns generate diverse energy needs. Changes in the relative
technical and financial capabilities of the federal and provincial
governments, evolving institutional traditions, and competing priorities
for resources may have an important impact ir. the roles of the private and
the public sectors.
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Ir. Cc.-.i^i, r-.t: _:.l:t:e£ are r.:« fully utilizing tr.e overcapacity which
i-r-s_lteu ::::• ir.e if'.trr.c1;.'. ;: tr.e cii price sr. cc. of lr~9 ar.i its
:.::,:•.:;:. cf tr.e çlocal ^ccr.cry. Tr.e plar.r.ir.9 prcoess fcr r.ew supply,
tliea;. fall? well ter.ir.d prudent descilir.es. Ar.d, lac/, cf dependable
:.:rl\ c : _ 1 - f::r. te £ r.a - c r facer iim.it in: er.r.1 cvmer.t ar.c. economic crcwch

;;.c>. £:£: fr« prcvir.ces willing tc buck tr.e trend tcwaros cerr.cr.st rat ir.g

t:.ct til e::r.:r.: aerar.d rr.ar.agerr.er.t initiative: r.eve been ir.plerriented
r. cf new facilities.

Z : •.- r ;.:.c :; ::r.;.:=: = :ly ex= certatei cy a teller t.'.at tr.e current
receïîi'.r I::V:D-.. aa.-'.irr.ci treetr.ing space tefcre a cecisicn cr. r.ew
f-pp.y i: r.eeaec, ŵ .en ir. reality ciecisicr.s are already far tec late fcr
tir-.;ly pr;viEi:n tc rr.eet upper lead growth prc ject i&r.s .

At tr.-i Canadien Federal level, the- sever, yea: r.iZ funding cc.T-.itrr.ent fcr
A Ï ; L ;; L clear reccgr.it icr. cf tr,e perceived ir.pcrtar.ee cf the r.uciear
cttizr. ir. a s— stainac»e future.

Er.vir cr.rental reviews, preparations fcr Era;il '92, National Rcund Tatie
ciscuss - ens, the rEAr.C review cf the waste dispcsal concept, and hearings
;: Cirr.-.issi :r.£ and Standing Ccrr.T.ittees, such as the upccrr.ing hearing cf the
Ir.ergy, >'.-r.es an; Resources Ccrr~.ittee en Environmental aspects cf energy
supply •..-ill rave an irpsct cr. tr.e industry end its acility tc deal with
'.'.:•.:•. and : r er.ergin: issues.

Provincial Issues

I:. .r.u:.:, .:.: = ::: .-.ycrc's p-annmg cssur.pt icns nave e^reasy un-aergoes at
leîît .-. ::_r year set tac/, with the delay in starting the put lie hearinos,
ar.i tr.e er^aro: : r. pre-engmeermc and site studies pending the outcome of
"_r.e review. Indeed, it new appears that a government approval tc conduct
;;:t stuoies is ur.lixely d_rinc the current government ' s term, cf office.
:r.i£ translates m t c a irii earliest date fcr teginr.ing ccnstructicr. cf a

:n :.'ev. ;:.-;»::'. tnere is every indication that tr.e government and the
utility ••:-.: li/.e tc rr.ake an early ccmm.itrr.er.t to a second ur.it at Point
leprec_. Tr.e exact timing is ur.eertair. although it is possible that a
nec-s-or. could te m.ase by the end cf 1591. Ir. anticipation cf a change in
ccverr.ment in Saskatchewan, it is possible that an anti-nuclear stance n.ay

G — - . » T — .

1. UTILITIES

Tr.ere are tr.ree utilities in Canada which operate CAi'DU reactors tc produce
electricity: Ontario Hydro, Hydrc Quebec and the New Brunswick Power
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1.1 Ontario Hydro - Toronto Canada

1.1.1 IAEA Benchmark for CANDU In-Core Fuel Management

Ar. .̂-.tiri: Kvdrc rep:rt was issued entitled "Desoript-cr. and Solution cf
t:.e IAEA Fuel Management Benchmark fcr Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor"
::.'.u::: .Hycro Report No. CD9015t). This report documents the results of
Cntcrir Hydro's soluticr. of a standard fuel management benchmark problem,
raseu cr. c s: standard m.ethcdelcgy - use cf POKîr.r'JrS fcr lattice cell
calculations, M"_'L7̂ CE1.L. fcr superceil calculations and OHRF£F/fMI>? fcr cere
calculât::.-.;. Ir. December 199C, K. Geld attended a meeting tc review the
results cf ell participant countries ir. the benchmark exercise, and tc
ciscusf future benchmark activities.

1.1.2 Generic Small LOCA

A:, ext rer •=. 1 •: ,ar:e amount cf effcrt has beer, expended ir. the reactcr
cr.ysic; ;;rp;r.er.i cf a -.ultidisciplinary analysis cf Small LOCA. fcr all
:; J::;;:.: Ir.tan: Hydr; staticr.e. The bulk cf the reactcr physics effcrt
::.v:lv;; detailed analysis cf the consequences ci ir.-ocre pressure
•. .:•: calar.nria tube rupture. Such analysis requires detailed modelling cf
:::.:::! system (i.e. reacter regulating system;, snutdowr. system and core
resprr.se t: a variety cf thermalhydraulic ar.c. moderator system transients
lasting 1; tc 21 minutes. The result cf the multiciscipiinary analysis is
the issue of an updated Safety Report section for each cf the affected
s t a 11 z r. c .

2. UNIVERSITY ACTIVITY

l:_i£e; ar.u lesearch ir. reactcr physics are cenducted at several Canadian
-:.; verrit ies : Vniversity cf Tcror.tc, University cf Kew Brunswick, Eccie
r : lytechnique, ?.cyal military College and KcMaster University.

2 .1 Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal

T:.if year war a czr.sclidstir.g period used tc ry.erge the previous years
:::.".::::•.:::.: ir.-.c a prcduction version cf a new lattice cede named DRAGO.'»'.

r:RA3:.*: is based en integral transport theory, which provides the power tc
handle rc.-.plex çecir.etries which are typical cf CAJ.'EU and FWR raactcr
whether the- lattice is rectangular or hexagonal. DRASOK can use typical
::JC ;'-ccr:p = t ihle cress secticr. libraries s-uch as KATXS to produce properly
interpdctcd and self-shielded macroscopic cress section. DRAJON performs
all the ir-.prrtant functions required frcrr. a lattice code, inducing
rescr.ar.ee self-shielding calculations, flux calculation with K ej f cr
critical buckling search, isctopic depletion calculations and production of
iev: grcup reactor properties. The code is built using advanced programming
techniques which ensure modularity and facilitate maintenance. A simple
hierarcnical data base is provided to facilitate information exchange
ietweer. rcdules, tc collect important lattice parameters and to permit code
restart.
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3. AECL (ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA LIMITED)

A :r:i; rôr.ge cf rear.cr physics and related design ar.d research ar.d
cevelopr.er.t activities are carried out at AECL.

3.1 Whiteshell Laboratories, Pinawa, Manitoba

3.1.1 Radiation, Physics and Safety Group

The r.ediaticr. Fhysics and Safety Group provides analysis support to
ir.terna! AF.CL development prcjects as well as tc external clients in the
areas cf used fuel characterization, radiation shielding, criticality
safety, ar.d specialized radiation physics. The majority cf the group's
c:::v;:;e; d_nr.ç the past year involved ccr.tir.uing support for the
fcllcwir.g prefects: MAPL.E-X2C Reactor, Used Fuel Dry Storage Facilities,
ceccm.~.issicr.ir.g cf the WR-1 Reactor, and the CAKOu Reactor Owner's Group.

A v.r.'. le-ccre, explicit-pin MCNP3B model of the KAFLE-X1C Reactor was used
t: calculate finely detailed spatial estimates cf flux and power to
ber.chr.srk diffusion theory methods and to provide ir.put to
therr.ilhydraulics reselling. Several significant changes to the production
rea:::: modelling methods, discussed elsewhere in this document, resulted
frc.T these detailed calculations. To assess beam tube performance, a local
modification was m.ade to MCNP3E to add angular dependence to determine
appropriate er.ergy-spatial-ançular weight window values frorr. two-
riir.ensior.al adjoint discrete crdinates calculations. Finally, detailed
benchmark comparisons are currently in progress between KCKF3S calculations
ar.z critical experiments conducted in the Slowpoke Derr.cnstraticn Reactor at
Wr.iteshell Lai: crate ries .

Flux calculations frcrr. an homogenized array of fuel pins tend to over
predict the measured values in the axial direction by as much as a factor
cf two in some cases. MCNF3B was used tc generate correction factors for
r.eutror.s and photons, fcr vcided and water-flooded arrays, as functions cf
pin pitch. When these factors are applied to axial horaogenized-pin
calculations, the rr.atch with measured values is greatly improved.

Zr. the area cf used fuel characterization, the SAS2H control sequence in
SCALE-4, which creates working libraries for the ORIGEN--S isotope
generation and depletion code, was modified to use WIKS-AECL in place of
XSDRNPK-S tc perform the lattice cell calculations. As a result, ORIGEK-S
with the new CAlO'J-specific burnup libraries is better able t.o characteri:e
used CAND'J fuel. This system has been chosen as the standard for the
Canadian Nuclear Waste Management Program and rigorous validation is on-
going .

3.1.2 Small Reactor Group

3.1.2.1 MAPLE-X10 Static Reactor Physics

Tr.e modelling methods used with WIMS-AECL/3DDT were refined to produce
tetter agreement with KCNP fer KAPLE-X1C. The factors influencing the
accuracv cf the reactivity coefficients in MAFLE-X10 were analyzed. The
impact cf axial flux profiles on void reactivity feedback was investigated.
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A d-e-t&ile:! full-c:re KIKS-AECL. model was produced 'cr KAF~JZ.-7.~- C to procure

tev.e: legicr. average cress sections fcr the cere wall and outer materials.

T.-.e. V-'lXi rrdels fer MAFLE-X1C were revised and upgraded te use named ratr.er

tr.ar. numbered materials ar.d incorporate the latc-st input refinements ir.

Fir. p:wer analysis techniques were developed te ar.aiyze KAFLE-X1C. 7'r.e

fuil-ccre K_W? model was used in cor.junction with the 3"T channel power

ratios tc predict ,pir. powers in a cere with fcurr.up.

retailer: spatial micrcsccpie burr.up calculations were performed to

inv-is t iç = te --~Xe in yj-.~l.~~.-XI £ . The results were used in the verification

c: sirr.rler --:Xe dynarr.ic ir.odels and investigation of spatial effects. The

r;crc5::p:: r._r.-.up calculations were perfcrr:.ed using vriKS-AECL, 3OZ1 jr.: a

separate cede fer perfor.-ir.g the burr.up integrations.

Independent V;:MS-AEC1. rr.odels were constructed te aid m the verification c£

z:.~ Icttire ;ell rr.edellinç techniques used in KAFLI-XIO. The rr.am goal cf

th^s wrr.-: V. = E te verify the rriethods used ir. the calculation cf reactivity

ccsf f i cient 5 . The werr. resulted in the cenf irr.st icn cf the methods as well

= 5 cerreetier.s ane; irr.prove."er;ts to rerr.edy deficiencies found.

3.1.2.2 MAPLE Materials Test Reactor Static Physics

?re-i~-r.ary ecnoeptual analyses were performed tc investigate a prepeseo;
lesesror. reaetor design exploiting the technology of the KAFLE-X1C reactor
cesigr. m a materials and fuel testing reactor, the KArLE Materials Test
F.eaetcr (.V_'-:T? ) . Initial studies evaluating fuel designs ("standard" KAFLE
pin fufuel, reduced-sized pin fuel and plate-type fuel) indicated that fcr

tne initial target cere power cf 2C MK, the "standard" fuel design was

= ;e2j;:e. -he initial reactor physics design targets ir.et were:

a 3: f-ii-power-cey interval between refuelling,

s cea> tr.errr.al flux _n the external heavv-water reflector cf

4v': c -£.-./-'/s,

pea--, zirccniu- ate.r. displace.T.er.t rate cf 14 cisplacerrients per year et a

fast flux cf 2K."-C 'kr./n^/s sr.c

a fuel rating of 70 kVi'/ra in natural uranium fuel irradiated in a fuel

test loop .located in the heavy-water reflector.

3.1.2.3 Reactor Kinetics

Over the past year, the two major projects fcr reactor kinetics effort were

the dynarr.ic modelling cf s sruail Integral FWR and the MAFLE-XIO Reactor.

The two-dimensional two-neutron-energy-group space-time reactor kinetics

cede TA.'.'K was further enhanced over the past year and was used to simulate

postulated transient scenarios in the KAPLE-X10 research reactor. The

effects cf - " X e build-up and decay heat considerations have been

irr.cler.ented in TA:.'K, and improvements have been made tc the

ther.T.alhydraulics modelling in TANK.
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TANK simulations of postulated loss of régulât ior. (LOR) accider.t scenarios
in the MAPLE-XIO were presented at the ANS SAFOF.-9C conference in Boise,
Idaho, 199C October [1]. The simulation of a LOR from low power, without
shutdown, showed that the density decrease in the heated coolant has a
strong negative reactivity effect which tends to mitigate the transient
behavior. TANK simulations indicate that the consequence of a LOR accider.t
during start-up are minimal if the heat exchanger secondary flow is delayed
ur.tii the power level is brought up.

A paper discussing a postulated pump run-down scenario in the MAPLE-XIO
Reactor, simulated using TANK, was presented at the 12th Annual CNS
Conference in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan., 1990 June [2], This simulation
involved using TANK supplemented with information on the complicated time-
behavicr of the coolant flow rate and inlet temperature calculated with the
therr.alhydrauli'cs code CATKENA. The main observation was that the residual
pumped coding and the onset of natural circulation cooling are sufficient
to cocl the decay heat generation in the fuel assemblies.

A paper is being presented at the 16th Annual CNS Nuclear Simulation
Ce.-.ference in Saint John, 1991 August [3] which discusses the modelling in
TANK of reactivity feedback mechanisms as changes in the two-group cross
sections fcr the various lattice cells.

3.2 AECL CANDU, TORONTO, ONTARIO

3.2.1 Low Void Reactivity Fuel

New fuel designs have been developed that give zero or near-zero void
reactivity without the use of parasitic absorbers. These new designs
exploit neutron streaming on loss of coolant tc produce negative
reactivity.

The addition of absorbers is now used to produce significantly negative
vcid reactivity.

3.2.2 LWR/CANDU - Direct Fuel Cycle

Direct cvcle of spent LWR fuel (without chemical reprocessing) is being
studied with encouraging results. Fissile content of spent LWR fuel is
high enough tc override the load due tc fission products when burned in a
lattice like CAÎCLU that has high neutron economy. Energy produced in CANDU
is an additional 40% of that produced in the LWR.
Our multidimensional coupled neutronic thermalhydraulic codes have
undergone major development. Lattice calculations are now performed at
local conditions that are simulated by the reactor model.

This link between the lattice & reactor model now achieves consistency in
neutron spectrum between the global and the local simulation.

3.3 CHALK RTVER LABORATORIES, CHALK RIVER ONTARIO

3.3.1 Experimental Activity to Support CANDU

Work has been refocussed on coolant-void-reactivity in CANDU reactors.
Experiments are being planned to assist in the validation of codes (especially
the lattice cell code) used in LOCA analysis, The particular concern is to
validate the codes for burned-up fuel at operating conditions. This will be
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dcr.e using KOX fuel in the ZED-2 reactor to simulate as far as pcssiDle CA-'.'Z'.
fuel at rr.id-burnup. There is also interest in the variation cf coolant-voic-
reactivity with void fraction. This will be explored in ZED-2 for fresh fuel
at ambient terr.perature by bubbling air through the D2O filled coolant
channels .

3.3.2. Codes and Data

Efforts are concentrated on improvements to and validation of WIMS-AECL for
CAIO'J lattices. An extensive validation of the code and the WINFRITH library
against a data base of integral experiments has been completed. A new
library, based on ENDF/B-VI is being prepared but problems with the NJOY code
have delayed completion of this project. When the new library is available
the validation, procedure will be repeated. Some testing of ENDF/B-VI data ha;
been completed - in particular a comparison of two proposed sets of data for
U 2 3 5.

3.3.3 Research Reactors

Design work on the MAPLE-X10 isotope producing reactor using the codes WIKE-
A£CL and 3D-Z has continued. Attention is now being focussed on the planning
cf the physics corrCT.issioning of the reactor and on fuel management during
operaticr..

The new code TRIADS, which uses discontinuity factors, has continued to be
successfully used for core following ir, the NRU reactor.
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DENMARK

Reactor Physics Activities in DENMARK

October 1990 - September 1991

Compiled by Erik Nonbei

Rise National l-aboratory

1. INTRODUCTION

Denmiiik has no commercial nuclear reactors to-day and no nuclear power is

foreseen in the near future.

Although our main effort within the last years has been concentrated on collecting

information about genera! reactor technology, we still maintain a certain research

and development effort within reactor physics, because we see this field as

fundamental to a general understanding of reactor technology. Furthermore, we

deliver reactor physical services for the two research reactors at Ris0 and maintain

educational activity for universities and hich schools at the Danish reactor DR 1.

2. LWR CODE DEVELOPMENT

Our very limited resources in code development are concentrated on the LWR core

simulator program, COS1MA1, and the LWR assembly program, LEWARD2. The

COSIMA program, based on the NEM-method. has been equipped with 3 new

subroutines for reconstruction of pin power distributions from the nodal power

distributions^.

The method is almost similar to the method of Koebke and Wagner".

The first subroutine. COEFF1. finds the 5 coefficients, a,., of the flux expansion
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x,y) =

(with the necessary restriction that either i or j equals 0) utilizing the node average

flux and the average fluxes at the 4 node edges.

Considering next a node and the surrounding 8 nodes, the above subroutine is

applied to each of the 9 nodes and the expansions thus found are used to yield 4

(generally different) values of the flux of each of the corners in the central node.

The arithmetic mean of such four values is now taken to be the flux of the corner

and the 9 coefficients. ay. of the (same) expansion

(x, y) =J^ a,,- x 1 y -

may now be determined by the additional 4 conditions, that the corner fluxes be

satisfied. This is done in the subroutine COEFF2.

The third subroutine. PINPOW. performs the trivial (but rather complicated)

operations necessary to define the positions and orientations of the assemblies for

which pin power distributions are to be calculated.

It administers the calls of COEFF1 and COEFF2 and combines the "homogeneous"

power distributions from the flux expansions with the "heterogeneous" power

distributions from the assembly calculations.
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REACTOR PHYSICS IN FINLAND

STATUS REPORT TO THE NEACRP 1991

Compiled by Randolph Hoglund

Technical Research Centre of Finland

Nuclear Engineering Laboratory

1 NUCLEAR POWER IN FINLAND

The nuclear electricity generation in Finland went up to

18.1 TKh in 1990, but its share of the total electric energy

consumed (about 63 TWh) decreased to 29 %. The average

capacity factor stayed high, over 89 %.

Concerning the fifth Finnish reactor, budgetary offers have

been received from ABB Atom, Atomenergoexport, Nuclear Power

International and Siemens. An application for a decision in

principle to build the new plant has been submitted to the

new government that was formed after the general election

last spring. Any positive decision would still have to be

approved by the parliament also.

2 ADVANCED HOMOGENIZATION METHODS

Advanced homogenization methods with discontinuous flux at

nodal interfaces have been studied in hexagonal geometry.

The nodal program HEXBU-3D has now a version that uses flux

discontinuous factors in solution of the nodal balance

equations. The discontinuity is applied on the transverse

cross section of the core and for the present only one

factor in each energy group of neutrons is used for a

hexagonal node. Since the fuel and control assemblies of the

WER-440 reactor have a 60-degree symmetry sector, the

discontinuity of the flux at nodal interfaces can be
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properly described by a single factor.

The discontinuous factors are given for fast and thermal

flux in input of the program and they can depend on type and

burnup of the fuel assemblies. They are determined from

one-assembly lattice calculations as the ratios of

surface-averaged to cell-averaged fluxes. Further

modification of the HEXBU-3D program to employ separate

factors for.individual faces of the hexagonal nodes would be

a straightforward procedure. In fact the use of one

discontinuity factor per group is equivalent to the

so-called cell-edge homogenization where cross sections and

diffusion coefficients are homogenized according to the

surface flux of the lattice cell.

Calculation results based on discontinuous flux were

compared with accurate fine-mesh and conventional nodal

solutions. The test problem was a small WER-440 core with

37 fresh assemblies of three different enrichments. Final

hoinogenization of the two-group cross sections and

evaluation of discontinuous factors were performed with the

diffusion theory program TRIGON. The lattice cells to be

homogenized consisted of three material regions: a fuel

region and a central and a peripheral region containing

water and structural components. Each region was described

by two-group cross sections calculated with the cell burnup

program CASMO-HEX.

Zero power criticality calculations for the test reactor

were made with four methods. TRIGON was used in fine-mesh

finite-difference calculations in which the fuel assemblies

were either heterogeneous or homogenized. Nodal solutions

with HEXBU-3D were obtained for continuous and discontinuous

fluxes at assembly interfaces. The calculations were

two-dimensional and two-group calculations and boundary

conditions at core periphery were the same in all cases.

The following values were calculated for the effective
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multiplication factor:

k#t t program and method

1.03482 TRIGON, heterogeneous assemblies

1.03568 TRIGON, homogeneous assemblies

1.03493 HEXBU-3D, discontinuous flux

1.03595 HEXBU-3D, continuous flux

The first two cases are reference solutions for the true

heterogeneous reactor and for a reactor with homogeneous

fuel assemblies. Thus the deviation of the solutions

represents the homogenization error. The results show that

HEXBU-3D produces rather well the reference values of

k-effective if a correct continuity condition is applied at

nodal interfaces. The difference between assembly powers of

the heterogeneous fine-mesh calculation and the corresp-

onding nodal solution was less than 0.3 %, whereas the

maximum deviation due to the homogenization error was 1.4 %.

Preliminary calculations with HEXBU-3D for the fresh core of

the Loviisa-1 reactor showed that the effect of the

discontinuous factors is similar, but less strong, than the

reduction of thermal neutron transients between adjacent

assemblies. Since the latter has turned out to improve the

agreement of calculated and measured power distributions,

the introduction of discontinuity factors may also give

better results in burnup simulations.

3 REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL IRRADIATION CALCULATIONS

The program PREVIEW (PREssuie Vessel Irradiation Evaluation

Working program) has been completed. This program evaluates

the neutron flux at various locations in the pressure vessel

of a nuclear reactor and elsewhere by multiplying the

fission source density in each node of the reactor, derived

from known power and burnup distributions, by precalculated
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(r,6) and axial kernels and summing these contributions. It

is intended for the Loviisa-1 and -2 reactors but can

probably be used for all WER-440 reactors without changes

and for any reactors if the kernel library and certain data

given in DATA and PARAMETER statements in the main program

and the BLOCK DATA subprogram are changed.

4 UPDATING OF THE REACTOR PHYSICS PROGRAM SYSTEM

Work on updating the REPVICS program system used for

shielding calculations (including calculation of the kernels

for PREVIEW) and implementing it on the VAX/Cray combination

used instead of our old Cyber is underway.

The "SCALE-4 program system and the newest version of the

NJOY data processing code have also been installed on our

computers•

Work has continued on the BWR core refuelling program CORFU,

which was presented at the fifth meeting on "Reactor Physics

Calculations in the Nordic Countries" in Stockholm, April 16

- 17, 1991 /I/. At the same meeting, work on the interpreta-

tion of WER-440 rod drop measurements was presented /2/.

5 INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION ON WER REACTORS

In 1991 a new international cooperation on the reactor

physics and dynamics of W E R reactors was started (AER,

Atomic Energy Research for Investigating Neutron Physics and

Thermohydraulics Problems oi Reactor Safety; the secretariat

is in KFKI/Hungary, contact person I. Vidovszky). Some of

the topics are partly continued from an earlier cooperation

on W E R reactor physics that was carried out in the

framework of CMEA. Contrary to the earlier one, the present

cooperation is an independent organization and open to all

interested parties. New cooperation topics include questions
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related to reactor safety. At present 12 research institutes

or power companies from 6 countries (Hungary, USSR, CSFR,

Bulgaria, Poland and Finland) have joined the cooperation,

including the Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT) and

Imatran Voima Power Company (IVO). Four working groups have

been set up:

a. Improvement, extension and validation of parametrized

few-group diffusion libraries for WER-440 and WER-1000.

b. Core design (advanced fuel cycles, code validation).

c. Core monitoring (flux reconstruction, in-core

measurements).

d. WER reactor safety analysis.

6 REACTOR DYNAMICS

The documentation of the one-dimensional reactor dynamics

code TRAB has been supplemented with a summary report on the

validation of the code /3/ and a user's manual /</.

Reference 3 is included as contribution for the topic:

"Review of Requirements for the Methods of validation of

Neutronics Codes/Quality Assurance fou Neutronics codes."

The three-dimensional dynamics code HEXTRAN /5/ has been

compared against results of the one-dimensional dynamics

code TRAB. Comparative calculations of symmetric boron

dilution transient have been made (figure 1). HEXTRAN gives

a slightly lower power peak than TRAB as can be postulated

for a three-dimensional program. An example of a control rod

movement transient is given in figure 2. The radial assembly

power distributions of the scram calculation are shown in

the steady state and after 5 seconds. In the last figure are

the ratios of the two distributions. As can be seen the

assembly powers of the control rod followers are decreasing

especially fast.

The Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) for the Loviisa
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nuclear power station has been renewed by Imatran Voima Oy

(IVO). Two papers concerning these analyses have been

published in cooperation with IVO /6, 7/. The first paper

concentrates on the application of the TRAB synthesis model

which couples several axial core channels with radial shape

functions. The second paper concerns all the Loviisa

analyses, including ATWS events and reactivity initiated

accidents analyzed by VTT in cooperation with IVO.
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FRANCE

3^.th NEACRF MEETING

PSI, Villmger., 2-5 September 1991

REACTOR PHYSICS AT CEA : PRESENT STATUS AND FUTURE TRENDS

K. DARROUZET - K. SALVATORES

CEA - Nuclear Reactor Directorate

i - INTRODUCTION:

At CEA the Reactor Physics activities are mainly concentrated at the

Cadareche Center and at a lesser extent at the Saclay Center. All the activities

are part of recently crested Directorate for Nuclear Reactors, headed by

J. BOUCHARD.

The programs are defined in the framework of cooperations with the nuclear

industries (EdF. FRAKATOME/NOVATCME). The fast reactor related activities are

mainly defined in the frase of the European Collaboration and in support cf z'r.e

EFR project.

The relations vith the French industrial partners have beer, the object cf a

deep re-negociation in 1991 and a new fcrir.al framework has been set up for

trilateral and bilateral cooperations between CEA and EdF and/cr

FRAKATOME/NOVATOME.

The basic role of Reactor Physics as a "pole of expertise'', has been

recognized, as well as the necessity to keep alive a substantial activity in the

years to come, both in the theoretical and in the experimental fields.
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2 - FIELDS OF ACTIVITY

In agreement with a general organisation in Nuclear Reactor programs at CZA,

the Reactor Physics activities can he classified according to thei:

applications :

- Studies in' suprcrt of existing reactors (PWRs. FwRs with KOX recycling.

PHENIX, SUPER FHEKIX).

- Next generation reactor studies (REP-2000, EFR) .

- Future reactor studies (including radioactive waste burners).

In the following paragraphs a short ratline will he given c: the preser.:

activities and trends fcr the next few years. This outline will be given net ir

ppjterns of a-plicaticr.s but rather ir. terms cf specific topics :

a) data and methods development,

b) experimental prcgrarr.s in critical assemblies,

c) power reactcr cperaticn support anc feed-back,

d) conceptual desizr. studies.

e) fuel cycle related studies.

Whenever applicable, international cooperation aspects will be recalled.

2.1 - Data ~ p t h c dc ar.c ^ c d e dev^lcr^""*

2.1.1 - In the field cf basic nuclear data, the participation tc the

JEF project is considered essential. In agreement with the industrial partners

it has been decided that the JEF data will be the unique and consistent basis

for the improvement and development cf all the neutromes calculational schemes

to be used in France both for F, and D and fcr design needs, in the field of

fission reactor cere and shielding. fusion neutrcnics, and fuel cycle

applications.

Since limited, and decreasing, manpower and expertise is available in

the data evaluaticr. field, the rde cf international cooperation has been

stressed.
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Both the continuation cf the JEF prelect and the upgrading of the

NEACRP/NEANDC spensered "International Cooperation cr. Evaluation" , are strongly

supported and the CEA representatives give an active contribution to bet:,

initiatives.

The benchmarking cf the JEF-2 data is presently the highest priority

activity. Results are regularly presented at the "ac hoc" JEF working grout

meetings. Recent results were reported in the fields of criticality/safety.

thermal fission reactors and fast critical experiments.

The treatment cf the JEF data to produce azp-icaticr. libraries r.ar

represented in recent years a significant effcrt.

The NJOY/TKEMIS system has beer, used to produce JEF based libraries

for the new cell codes AFOLLC-II and ECCC (see 2.1.2).

During this process, the need fcr an internationally coordinated work

to validate and to improve the data treatment codes (and in particular NJCY,.

has been pointed-out.

2.1.2 - A r.ev génération cf cell codes, APOLLC-II and ECCC.

respectively fcr thermal and for fast reactor applications, 'r.as teen developed

'the ECCO code in the frar.e of the European cooperation fcr Fast Reactors). Eotr.

codes are being validated and they are supposed t: represent significant

improvements with respect to previous codes (for example, in the case of FVF.s

AFOLLO-II should provide algorithms for a detailed ?u build-up description

inside a specific fuel pin in a complexe fuel assembly;.

2.1.2 - Easi: studies on specific physics problems are performed. An

example is the continuous effcrt to understand the moderator temperature

coefficient discrepancy between calculation and measurements in FWRs.

Delayed neutron data and reactivity scale assessment !/3o.-.-), are aise

topics currently being investigated.
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•..!.<! - Ca.cu-atior. ir.etr.ccs errcrts are -.air..y aevotec tc

3 -diir.er.sior.ai transport methods development, both deterministic and Kontecarlc.

A 3-Dimensicr.al SJT transport code has been developed in coopsraticr.

with Argonne National Laboratory, and present tests, perforned on the NEACRF -

3D-Transport Benchmark, are very encouraging, both in terms cf accuracy

performances and' calculational times.

In the Montecarlo area, the new version 2 of the TRIPOLI code is being

developed. for generalized application to core and shielding problems.

criticality/safety studies etc. ar.d that will have both ccntir.ucus energy a:.;

rr.ultigrcup capabilities, improved biasing techniques, etc... .

2.1.5 - Nodular neutrcnics cede syszev.s are developed both for thermal

reactor (the CRONOS system ; and for fast reactor applications (the ERAKOS

system, in the frame :: the European cooperation;. For both cede systercs. the

emphasis is on GA procedures, portability and user friendliness. Specific

software is being developed for those purposes. The calculaticnal algorithms in

both systems cover r.ost needs for F. and D, and design applications.Space-time

dependent diffusion theory is available ir. CF.CKOS, vith coupling to the therr.al-

hydraulics code FLIC.-., and an extended generalized perturbation capability is

available m ZRAÎîCS.

2.2 - Experimental crosrarr.s m critical facilities

2.2.1 - The EFIC'JRE prograr., in support cf KCX recycling in PWRs, is

underway on the EDLE reactor, and it is performed with the industrial partners

support. The present program, is planned up to the end of 1993. However, periodic

reviews allow to define priorities in the program perforr.ance.
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The EPICURE program in EGLE is mostly devotee te reduce uncertainties

in design calculations (power distributiens, power peak facters. reactivity

control system, etc...}. Complementary studies are performed in the MII.'Er.VE

reactor, in which irradiated or not irradiated fuel samples are oscillated. 1'r.e

corresponding high precision measurements, allow tc obtain information en basic

data (fission products, higher ?u isotopes, etc...), in a wide range c:

representative lattices.

2.2.2 - The CONRAD program is performed in the MASURCA reactor (in the

frame of the European Cooperation), in support of the EF?. design. Axial

heterogeneous core caracteristics calculations are being validated imciucir.^

safety parameters and accident scenarios:.

The program devoted to axial heterogeneous cores has to be complétée

by mid-1992. The following phase ;r.id-19?2 - mid-1993; will be devoted tc the

study of delayed neutron effective fraction. This experiment will be performed

as a NEACRP experimental benchmark, with wide international participation.

Moreover, the experimental program en .MAS'JRCA is coupled to and coordinated with

an international delayed neutron basic data assessemer.t as cart of the

International Cooperation on Data Evaluation.

Finally, an expérimenta- pre^ram ::r criticalitv safetv purposes •• i . e .

burn-up credit calculations validaticr. .• , is currently being discussed. This

program would be performed en the "I"EF.VE ar.d ECLE reactors ever a five years

period.

For the ensemble of the experimental programs, an effort is devoted tc

the experimental techniques improvement !. absolute fission rate measurements,

techniques for 0sf* measurements, higher actinices fission rate measurements,

etc . . . ) .

2.2.3 - Experimental data bases are developed to insure an efficient

use of experimental programs results, both fcr thermal and fast reactor integral

experiments. Current and past programs are reviewed >experimental lav-outs,

uncertainties etc), to ccoe with CA retirements and with the need to transmit

knowledge and exçuertise in an efficient vay.
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ce- c e = r - - r

2.3.1 - FVF. irradiated fuel analysis program is one cf the most

effective source of information used to validate data and methods. A continuous

program is underway. which covers parametricaily burn-up and fuel enrichment

variation. Analysis cf KCX fuel from the St-Laurent El plant will be available

in 1992.

As already mentioned, irradiated fuel samples are used in MINERVE fer

an extensive program aimed to fission product data validation, but also fcr

burn-up credit validation in criticality safety studies.

The ir.ajcr prcgram related tc fuel irradiated in PHENIX cf interest f:r

Reactor Physics, is the S'JFEF.FACT minor actiniae irradiation experiment.

Analvsis cf irradiated pins with 2 cc Am/Np cr 20 % Ax - ̂ 5 % N~. will

be completed in 1992 - Similar experiments planned fcr the future, will be

mentioned later on.

2.2.2 - FW?. vessel surveillance programs have been widely used tc

improve the predict!" cf damage rate cr. the structures and. in parallel, tc

validate shielding calculation methods, "'r.ese programs are still active, m the

frame cf cooperative êifcrts vïth EdF.

2.2.3 - The fcllev-up cf the first irradiation cycles cf the

St-Laurent El power plant, where KCX recycling has been performed, has beer,

taken as a basis tc validate a reference calculation scheme, which includes the

new versions cf the AFOLLO cell code and of the CRONOS code system. This

activity will be completed in 1992.
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2.3.1 - In che field zz fast pcver react: rs. the negative reactivitv

signal experienced in PHENIX, has beer, the major event cr. which ces: efforts are

presently concentrated. The argor. bubble passage in the cere is no mere

considered a plausible scenario, after the repetition of the phénomènes ir.

August 1990 with a larger amplitude, and a mechanical movement in the cere is

presently thought as the most probable scenario, although the initiator of that

movement has not'been yet clearly identified.

From the reactor physics point of view, this event is conditioning the

SUPER PHENIX restart-up. which could be technically possible and feasable early

in autumn 1991 .

The planned passive safety tests program in FFTF has eeer. considérée

of interest and an active participation is foreseen as part cf the European

Cooperation activities in core mechanics and physics. Finally, a participatier.

is also foreseen to the KOKJU start-up in 1992.

2.k - Conceptual design studies

2.4.1 - Fcr the next generatier. reacters (REF-200C. ZFK;, Reactcr

physics studies are "erfcrir.ee ir, the frame ef the cooperations previcusiv

mentioned. Fcr REF-10GC. full ]'2'/. ceres physics caracteristics are investigate;,

together with design parameter uncertainties assessment, using experimental

results of current a-.'.c previous programs '.e.g. the ERASME program ir. EOLE). Z'r.e

same procedure is relieved in reactivity coefficient and aescrber vcrth[

knowledge improvement.

For EFR, conceptual design studies have been focused en Ka-veid

positive reactivity reduction, power shape optimisation, and design parameter

uncertainty reduction.

l.k.l • In the field cf future reactors and innovative systems

studies, the CEA has started a new significant effort.

Core physics aspects cf innovative designs such as Ar-f.':, £E*R. FIUS.

SIR, etc..., are examined and ir.terccmc.ared.
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Moreover investigations are directed to alternate fuels ivith respe-:*.

tc oxide fuels, bcth fcr FV.'Rs and LMFERs;, to new absorber types ie.g. in the

perspective of the eiimir.atir. of soluble boron), new coolants fcr LMFBRs (e.g.

lead or lead alloys potential).

2.^.3 ' Actir.ide burners studies are being significantly increased at

CEA. Fast and therr.al neutron spectrum reactors with homogeneous actir.ide

recycling are systematically investigated to find optimum values of core size,

fuel type, moderating ratios, fuel enrichment to obtain high transmutation rates

and to minimize the ccr.sequer.ces on the physical performances c: the reactcr.

Heterogeneous actir.ide recycling is also stuaiec, rcth m fast ar.o

thermal reactcr types. Ir. this frame, some studies will also be devoted tc Icr.g-

lived fissicr. product 'e.g. 7c-99, 1-129; transmutation.

Besides fissicr. reactors as actiniae burners, more advanced solutions

(e.g. using prctcr. accelerators, cr hybride systems : accelerator/subcritical

fission systems; will ce investigated.

A five year program in the field cf actiniae burners is being set-up,

vhich includes reactcr studies .conceptual design and fuel test studies.

including experimental irradiations m appropriate reactors; and the partition

studies (performed at the Zirecticx cf Fuel Cvcie cf CEA).

I.i.i - Future reactcr studies are the basis fcr an increasing number

of international cooperations, in particular in the field of reactor physics.

Agreements in this area have been signed by CEA with EKEA- Italy. the Kurchatcv

Institute cf Moscov, Kf:I. FNC-Japan. etc... .

Effective, cccrdir.ated efforts in some areas like advanced system fcr

actinide transmutation seem to be highly desirable, as veil as in the innovative

svstem evaluation.
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2.5 - Fuel cycle related studies

In recent years at CEA, a growing support has bee:, given ty the

reactor physicists teams to fuel cycle related studies. The data and calculation

schemes to provide mass inventories to the reprccessir.g plants is a typical

example. There has been the need to provide data related to ail type of reactcrr

(including BWRs>. and to validate the performance cf the tools which have beer,

used in that process.

Active and passive neutron measurements techniques have ceer. develcp&o

fer control and safeguards curocses.

i. c - t - .v.ritica*ity. sarety cata ano tcc.s .'.ave ceer. prcvioec te t

bodies and to the industrial partners, with improved caracteristi:; to deal wit:

new complexe problems (e.g. disscivers.' or more stringent requirements 'e.g.

burn-up credit evaluation;.

Finally, physical models have been developed t: be used in strateg;

studies. The codes that have been developed in this field such ar the COS! ceci

cev£-cpec at CEA Cacarache, give a generalizes cescr ipticr. ;: -.-.e full fuel

cvcle. and are mcstlv used ir. relation with ir.r.cvative reactcrs desier. studiei

The present paper has given ar. cverviev

activities and future trends ir. this field.

tr.e mam

.-.eactor pnysics as sucr. nas expanoeo its sc;pe in recent yearr tc cover :

neeos for improved safety design, more flexible and optimised plant cperati:

for future reactor proposal with improved physics caracteristics. and fer m;

stringent requirements in the fuel cycle field.
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The NEACR? activity has beer, r.zz'r.ly bénéficiai tc these r.ev developments z:.z

it is expected that scir.e cf the r.ost recer.t ir.itiat ives. c^tlir.ei az the last

NEACRP meetings (the benchmark exercises ir. 3D kinetics, pir.-power cistributic:..

/"eff. H production, and the working groups sponsorship ir. the field of nuclear

dsta evaluation cooperation and in the field of criticality.'safety. are typ-C£-

examples) will be effectively taken over by the new Nuclear Sciences Cosittee.

which is presently discussed.
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GERMAN"!

REACTOR PHYSICS ACTIVITIES IN THE
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

Compiled by

H. Kùsters
Nuclear Research Center Karlsruhe

GENERAL:

In 1991 some changes in the nuclear development program of the FRG occurred.

Both fast reactors in Germany, SNR300 and the test reactor KNK-II, are closed
down officially. Fast reactor work is done only in the frame of the European Fast
Reactor EFR.

Light water reactors in Germany-West are operating successfully, in East Germany
f^ost probably all WWER-type PWR's will be closed down. It is not clear yet,
whether there will be built some SIEMENS/KWU plants in East Germany. At the
moment, nuclear electricity is provided mainly from France.

In East Germany, the centers of the former Academy of Science have been re-
viewed by a committee with respect to the proposed R&D tasks. This committee
proposed to drastically reduce the manpower in these centers. It has to be seen,
what of and with what funding the remaining activities in the nuclear field can
be combined with similar activities in West Germany.

Due to the restructering of the NEA-committees to a NEA Science Committee, this
report will mainly outline future reactor physics activities. In addition, the report
from the Nuclear Research Center Karlsruhe includes some comments concerning
the follow-up Nuclear Science Committee.
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1. REACTOR PHYSICS ACTIVITIES AT THE NUCLEAR RESEARCH CENTER KARLSRUHE

The main physics activities at the Nuclear Research Center (KfK) deal with

1.1 Development of fusion reactors

In special:

a) Improvement'of design tools to analyze the physics and safety behaviour of

Tokamak-fusion systems, i.e. nuclear data (e.g. DDX data) and coupled neu-

tron/photon data libraries, Monte Carlo (MCNP) and SN-codes, including testing

of data and methods on experiments.

b) Activation and shielding investigations for fusion blankets.

c) Preparation of a test program for the NET/ITER blankets.

d) Design study for a fusion DEMO-plant.

e) Development of diagnostictools.

There are experiments underway to determine the deuterium temperature via

Doppler-effect for the ASDEX-UPGRADE machine.

f) Planning of experiments to determine the load of divertors in case of a plasma

break-down.

g) Development and tests of materials for fusion reactor blankets (e.g. He-cooled

Li-orthosilicate).

h) Experimental validation of neutronic aspects in the KANT-facility (Karlsruhe-

Neutron-Jransmissionexperiments).

1.2 Reactor Physics Support for Fast Reactor Development

R&D-work is performed within the European collaboration for EFR (European Fast
Reactor).

Especially work is done for

a) The testing of nuclear data (e.g. JEF-2).

b) Mathematical benchmarks for code testing (e.g. ECCO).
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c) Burnup investigations and comparison with postirradiation experiments.

d) Study of actinide and fission product burning in FBRS.

e) Assessment of nuclear safety issues and accompaning code development as

- SIMMER-llandAFDM
- fuel sodium interaction
- sloshing.

f) Enhancement'of passive safety features (e.g. using safety rods based on Bi-

metal, see figure).

g) Experimental and theoretical investigations on decay heat removal.

Absorbergestbnge

BitnetotletemeiTt

v Kugelkupplung

Bimeialigesiange
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1.3 Improvement of Safety Characteristics of large LWRs

a) Development of methods to estimate and minimize radiological consequences

of reactor accidents.

b) Containment strengthening with the aim to contain the consequences of a hy-

pothetical accident within the containment. R&D at Karlsruhe is mainly dealing

with the physics aspects of steam- and hydrogen build-up as well as with inves-

tigations on a LWR core-catcher.

1.4 Investigations on the Burning of Actinides and Fission Products with Accelera-
tor-Driven Spallation Sources

All activities on the destruction of long-lived radionuclides are performed in coop-

eration with CEA/France.

Table 1 gives a short outline of the activities.

This short view on the reactor physics activities at KfK is thought to be of help for

the follow-up Science Committee of NEA.

1.5 The NIEA-Science Committee

A' first, the most important problems, transferred from NEACRP to the Science

Committee, should be resolved with high priority.

In addition, in the near future the Science Committee should deal with the follow-

ing topics:

(The listing reflects the priority sequence from the author's view.)

In the domain of Reactor Physics and Nuclear Fusion:

• High burn-up achievements in LWR's

• Assessment of new reactor concepts especially with respect to inherent safety

• On-line core monitoring

• Real-time simulation of reactor functions for control and training
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Tab. 1: Transmutation of Long-Lived Actinides and Fission Products
in Reactors and Accelerator-Driven Spallation Sources

LWRs
(<E>T = 1014 n/cm2 sec)

1. Actinide burning
ineffective; mainly
build-up of higher
actinides (cc-?> of)

2. Pu-burning effective
in LWR fuel ele-
ments with (Ce/Pu)
instead of (U/Pu) (no
build-up of Pu239
viaU238)

3. No burning of fis-
sion products

4. Special high flux
reactors with
4>T > 1016 n/cm2 sec
would effectively
burn MA and FP*)

FBRs
($>p = 1015 n/cm2 sec)

1. Actinide burning
possible in oxide and
metal fuelled FBRs.
Remote handling in
fabrication neces-
sary

2. Admixture of MA to
fast reactor fuel up
to about 5 %: reduc-
tion of burn-up reac-
tivity losses, but not
a very effective
burning. Multiple
Recycling

3. Higher loads of MA
in an FBRs: |DC| re-
duced, Na-void in-
creased

4. Positioning of MA-
elements in outer
core and in blanket
regions: no recycling
necessary, ifclad
can withstand an ir-
radiation up to
10-20 years and if
<£T £ 1015 n/cm2 sec
can be reached;
build-up of Ra after
105 years

5. Introduction of mod-
erating blanket as-
semblies: only effec-
tive for MA and FP
burning if
$T £ 1015 n/cm2 sec

6. No FP burning in
standard FBR con-
cepts

Accelerator-Driven
Spallation Sources

($T = 1016 n/cm2 sec)

1. High proton energy
(l-2Gev)

2. Continuous bean (not
pulsed!) with high
current of = 300 mA

3. Use of spallation
targets for n-production

4. Moderation of the
spallation neutrons to
<t>T =* 1016 n/cm2 sec

5. Low inventory of
fissionable nuclei
(keff< 0.8)

6. Effective destruction of
long-lived MA and FP

7. Cooling by molten salts

8. Chemical separation
of the long-lived FP +
MA nurlei

9. Time for development:
10 -15 years

10. One spallation machine
can destroy the long-
lived waste of about
10 GWe PWRs

*) MA: Minor Actinides
FP: Fission Products
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• Judgement on new reactor concepts and their longterm realization problems

• Validation of complex software used in licensing procedures

• Transactinide and fission product burning, leading to realistic concepts

• Accelerator development (high energy, very high current)

• Magnetic and inertial confinement fusion science and technology

In the domain of Nuclear Data:

• Inelastic scattering data for energies at about 1 MeV, especially for heavy nu-

clides

• Cross sections for low activation materials in fusion reactors

• Data for the application of spallation sources

In the specific Data Bank domain:

• Collection of software and code systems for advanced computers (vector and

parallel computers)

• Collection of software for PC's and Workstations

• Collection of software for visualisation of large amounts of computer results

• Studies on expert systems and artificial intelligence methods for application in

adequate areas.
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2. REACTOR PHYSICS ACTIVITIES AT SIEMENS/KWU

Provided by

H. Finnemann

2.1 The SIEMENS PWR Nuclear Core Design Procedure SAV90

(K. Koebke, G. Ambrosius, L. Hetzelt, S. Merk, H.-J. Winter)

For pressurized water reactor analysis at SIEMENS now the new SAV90 code system

(Standard-Auslegungs-Verfahren) is available. The need for further development of

the former SAV79 system originated in the demand for easier quality assurance and

automation of reactor design calculations. However, the approved methodology of

SAV79 and the broad empirical verification and validation of SAV79 was conserved.

The quality of prediction relies upon statistics on the differences between measure-

ment and calculation.

In SAV90 the reactor calculations are performed in realistic three-dimensional full

core geometry which replaces the combination of three- and two-dimensional

geometries of SAV79. The reactor code is also used to perform low-cost two-dimen-

sional scoping calculations on workstations.

The automation efforts of SAV90 reduced the possibility of errors within reactor

design calculations significantly. In the area of rectangular nodal schemes the

methods have reached a high degree of maturity.

However thore are still some problems which need more investigation. For example,

the extension of the nodal schemes to hexagonal geometry is further developed.

Other topics like database management, expert systems / artificial intelligence,

automated search and optimisation of loading patterns find considerable atten-

tion.
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2.2 The PANBOX Coupled Neutronics / Thermal Hydraulics Code System for PWR

Safety Analysis

(R. Boer, R. Bôhm, H. Finnemann, R. Muller)

The reactor dynamics program system PANBOX is a coupled neutronics / thermal

hydraulics code system for the analysis of space-time effects in pressurised water

reactors. PANBOX is used for reload safety analysis and all kinds of transients in

which the power distribution is significantly affected. Apart from input and output

processors, it consists of dedicated modules which treat specific transients such as

long-term events like xenon redistribution and short-term accidents like rod ejec-

tions.

The new integrated program system PANBOX features neutronics models for solv-

ing the time-dependent few-group diffusion equations in Cartesian or in hexago-

nal-z geometry coupled with an advanced version of the well-known thermal hy-

draulics code COBRA-3. The capability to calculate crossflow effects is essential to

achieve the high degree of spatial resolution and accuracy aimed at in the coupled

calculation. PANBOX thus can serve for high accuracy core design applications,

achieving economically efficient reload strategies.

Combined with an accurate and efficient pin power reconstruction module the

program is capable of performing not only global neutronic /thermal-hydraulic cal-

culations but also to evaluate important safety-related parameters like departure

from nucleate boiling (DNB) ratios and centerline fuel temperatures. Its capability

to determine thermal safety margins based on local hot channel fuel pin values is

especially valuable in safety analyses for transients resulting in highly non-uniform

power densitiy distributions and / or low mass flow through the core.

It has been shown earlier that all the basic equations and solution methods are not

restricted to PWR's only, but also valid for BWR's. A corresponding extension of the

range of PANBOX applications therefore is the goal of future developments.
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2.3 Experience in PWR and BWR MOX Fuel Management

(GJ. Schlosser, W.-D. Krebs, P. Urban)

The Federal Republic of Germany has adopted the strategy of a closed fuel cycle

using reprocessing and recycling. The central issue today in this context is plutonium

recycling in operating PWR and most recently again the use of U/Pu mixed oxide

(MOX) in BWR as well.

The design of MOX fuel assemblies and the fuel management of MOX containing

cores is strongly influenced by the nuclear properties of the Pu isotopes.

Optimized designs of MOX fuel assemblies for PWR presently use up to 3 types of

MOX fuel rods having different plutonium contents with natural or tails uranium as

carrier material but without burnable absorbers. The MOX fuel assembly designs

for BWR use 4 to 6 rod types with different plutonium contents and Gd2O3-UO2

burnable absorber rods. Both the PWR and the BWR designs attain good equiv-

alence and compatibility with uranium fuel assemblies. High flexibility exists forthe

loading schemes related to positions and numbers of MOX fuel assemblies in the re-

loads and the whole cores.

Siemens/KWU experience with MOX fuel assemblies is based on the insertion of 278

MOX fuel assemblies in 8 PWR and 168 BWR and PHWR so far.

Primary operating results include information on cycle length, power distribution,

reactivity coefficients and control rod worth of cores containing MOX fuel assem-

blies. Normal levels of reliability and safety can be maintained in reactor operation

even with increased MOX fuel fractions, higher fissile contents and at high burnup.

In addition developments in the field of Pu-recycling are running parallel to ura-

nium fuel in the aim for higher burr up and thus higher Pu content. Major factors in

this respect are plutonium with a smaller proportion of thermally fissile isotopes

and the use of other carrier materials. As long as the licensed MOX fraction in cores

has not been reached, no additional licensing will be needed for the time being. It

has, however, to be pointed out that the MOX fraction which can be considered

safe from the neutron physics standpoint has not yet been exhausted, by most limits

licensed up to now.
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3. REACTOR PHYSICS ACTIVITIES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF STUTTGART

Provided by

W. Bernnat

3.1 JEF-2 based MCNP Libraries for Application in Reactor Physics 1

W. Bernnat, M. Mattes

Since the released MCNP libraries are still based on ENDF/B-IV, libraries will be
generated based on JEF-2 data using the nuclear data processing system NJOY.
The module ACER in NJOY-89.up63 for preparation of a data library for MCNP
was modified to produce correct ACE files in the thermal range as well as in the fast
energy range from evaluations in ENDF-6 format.

ACER can only handle the Kalbach format for energy-angle distributions in File 6.
This means that many important new evaluations cannot be processed at the current
time. Fixing this requires developing new sampling routines for MCNP, new format
for the ACE files, and new coding in ACER to write the new files. It is planned to
implement the Kalbach systematic into the code MCNP-3B.

In the thermal energy range tables for the secondary energies and angles were gen-
erated with a fine mesh grid. As no thinning will be done for the continuous data
very large tabulations are produced for the new 23t-U and 23SU evaluations.

The new library will be tested by criticality benchmarks and calculation of different
measured thermal neutron spectra. Comparisons will be made based on JEF-2 and
ENDF/B-VI data. The MCNP results will also be compared by deterministic multi-
group methods (IKE-system RSYST/CGM). First results show good agreement for
homogeneous benchmarks with U- and Pu-fuel. The JEF-2 and ENDF/B-VI results
do not differ remarkably for the benchmarks analyzed [1].

[1] Bernnat, W., M. Mattes, J. Keinert: Analysis of Thermal Benchmarks Based on the
Evaluated Nuclear Data Files JEF-2 and ENDF/B-VI, Int. Conf. on Nuclear Data
for Science and Technology, 13 -17 May 1991, Julich, Germany

'This work is supported by Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe KFK, Germany.
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3.2 Nonlinear Dynamics of Heating Reactors

D. Emendorfer, B. Lukas, M. Stoiljkovic

For boiling water heating reactors with natural circulation stability boundaries,
limit cycle amplitudes, load follow behaviour and transients are investigated with a
simplified nonlinear model [1-3]. Up to now only point kinetics, axial constant heat
flux, and saturated boiling have been applied. In the future we will generalize the
simulation model by taking into account few node neutronics and thermohydraulics
including subcpoled boiling.

[1] Emendorfer, D., A. Knoll, B. Lukas: Jahrestagung Kerntechnik, 1991.

[2] Lukas, B.: Dissertation Universitât Stuttgart, 1992.

[3] Stoiljkovic, M.: Diplomarbeit Universitât Stuttgart, 1991.

3.3 Preparation of Cross Section Libraries for PWR MOX Assemblies

B.C. Lutz

The use of MOX fuel in PWR requires more sophisticated methods preparing cross
section libraries for reactor calculations than the usual core fueled with Uranium as-
semblies. A strong local dependence of flux spectra in the MOX assembly, caused by
shielding effects and the very different absorption level in the surrounding Uranium
assemblies, requires a 2-dimensional approach and the consideration of larger core
sections than in a only Uranium, assembly lattice. The subdivision of assemblies in
core calculations calls for different cross section sets in the case of a MOX assembly
and possibly for the neighboring Uranium assembles too.

These problems are investigated using the reactor program system RSYST [1], which
is very flexible and suitable for developing calculational methods. The 2-dimensional
calculations are done with the J±-code ICM2D [2]. For homogenisation of cross
sections the SPH-method [3] is applied and Benoist's approach [4] for diffusion
constants, respectively. The final set of 2 group cross sections is prepared by an
equivalence theory method similar to that of Mondot [5]. More details are given in
[6].

[1] Rûhle, R.: USAEC Conf-730 414-12, 1973

[2] Rûckle, Th., D. Emendorfer: IKE 6-172, 1987

[3] Kavenoky, A.: IAEA Meeting Wurenlingen, 1978

[4] Benoist, P.: CEA-R 2278, 1964

[5] Mondot, J.: IAEA Meeting Lugano, 1978

[6] Lutz, D.C.: IAEA Meeting Cadarache, 1990
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3.4 Combined 2D and 3D S^-Transport for External y-Exposure from
Radionuclides in the Cloud and for Deposition on the Ground

G. Hehn, A. Sohn, M. Mattes, G. Pfister

For improving'the calculation of external 7-exposure in free air and at different
locations in houses (sheltering) the SA-programs DORT [1] and TORT [2] were
applied in combination. As dose model the ICRU-sphere was used to determine the
skin dose rate from isotropic and directed flux components. From the calculated
skin dose for the standard sphere the other organ doses as well as the effective dose
equivalent were derived from Monte Carlo results of specified phantoms for adults
and children.

[1] W.A. Rhoades et al.: Nucl. Sci. Eng. 99, p. 88 (May 1988)

[2] W.A. Rhoades et al.: Nucl. Sci. Eng. 107, p. 397 (April 1991)

3.5 Radiation Heat Production in Superthermal Neutron Sources of
Reasearch Reactors

\V. Bernnat, J. Keinert, M. Mattes

For realistic design calculations for superthermal neutron sources improved neutron
scattering law data for 4He at 1 K (including interatomic interference scattering)
and Bismuth at 77 K were generated [1]. To calculate the coherent elastic scat-
tering of Bi the atomic form function derived at IKE was included in the module
THERMR of NJOY. Besides the neutron cross-sections, data for gamma-production
and gamma-interaction as well as KERMA factors for neutron and gamma radiation
were generated.

The neutron flux spectra and radiation heat production in the superthermal source
will be calculated by means of the Monte Carlo method for the complex source
geometry. Both multigroup and pointwise Monte Carlo methods will be applied
(MORSE and MCNP codes) for the transport calculation. The general cross section
data base is JEF-2.

[1] Bernnat, W., J. Keinert, M. Mattes: Scattering Laws for Moderators, Reflectors
and Filters for Application in Design Calculations of Cold and Superthermal Neutron
Sources. Int. Conf. on Nuclear Data for Science and Technology, 13-17 May 1991,
Jûlich, Germany
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3.6 Computerized Tomography with Fast and Thermal Neutrons for
Non-Destructive Testing of Components

G. Pfister, A. Schatz, J. Gôbel

Neutrons interact with the nucleus of the atoms and not with the shell of electrons
like gamma radiation. Images from tomography with fast or thermal neutrons show
quite different informations of the examined object compared with x-ray or gamma
tomography. A transportable neutron tomography scanner was developed which can
be used at different neutron sources.

In non-destructive material testing fast neutrons can be used to examine thick metal-
lic objects or to show small differences in the concentration of light nuclei. Further-
more neutron sources always emit 7-radïation too. This 7-radiation can be detected
simultaneously with the fast neutrons and therefore a 7 CT-image can be measured
along with the neutron image. Thermal neutron tomography may be used to test
small objects containing materials with great differences in the linear attenuation
coefficients like aluminium and its corrosion products.

The experiments were performed at the FRM ( Forschungsreaktor Miinchen ) re-
search reactor of the Technical University of Munich. Examples of CT-measurements
demonstrate the manifold possibilities of the interdisciplinary cooperation of neutron
physics and material research.

Theoretical studies have shown, that a multi detector neutron-CT-system can be
realized. The measuring time can be reduced to about 30 minutes or less for one
cross-section image.

[1] Pfister, G., A. Schatz, D. Koch, G. Stier and C. Siegel, "Neuere Entwicklungen
zur Neutronentomographie," Seminar Computertomograprue - Stand der Technik und
Zukunftsaussichten -, Deutsche Gesellschaft fur ZerstôrungsfreiePrûfung e.V., Stuttgart,
29. Nov. 1988.

[2] Schatz, A., G. Pfister, D. Koch, G. Stier and C. Siegel, "Computer-Tomography with
Fast and Thermal Neutrons," Third World Conference on Neutron Radiography, May,
1989, Osaka, Japan.

[3] Pfister, G., A. Schatz, C. Siegel, E. Steichele, W. Waschkowski, T. Bûcherl, "Non-
destructive Testing of Materials and Components by Computerized Tomography with
Fast and Thermal Reactor Neutrons," paper to be published 1992 in the special is-
sue of Nuclear Science and Engineering entitled " Interdisciplinary Uses of Research
Reactors"
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ITALY

Feactor Physics Activities in Italy

Compiled by R. Mar tine H i

1 0 INTRODUCTION

After more than three years of moratorium, some 6igns of political
rethinking on the abandonment of nuclear power were recently given
by menbers of the Government. Whether this positive (but not
unanimous) attitude preludes to some form of revival of Italy's
nuclear programme, is difficult to tell In any case, no early
changes are in sight, as virtually all the research and industrial
effort? m the area are still concentrated on the analysis and
development cf (innovative or evolutionary) concepts for the new
generation of reactors with increased passive safety features
In this context, it is worth mentioning the technical cooperation
agreements signed by ENEA and Ansaldo with General Electric and
Westinghouse on the certification programs of SBWR and AP-600
designs, it is fair to say, though, that the Italian contributions
-which include extensive thermohydraulics and structural testing of
safety-related components at ENEA facilities- do not involve much
reactor physics work.
On the other hand, ENEA's technical/scientific agreements for
cooperation in other programs contemplate more substantial reactor
physics activities. This is the case for :
- core design optimization and analysis of reactivity control
devices for PIUS (with ABB-Ansaldo);
- studies of fuel management and actinide burning options in the
core of the advanced modular LMR PRISM (with GE);
- three-dimensional core dynamics code development and benchmarking
for transient analysis in RBMK cores (with RDIPE, URSS);
- data validation and code testing, in the framework of a new
research and development agreement with CEA on the "reactors of the
future'
Most reactor physics activities are carried out at ENEA by the
Innovative Reactors Department, in the Energy Research Centers of
Bologna and Casaccia Nuclear data evaluation and processing for
fifcicn arid fusion application? are mainly performed by the
Advanced Technology Department, Bologna Finally, blanket design
neutrenies studies are under the responsibility of the Fusion
Department, Frascati.
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2 0 EEACTCF CALCULAT I ON'AL METHODS

Two important subjects addressed in cere calculations were the
detailed space-time representation of transients in coupler
configurations and the feasibility/optimization of minor actiniae

2 1 3-D IV? Cere Dynamics. All the modules of the new NADY?-I>7
cede hive beer: a5seEbied and the service programs for interactive
graphic input-output management have been implemented The
performance cf the improved metastatic method 111 has been tested
m artificially created extreme cases, so that the limits beyond
which the method becomes unreliable, are well documented and
understood In the framework of the research programme on RBMK core
dynamics, the code was extensively used to analyze the "positive
scram" effect for various burnup and control rod configurations
The code vas also instrumental in generating and pre-testmg the
specifications for the BW? problems of the NEÂCRP-sponsored 3-D IV?.
cere transient benchmark 111 .

2 2 Actiniae Transmutation. The effectiveness of minor actmide
burning m a PF.ISM-like reactor with oxide fuel was evaluated. The
impact of actmide concentration changes on core parameters such as
control rod worths, feedback coefficients and burnup reactivity
losses. was calculated as well.Two basic strategies were
investigated in detail : a homogeneous option (actinides dispersed
m the fuel or in the radial blanket) and a heterogeneous option
(actinides concentrated in some special hosting assemblies placed
m different core locations). The results of this work are
presented m 131.
A different, mere general scoping study on actinide transmutation
was performed, aiming at assessing the relative importance of the
variables that mere significantly affect the feasibility or the
acceptability of the process. This parametric study considers the
effects cf neutron spectrum, flux and fluence, initial actmide
concentration, with and without Np-237, characteristics of the
dispersing matrix. On the basis of the results of the study, the
authors draw preliminary conclusions on the expected performances
cf some new machines proposed as potentially efficient burners of
miner actinides and of long-lived fission products /4/.

3.0 DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF MATHEMATICAL METHODS

The development of mathematical methodologies like Monte Carlo or
generalized perturbation theory is still pursued m the reactor
physics community, even though most of the new applications are of
interest m different areas.

3 1 Monte Carlo Methods. Effort has continued an the field of
variance reduction schemes for Monte Carlo through optimization of
space-energy cell importances using the DSA cell model. With the
implementation and testing of a complete calculational procedure
during the first half of 1991 /5/, an important stage in this
activity has been completed Besides, a contribution was given for
outlining a KEACPP benchmark activity on variance reduction schemes
employed m neutron and photon transport codes /6/. Work is
ur.derv.ay on developing a new version of the MCNP code to perform
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electron and positron transport calculations, too. This code
version has been tested for the implementation of a new multiple
scattering model developed at INFN, Milan
Significant efforts have been spent in the field of the development
of Monte Carlo codes applicable to the reliability and availability
analysis of complex systems. The potential of optimization methods
based on MC-calculated sensitivities has been demonstrated for
simplified 111 as well as for realistic IBI applications.

3 2 Generalized Perturbation Techniques The applicability of the
heuristically^ based generalized perturbation theory techniques
(HGPT) has been demonstrated, in relation to the calculation of the
sensitivity coefficients required for the analysis of multichannel
thermohydraulic systems. Satisfactory results obtained in terms of
accuracy and of reduction in computing tune are shown in 191 for
steady-state thermal-hydraulics calculations performed using the
COBRA-IV code. Applications of the technique have been limited to
PWRs so far, but will be extended to BWRs in the near future.

4.0 DATA EVALUATION AND VALIDATION

Most activities in these areas are performed in the framework of
international projects such as NEA's JEF and File Evaluation
Intercomparison (fission) ; EFF, GEFF and IAEA's FENDL (fusion).

4 1 JEF/EFF Data Evaluation and Processing. Evaluated data for
structural materials (Fe,Cr,Al,Si) have been thoroughly revised, as
a contribution to both JEF-2.1 and EFF-2, with regard to inelastic,
gamma production and activation cross-sections and to double-
differential distributions. Evaluated data for Fe above the
resonance region are presented in 1101. In connection with the
Subgroup on Processing Methods, work has continued on the
development cf ENEA'e code MILER as an efficient interface between
the NJOY and AMPX systems.
In the framework of the new CEA-ENEA cooperation agreement, the
development of processing codes , finalized to the production of
data for the ECCO cell code , has continued. A fine-group library
(1968 groups with subgroup data) has been derived from JEF-2 /ll/.

4.2 JEF Dosimetry Data Validation. The results of a DOT 3.5/JEF-l
analysis of the PCA-REPLICA shielding benchmark /12/ confirmed
previous indications pointing to an overestimate of Fe-56 inelastic
scattering cross-section in JEF-1 (the values are lower in the new
JEF-2 versions). Further validation work is in progress for Fe-nat
files, which are of primary interest in LWR-PV dosimetry transport
calculations.

4.3 Delayed Neutron Data Benchmarking. In the framework of the
activities of the pertinent NEACFP/NEANDC Subgroup, a new strategy
has been defined to significantly reduce the uncertainties on the
total delayed neutron yields of U-235, U-238 and Pu-239 /13/. In
order to isolate the Pu-239 contribution to C/E discrepancies, a
new effective beta measurement has been proposed in a Pu-fueled
core of the thermal critical facility EOLE (CEA Cadarache). At the
same time, an improved semi-analytical method has been defined for
adjustments, using "clean" effective beta measurements to obtain
isotopic breakdowns of the overall discrepancies.
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5.0 FUSION BLANKET NEUTRONICS

The activities summarized here are performed in support to the
design of blanket concepts to be proposed for testing in NET/ITEP
in view of a possible installation in a future DEMO reactor. CEA
and ENEA have defined a common design of a "BIT" (Breeder-In-
Tube), Helium-cooled ceramic blanket with a Lithium alummate
breeder and a Beryllium multiplier. The principal technical
advantages of the common design are described in /14/ as :
tritium breeding potential; moderate development risk; high
reliability and eafety, potential for high thermal efficiency.
In order to estimate the TBR under postulated operating conditions,
two- and three-dimensional neutronics analyses of the reference
configuration have been made by the two laboratories, using the
same EFF-i library with different Monte Carlo codes (TRIPOLI at
CEA, MCNP at ENEA) /15/. In a parallel effort, sensitivity analyses
are made for the TBR with respect to the Li-6/Li-7 isotopic ratio,
in an attempt to determine alternative blanket configurations that
are optimized from the neutronics standpoint and still meet the
technological design requirements and constraints

6;0 REFERENCES

111 A. Galati : "An Improved Metastatic Method in Nuclear Reactor
Core Kinetics", to be published in NSE (1991)

111 H. Finnemann, A. Galati : NEACRP-A-1122
111 C Artioli :"Actinide Transmutation in a Fast Inherently Safe

Core", to be presented at FR '91, Kyoto, October 1991
IAI A Buccafurni, P.A. Landeyro :"Feasibility Analysis of Minor

Actinides Burning", ANS Meeting, San Francisco, November 1991
/5/ K.W. Burn : "Complete Optimization of Space-Energy Cell

Importances with the DSA Importance Model", submitted for
publication in ANE (1991)

Itl K.W. Burn : Private Communication (1991)
111 A. Dubi, A. Gandini et al. : "Analysis of Non-Markovian

Systems by Monte Carlo Method", Int.l Meeting on Advances in
Math., Comp. and Reactor Physics, Pittsburgh, April 1991

18/ A. Dubi, A. Gandini et al. : "Reliability and Availability
Analysis of a Fast Breeder Sodium Pump Driving System by a
Monte Carlo Code", Int.l FBR..Safety Mtg, Snowbird, 1990
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Sections and Spectra for (n,xgamma) in Fe-56". Int.l Conf. on
Nuclear Data for Science and Technology, Juelich, May 1991

1111 P. Peerani : Private Communication (1991)
1121 M. Pescarini : "Sn Validation of JEF-1 Data on the PCA-

REPLICA Shielding Benchmark", Int.l Conf. on Nuclear Data
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/13/ A Filip, A. D'Angelo : "Delayed Neutron Data and Fission
Reactor Reactivity Scale", ibid.

1141 L. Anzidei, E. Proust et al. : "The European Ceramic B.I.T.
Blanket Design", Second Int.l Symposium on Nuclear Fusion
Technology", Karlsruhe, June 1591

/15/ L. Giancarli, V. Rado et al. : "Three-dimensional Neutronics
Analysis of the European Ceramic B.I.T. Blanket", ibid.
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JAPAN

Reactor Physics Activities in Japan
(October 1990-August 1991)

Compiled by

Y. Kaneko (JAERI) and T. Wakabayashi (PNC)

1. INTRODUCTION

Analytical and experimental efforts have been continued to support the

developments of Liquid Metal Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR), Advanced

Thenal Reactor (ATR) and the High Temperature Engineering Test Reactor

(HTTR), which have been proaoted as the national projects. Studies of the

prediction accuracy of the core characteristics of the prototype and demon-

stration FBRs markedly proceeded. Furthermore, core design studies with

aiming at Increasing the inherently safe features with keeping the high

conversion ratios have been performed for advanced fuel loaded FBRs. Criti-

cal experiments at DCA (PNC) supported the core design works of the Demon-

stration Reactor for ATR. Reactor physics 6tudies on HTGR, including criti-

cal experiments at VHTRC (JAERI) have contributed to validate the core

design of the HTTR.

Attention was drawn to some other topics in reactor physics. One of

these topics is concerned with High Conversion Light Water Reactor (HCLWR).

Critical experiments are being performed at the Kyoto University Critical

Assembly (KUCA) and the Tank-Type Critical Assembly (TCA). The core charac-

teristics of HCLWRs are Investigated for both of the PffR and BWR concepts.

In the area of research reactor, the Modified Japanese Research Reactor

NO.3 (JRR-3M) of 20 MW has reached critical In 1990 and its core perform-

ance tests are completed. Construction of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle Safety

Engineering Research Facility (NUCEF) which Is aiming at criticallty safety

studies has been continued in JAERI. Experimental and theoretical works

have been intensively promoted to prescribe subcrlticality.

Investigations related to the Incineration of transuranlc nuclides

(TRU) have been extended as the OMEGA Program. Conceptual design studies

have been made on burner reactors and accelerator driven subcrltlcal reac-

tors. Integral experiments using high energy proton beams were also done at

JAERI. Research and development of high intensity accelerator were initiat-

ed at JAERI and PNC.
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Much efforts have been devoted to the blanket neutronics of fusion

reactor at JAERI and universities. The najor parts of the activities are

the neutronics studies using the neutron source at the Osaka University

based on the universities Joint research program and the FNS experiments at

JAERI under the collaborative research program between JAERI and USDOE. The

«aln purpose of the experiaents is to clarify the prediction accuracy of

the tritium breeding ratio and of the shielding characteristics for the

troldal superconducting coils.

Concerned -with radiation shielding, Is developed a new fanuaa-ray

buildup factor. Gamma-ray attenuation in the vicinity of the K edge in

Molybdenum and other •aterlals is studied. Benchmark tests of gamma-ray

production data In JENDL-3 are also done.
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2. NUCLEAR DATA EVALUATION

In this period, the third version of Japanese Evaluated Nuclear Data

Library, JENDL-3 and it's related topics are the main subjects.

Two reports have been published as to the general purpose file of

JENDL-3, which contains nuclear data for 171 nuclides for design of fission

and fusion reactors and for shielding calculation. One is the general

description of,the file.1' The other is graph and tables.^' Especially the

latter one is prepared to promote the JENDL-3 for users in a wide range of

application area. It contains neutron cross-section curves in both graphi-

cal and tabular form for nain reaction cross sections and some useful data

such as 2200 m/s cross-section values, resonance parameters, fission spec-

trum averaged cross-sections.

The first revised version of JENDL-3, named as JENDL-3.1, was released

on Dec. 1990. This revision has been made due to the fix up of «inor compi-

lation errors or some improper energy distribution representations given at

the threshold energy for the threshold reaction cross-sections in the

original version. According to this odd energy distribution, an abnormal

bump of fluxes appeared at around lev in the calculation of clean critical

FBR benchmarks.3) The modified nuclides are, H-2, Be-9. N-14, N-15, 0-16,

Ca, Ti, NI, Mo, Cd, Sb, Eu, W, Th-232. Th-234. U-233. U-234. U-235, U-236.

U-238, Np-237, Pu-239. Pu-240. Pu-241. Pu-242. Cm-252.

FP (Fission Products) cross-sections play very Important role in the

burn up calculations. To meet the demands from reactor physics and reactor

safety research, FP files of JENDL-3 has been released on Dec. 1990 after

finishing the long endurable evaluation and compilation works.4^ This file

consists of 172 nuclides from As-75 to Tb-159. Complete réévaluation works

for JENDL-3 FP files uake the file quite unique among the other najor

evaluated files in the world, because there are no other files except JENDL

are expected to revise the file completely. With these FP files and the

genera:, purpose file, JENDL-3 will take the leading position in the evalu-

ated data files in the world.

There are two main tasks for JENDL-3 project, i.e., najor file project

and special purpose files one. Major file project of JENDL-3 has been

almci-t finished by the FP files release. And the works of JENDL «ajor file

project are shifted to collecting the feedback information from users to

update the data. On the other hand special purpose file project of JENDL-3

has been extensively progressed In this period. Among the files, dosimetry
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cross 6ection file, gas production data file and activation cross 6ectlon

file are now in final stage for the compilation. ' Activation file is

considered to include the production cross sections of radioactive nuclides

with half-lives longer than 1 day for the Important 59 elements.6'^

Several group constants library production from the JENDL-3 file has

been accomplished in this period. One is the JSSTDL library system, which

is a common group constants library for fast and fusion reactor applica-

tions for Sn calculations.^ This system is composed of a common 295 group

neutron and 104 group gamma cross-section library, which covers almost all

group boundaries utilized in Japan. Other libraries, euch as FUSI0N-J3 for

Sn, FSX for MCNP will be stated in the later section. A «GCL library for

the nuclear criticality safety evaluation code system, JACS, has been

produced. And some behavior of self-shielding factor in this library was

studied comparing the cross-sections obtained by the Bondarenko nethod and

the ultrafine spectrum code RABBLE.9^ Distinct differences are found be-

tween the two aiethods.

Gamma ray production cross-section is one of the «ain objectives in

JENDL-3. Benchmark test for some important nuclides were performed by

comparing the calculated gamma-ray 6pectra with the experimental ones

•easured at ORNL.*^' By this benchmark test, réévaluation had been request-

ed especially for the thermal capture gamma-ray production data and modifi-

cations have been made. Official version of JENDL-3 is released after this

revision.

As to the international conference on Nuclear Data for Science and

Technology, which was held at Juelich on 13-17, May, 1991 FRG, total of 47

papers were presented from Japan.

References

1) Shibata K., Nakagawa T., Asami T., et al.: "Japanese Evaluated Nuclear

Data Library, Version 3", .'AERI-1319 (1990).

2) (Eds.) Nakagawa T.f Asami T. and Yoshida T.: "Curves and Tables of

Neutron Cross Sections -Japanese Evaluated Nuclear Data Library version

3-", JAERI-M 90-099 (1990).
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3. CALCULATIONAL METHOD DEVELOPMENT

Studies concerning coupled reactors were extensively progressed.

Static or kinetic nodal equations whose unknowns are total fission source

in each reactor are rigorously derived for coupled reactor from static or

time dependent multigroup diffusion1' and transport equations2'. These

equations are exact independently of the strength of the coupling, and they

can be applied'%o a single reactor dividing the core into appropriate

6ubregions. The exact expression for the coupling coefficients and the

neutron life time were given. A set of neutron balance equations for a

multi-region (coupled) reactor core nodel Is derived directly from neutron

diffusion theory.3' This is accomplished with use of the orthogonal projec-

tion method. Its applicability was demonstrated with the rigorous and

general derivation of Avery's coupled-core equations. A numerical evalua-

tion was also Bade of the coupling coefficients for two-core reactor

Bodels.

A nodal method has been developed to Bolve three dinenslonal (3-D)

neutron diffusion equations in both Cartesian and hexagonal geometries.

This method employs the finite difference method (FDM) to reduce computa-

tion time and computer core memory as its global neutron balance solution

method in comparison with the interface current method. The higher order

spatial effects are treated by a nonlinear FDM. The method was validated by

solving a PffR and a large FBR problems.^

A nodal equation was derived by finite Fourier transformation from a

neutron diffusion equation. The conversion rate of the alternating direc-

tion implicit method for this equation was found to be slow when absorption

cross sections decrease. An acceleration method and its optimum accelera-

tion factor were Investigated to solve the equations. '

Vectorization methods used In a Monte Carlo calculation were examined

and modified to realize high vectorization efficiency. The stack driven

zone selection method is superior to the all zone type algorithm. Especial-

ly, it was shown that a new vectorization procedure to treat multiple

lattice geometry can significantly reduce computation cost. Sample calcula-

tions show the speedup of a factor 7 to 10 compared with the conventional

scalar codes for practical problems with fixed and fission sources.®'

A new procedure was proposed in order to apply the boundary element

method to neutron diffusion problems. Energy-dependent matrix type boundary

conditions were generated for core/reflector interfaces and baffle-plate
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surfaces of PWRs. When the boundary conditions are coupled with core-only

finite difference calculations, the solutions show a good agreement with

those by the conventional full reactor calculations with less computation

tine.7)
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4. FAST REACTOR PHYSICS

Three-dimensional neutron transport benchmark problems, proposed by

Osaka University to the NEACRP In 1988. have been calculated by several

participants from different countries, and the results were summarized.

The keff, control rod reactivity worth and region-averaged group fluxes

were calculated for the proposed four problems by using different 3D trans-

port codes, i.e'.', Monte Carlo, discrete ordinate Sn, Bpherical harmonic and

nodal transport codes. Calculated results were compared to evaluate the

validity, accuracy and computing time for the individual transport codes.

There was a consistency between the results, when necessary corrections

were made. ' '

A discrete ordinate transport code in hexagonal-Z geometry has been

developed for the purpose of calculating accurately the key core parameters

for FBRs. Finite difference equations for hexagonal-Z geometry were em-

ployed, and the equations were solved by using the angular fluxes at the

corner points of hexagon. As the result of test calculation of the small

FBR core which is one of the 3-D benchmark problems of the NEACRP, it was

found this code underestimates the keff value a little.

A cell calculation nethod has been developed for accurately treating

neutron transport and heterogeneity effects such as those caused by control

rods (CRs). It was applied to the high-order finite difference nodal

diffusion method so as to treat these effects directly in the 3-D diffusion

calculation in hexagonal geometry. In this method, cell-averaged neutron

diffusion coefficients are modified so that the cell-interface neutron

current, obtained by the heterogeneous transport calculation, may be repro-

duced by a homogeneous diffusion calculation. In the

case of a l.OOOMWe-class FBR, the center CR worth, which was calculated by

a RZ diffusion calculation using the cross-sections by this method, agreed

within 1% with that obtained by heterogeneous transport calculation, prov-

ing of this method.3'4)

Some cross-sections of the JFS-3-J2 set were adjusted by using C/E

(Calculation/Experiment) values for keff, reaction rate, and control rod

worth of the JUPITER program. Remarkable improvement was observed for the

C/E values. Furthermore the radial dependences of C/E values for reaction

rate and control rod worth were significantly reduced, which is expected to

improve prediction accuracy for core design parameters. The adjusted

cross-sections were compared with the JENDL-3 library, as well as neasured
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data, and it was found that the adjusted values were reasonable. '

The uncertainties in burnup calculation for a fast breeder reactor

have been evaluated based on the cross section adjustment technique. A

group cross section set, obtained from JENDL-2, was adjusted using experi-

ments at ZPPR and FCA. The adjusted cross section was applied to the

neutronic characteristics calculation of a l.OOOMWe-class FBR, and the

changes In neutronic characteristics and their uncertainties due to the

cross section aajustment were evaluated. The burnup reactivity loss was

found to increase by 23% when the adjusted cross section was used. This

value corresponds to a reactivity decrease of about 0.7%Ak at the end of

the equilibrium cycle for a typical l.OOOMWe LMFBR of lyr operation cycle.

The uncertainty in burnup reactivity due to the cross section error was

found to decrease from 21% to 12% if the cross section adjustment nethod

was employed. This brings the benefit of a reduction in control rod worth

requirement by about 0.3%Ak.6'

A design study is carried out to evaluate the performance trends in an

oxide fueled axially heterogeneous core with the reactor size ranging from

small modular to large commercial FBRs. Dependencies of the key core

performance on the reactor size indicate that the axially heterogeneous

core is more flexible in adapting to a wide range of reactor sizes, and has

a significant potential for promoting economic competitiveness, especially

through a longer refueling interval and higher discharge burnup

capability.7)

The eigenvalue separation, which is used as a criterion for the degree

of neutronic decoupling of the core, was measured by a static flux tilt

method on ZPPR assemblies. Space-dependent nuclear characteristics, such

as radial distributions of reaction rates and control rod worths, were also

measured for the same assemblies. The C/E values varied with core radius

to different extents depending on the assemblies. The relationships between

the decoupling and the C/E radial dependence were Investigated, and it was

clarified that there was a limited quantitative relation between the two

kinds of characteristics.8^

Critical experiments have been continued at FCA on letal fueled FBR

cores since October, 1989. Physics parameters were measured on a 600 /-size

clean benchmark core, composed of plutonium and enriched uranium mixture,

and also on a zone-type core, having a plutonium loaded test region.

Safety-related special experiments were also performed on these cores, to

try to measure reactivities due to axial expansion of fuel assembly and due
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to radial displacement of fuel. Measured results have been analyzed, and

the C/E trends will be compared with those for oxide fueled cores.

Measurements of the Doppler coefficient at the higher temperature range

(1500 'C — 2000 "C) are being conducted.

A reduction method for positive sodium void reactivity which is one of

the lost important issues in fast breeder reactor development has been

studied. Parametric studies have been performed to investigate the depend-

ence of the voi'd and Doppler reactivities on neutron spectrum, adjoint

spectrum, fuel materials and moderators. A 6et of metallic fuel assemblies

with graphite moderator for which the void reactivity becomes negative or

very small have been found. On the basis of this parametric studies, a

concept of advanced fast breeder reactor of which power is instantaneously

reduced by only the void and Doppler reactivities for transient accidents

was proposed. '
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5. THERMAL AND INTERMEDIATE REACTOR PHYSICS

The upgraded JRR-3 attained its cold critical on March 22 1990. The

upgraded reactor is 20 MW swlsiEÎng-pool type reactor driven by 26 standard

and 6 follower MTR type fuel assemblies. UAlx-Al dispersion type was

adopted for fuel «eat. A series of cold clean and low prwer tests1' were

conducted. Items of tests and results were excess reactivity (15.9%Ak/k),

reactor shutdown margin (13.3%Ak/k). control rod worth (total 29.2*Ak/k.

max 5.8%Ak/k per rod), one rod stuck margin (4.1%Ak/k), worth of D2O dump

(1.4%Ak/k). Thermal flux distribution was measured by Au foil and fast flux

by Ni foil. Fast neutron spectrum In vertical irradiation holes was meas-

ured by threshold foil (In,Ni,Zn,Mg,Al) activation. Void coefficient was

measured by local insertion of dummy polysthylene plates. Measurement of

coolant temperature coefficient was realized by Joule heating by pump. In

these measurements, reactivity was measured by "Inverse Kinetics" method, a

kind of on-line measurement. A kinetics parameter t /& was measured by

reactor noise spectrum analysis. High power tests were subsequently con-

ducted. Test items were thermo-hydlaulic characteristics, thermal power out

put calibration, automatic power control system, radiation dose rate dis-

tribution. Simulation of loss of commercial electric power supply accident

was also conducted. The regular cycle operation was started in November

1990.

A series of theoretical works on formulating coupling coefficient,

eigenvalue separation and space-dependent rod worth for a decoupled system

were made with experimental verification by rod drop and flux tilt measure-

ments at the UTR-KINKI reactor.2t3'4)

Various SRI (Selected Rod Insertion) tests, which has the effect of

reducing reactor power without a scram, were performed during the start-up

of a 1.100M1 class BWR/5 plant. These tests were simulated5* by the 3-D

transient code "TOSDYN-2". Analytical results show good agreement with the

3-D effect test results, such as the transient response of spatial power

distribution. It was shown that the spatial effect by uniform Insertion of

SRI is very smooth and that SRI does not distort the local power distribu-

tion.

A three-dimensional calculation method for depletion and production of

uranium, plutonium, transplutonium nuclides and fission products (DPUFP) in

a boiling water reactor was evaluated using measured values for JPDR-1

nuclear fuel.**'
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The demonstration reactor of Advanced Thermal Reactor (ATR) is under

detailed design. A series of critical experiments has been performed by

loading the fuel assembly of new specifications in the central position of

the deuterium critical assembly (DCA). A special fuel of the demonstration

reactor type, which has a role to investigate the durability of pressure

tube material, was one of major items.7^ The effects of soluble poison and

control rods on coolant void reactivity were studied in experimental and

theoretical analyses.8* The reactivity caused by the Increased void frac-

tion neasured became less negative in the case of soluble absorber.

The effect of plutonium isotoplc composition on MOX fuel burnup in ATR

was analyzed. The MOX fuel burnup is slightly affected (1—2%) by the

(239Pu*241Pu)/total Pu ratio for its range from 64% to 70%. 9 )

To verify the adequacy of neutronics design of pln-ln-block type HTGR,

critical experiments have been conducted at the VHTRC. Critical mass and

flux distribution In axially heterogeneous cores VHTRC-4 and -5 loaded with

2, 4 and 6 wt% enriched fuel were measured. The latter core differs from

the former by Insertion of graphite spike pellets in its fuel rods.

Experimental research on reactor physics of UOo tight lattices has

been carried out using the TCA. The fission reaction rate ratios among
2 3 5 l , 233ti, 239Pu and 237Np were measured using Micro fission counters.

Additionally, the ratio of 2 3 8U capture to 2 3 5U was measured by using

highly enriched and depleted uranium foils. Though the calculated results

of the fission ratios with JENDL-3 library showed good agreement with the

experiments, the calculated values for C-28/F-25 were about 10% larger than

the experimental values and the discrepancy became larger for tighter pitch

lattices. A Monte Carlo calculation is being carried out to investigate

these discrepancies.

Critical experiments on tight-pitch lattice cores were continued at

the KUCA. A sort of systematic discrepancy between experimental and calcu-

lational shape through the whole core of Au wire activation distribution

has been found. To confirm the experimental results, the effect of self-

shielding of Au wire were measured by changing the radius of Au wire.

Reactivity worths of absorber materials measured in FCA-HCLWR core

fueled with enriched uranium were analyzed using the SRAC and JENDL-2

system10'. The calculation well predicts the dependence of reactivity worth

on 1 0B content but underestimates the reactivity worth ratios of Hf to the

20% B^C. Power depression by insertion of a simulated control rod was

measured and analyzed to improved the calculation method of reactivity
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worth of control rod11'. The present calculation underestimates both of the

reactivity worth and power depression. The homogenization procedure for the

absorber cells was considered as one of the nain causes of these underesti-

mations.

Integral data of the FCA-HCLWR were reanalyzed using newly evaluated

data library JENDL-312^. The underpredictions of Hf worth ratios were iiuch

improved, while some discrepancies in criticality and reaction rate ratios

were still observed.

An assembly burnup code has been developed for HCLWR design, based on

an interpolation method of «ultigroup nacroscoplc cross-sections and the

collision probability method. A burnup code based en the vectorized contin-

uous energy Monte Carlo code MVP has been also developed to obtain a refer-

ence solution ir, complicated assembly geometries.

A feasibility study has been conducted on a plutonium generation BWR

(PGBR) with a negative coolant void coefficient. A sequence of parametric

survey calculations show 1) the void coefficient Is improved by use of a

concept of the axially heterogeneous core, ii) the conversion ratio (pluto-

nium fissile inventory ratio) Is more than 1.0, while the plutonium fissile

inventory is considerably large.

A four-day "Indo-Japan Seminar on Thorium Utilization" was held at

Bombey from Dec. 10 through 13, 1990.13^ The object of the Seminar was to

prove a common forum to scientists of both the countries to exchange their

research experience and results in the area of thorium fuel cycle. The

Seminar was jointly sponsored by the Indian Nuclear Society and the Atomic

Society of Japan and was participated with about 100 scientists of whom 12

from Japan. There were In all 47 oral presentations.
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6. ADVANCED CORE DESIGN

A high-breeding fast reactor with fission product gas purge/tube-in-

shell metallic fuel assemblies was studied. To achieve high breeding, it

is essential to keep the neutron spectrum as hard as possible. A new fuel

assembly configuration is proposed to utilize the desirable characteristics

of metallic fuel, such as its excellent thermal conductivity, compatibility

with sodium and,high atomic density. By exchanging the spaces occupied by

the fuel and coolant of a conventional pin-bundle fuel assembly with each

other, the volume fraction of fuel can be increased and that of sodium

decreased. Thus, a fast-breeding 670 MWe reactor with a high breeding

(1.84) and a short doubling time (6.7yr) is proposed. Furthermore, tne

structure of the fuel assembly, its fabrication and the fission product gas

purging mechanism are assessed. '

In order to enhance FBR safety, core characteristics of nitride fuel

have been investigated. A safety map relative to sodium void reactivity

and doppler reactivity has been Bade for ULOF and I'TOP to Bake clear the

core characteristics expected to prevent CDA. Parametric survey calcula-

tions for various core specifications have been performed and a 1000 MWe

axial heterogeneous nitride fuel core with core height 40cm has been chosen

as enhanced safety core. It has been found that the nitride fuel core can

make the sodium void reactivity small while keeping high core performances.

A high temperature fast reactor (HTFR) with nitride fuel has coolant

temperature about 200 "C higher than a large FBR currently under develop-

ment. It will be used for Hydrogen production. Hydrogen will be produced by

means of a low temperature thermochemical method like the UT-3 process or

an electrolysis method using a solid electrolyte like ZrO2. A HTFR of 360

MWt will produce hydrogen at 40,000 Nm3/h through the UT-3 process.2'3)

A transportable reactor has a specific to be replaced easily. It will

be used at isolated places like a desert, poles and a deep sea area. In the

case of the reactor used for a research submersible, its power Is 20 to 200

kWe and the reactor vessel outlet coolant temperature is about 700 "C. A

closed Brayton cycle will be used for electric power generation.

The neutronic feasibility of steam cooled fast breeder reactor was

studied by adopting supercritical steam as coolant. The positive reactivity

at voiding is decreased by using zirconi 'm-hydride layer to mitigate neu-

tron spectrum hardening The maximum reactivity at the operating steam

density Is fou/.d by investigating the reactivity dependence on the whole
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core steam density Including the blanket region. '

A conceptual design of the Integraled Reactor with Inherent Safety

(IRIS) has been studied with a primary objective of ensuring fuel integrity

by passive mean only. The steel reactor pressure vessel is suboergeo in an

outer pool contained In a prestressed concrete conteinœent vessel, so thut

the coolant has a very low specific enthalpy. The double-syphon of the SO

primary system uses concentric annul! rather simpler than duct structure.

To insure very long walkaway period, heat pipes are used to transfer the

decay heat to the atmosphere. The IRIS behav: r during various accidents

such as an SG tube rupture, B LOCA in the outer pool and an inadvertent

boron dilution have been analyzed by the THYDE-W code.5^
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7. FUSION REACTOR NEUTRONICS

In order to use for the data testing of JENDL-3 and to apply to the

fusion neutronics, several cross section libraries have been prepared from

the JENDL-3 nuclear data file. They are DDL-J31) for ANISN-DD. DOT-DD and

MORSE-DD, FUSION-J32) for ANISN and DOT, and FSX-J3 for MCNP. A KERMA

library3' and the utility code system INTERF and APPLE-3 were also uade for

the fusion neutronics application. Results of data tests of JENDL-3 were

presented at "the 1990 Nuclear Data Seminar"4' and "the 2nd Specialists'

Meeting on Nuclear Data for Fusion Reactor"5' In Nov. and Dec. 1990, re-

spectively at JAERI Tokai. The following facts were concluded from the

discussion at the Meeting: (1) The errors are alœost the same levels among

the differential nuclear data neasured, nuclear data evaluation and inte-

gral data in the blanket benchmark experiments; (2) the status of nuclear

data in JENDL-3 is almost satisfactory for the fusion reactor design appli-

cation, although there are some room for improvement; (3) further studies

are required in nuclear data relevant to the gamma-ray production, nuclear

heating and radiation damage.

An engineering benchmark experiment was performed at FNS/JAERI using

the Phase-IIIB assembly under the framework of JAERI/USDOE collaborative

research program on fusion neutronics. The purpose of Phase-IIIB Is to

investigate the effect of a graphite armor on the tritium production rate.

Under the same framework, integral experiments on Induced activities and

nuclear heating were performed for 20 and 7 elements, respectively. Experi-

mental and analytical results of this collaborative research program were

presented at the 9th ANS Topical Meeting**' held at Chicago, U.S.A. in Oct.

1990 and at the 2nd International Symposium on Fusion Nuclear Technology

(ISFNT-2) held at Karlsruhe, Germany in June 1991.

The results of benchmark experiments at FNS and their analyses on

beryllium, Iron, lead, liquid nitrogen and liquid oxygen assemblies were

reported at above two conferences and the International Conference on

Nuclear Data held at Juellch, Germany in May 1991. Tritium breeding ratios

in Li/Pb-Li/Pb-Li-C spheres were measured at OKTAVIAN/Osaka University with

Li2COg pellets and/or L1F TLDs. Integral experiments with regarded to Th-

based hybrid fusion blanket and measurement of leakage neutron spectra from

spherical piles of five elements were performed by groupstof Kyoto and

Osaka Universities. They were also presented at the Nuclear Data Confer-

ence. Integral experiments on Be-Li-Graphite sphere systems have been
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carried out at OKTAVIAN as the Japan-USA-PRC collaboration works. The

result was presented at ISFNT-2.

There were «any activities of nuclear data related to the fusion

reactor development. Activation cross sections of Al, Ti, Zr, Nb, Zn and In

were neasured at neutron energy from 9.5 to 13.2 MeV using 1H(11B.n)11C

reaction at JAERI. Long-lived activation cross sections were Measured at

JAERI and Tohoku University. A group of Nagoya and Osaka Universities

•easured the short-lived cross sections and half-lives for Tj/2 = 0.5 - 20

and 1 - 1 5 min,' respectively. The long-lived activation cross sections were

calculated. A new trend was to aeasure and evaluate the cross sections

above 20 MeV, which were requested strongly for the developœent of acceler-

atorbased intense neutron sources. Most of these activities were reported

at the Nuclear Data Conference, Juelich.

A fusion neutron field was developed at Kyoto University, Research

Reactor Institute.7' A pair of 6LiD plates was placed In front of the

bismuth window of the KUR heavy water thermal neutron facility. The fast

neutron flux between the two plates was neasured by ^7Al(n, a)^4Na reaction,

resulting in 2.5 X 105 n/cm2/s. The OKTAVIAN-II project, which is 20 times

more Intense D-T neutrons than the present facility, has been proposed for

the cross section «easurement of charged-particles, blanket nockup tests,

medium-level damage tests, etc. '

Japanese contributions of neutronics to ITER design activity were to

examine the shielding performance, i.e., nuclear heating at TFC, biological

shielding, induced activities and so on. The reports pointed out the prob-

lems and suggested the way to solve the problems.
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8. NUCLEAR CRITICALITY SAFETY

To understand nuclear properties of concrete, experimental studies

using three sets of borated and not borated concrete slabs In low enriched

UO2 fuel rod lattices were carried out at the TCA. A larger reflector

effect on single cores and a smaller neutron-shielding effect between two-

coupled cores were measured for the slabs without boron compared to light

water. Exponential experiments at TCA were analyzed for obtaining the

static reactivity, and with the use of a property defined buckling coeffi-

cient of reactivity, excellent C/E agreements were observed for several

subcriticality cores involving extremely 6ubcritical ones.

As a joint study between Nagoya and Kyoto Universities, a study on the

reactivity effect due to nonuniform loading of fuels has been continued by

using a solid moderator core in the KUCA. To estimate theoretically this

reactivity effect, there were the Goertzel's prediction1* and the Fuel

Importance theories proposed by M. M. Shapiro2', M. Otsuka^ and Y. Hira-

no, et al.4) For highly-enriched uranium systems, it was demonstrated

through a series of critical experiments that these theories are applica-

ble. However, was it found from experiments that they are not applicable to

low-enriched uranium systems. New algorithm calculating the fuel importance

distribution was proposed to investigate the problem.

A subcriticality measurement method that employs an Intrinsic neutron

source is proposed by Toshiba Corporation based on the one-point subcriti-

cal reactor model and the method is demonstrated through laboratory experi-

ment and analysis.5* The test fuel assemblies were LWR-type 5X5, 8X8 and

14X14 fuel rods arrays. Each of these assemblies was submerged in water,

and multiplied neutrons originally emitted in spontaneous fissions of ^3^U

in the fuel rods were measured around the assembly. A cadmium box was

placed around the assembly and then removed, and the neutron countrate

ratio was measured. This ratio was converted into a keff value with the aid

of calculated parameters, and compared with the value obtained through a

Monte Carlo calculation. Fuel enrichment ranged l-5w/o, and the keff value

was in the range of 0.25-0.85 in the present study. Almost all the experi-

mental k£ff values agreed with those calculated within ±0.03Ak.

A general method for evaluating spatial neutronics coupling for a

multiregion reactor model is developed in the Kyoto University, which is

applicable to multidimensional multigroup problems often encountered In

coupling coefficient calculation. The present method is based on the theory
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of orthogonal projection by which a set of neutron balance equations for a

multlregion reactor is derived rigorously from neutron diffusion theory,

where a spatially-averaged flux in each region is defined and a criticality

condition of the diffusion theory Is strictly satisfied. An application Is

made with the derivation of Avery's coupled-core equations and the numeri-

cal calculation of coupling coefficients for two-core reactor models in

variety of core configurations.

The validity to estimate the subcrlticality of a test region using

only neasurable quantities on the basis of Avery's coupled reactor theory

was examined through a numerical calculation for the two region coupled

reactor systems constructed in TCA. It is concluded that the estimate using

only the measurable quantities Is not applicable to a general coupled

reactor system. '

The Japan Institute of Nuclear Safety validated the neutron cross-

section library with P3 scattering matrix through the analysis of 437 cases

of benchmark critical experiments, which included the experiments of pluto-

nium or uranium solutions, U+Pu mixtures and uranium products. The calcu-

lated effective multiplication factors agreed well with the experimental

results, namely 1.0, except for the uranyl nitrate solution system. Im-

provement with the higher order Legendre expansion terms of scattering

matrix was indicated in the analysis of multi-regional cores consisted of

plutonium nitrate solution units. Using the results of validation analysis,

the estimated subcritical limits of multiplication factors were obtained by

the method presented in the Nuclear Criticality Safety Handbook of Japan.

To improve the accuracy of criticality safety analysis for the system

which contains both solid and liquid nuclear fuels, the collision probabil-

ity method has been incorporated for evaluating the resonance self-shield-

ing effect. Applicability of this method has been studied through a compar-

ative analysis of the benchmark criticality test problem proposed by NEACRP

in 1986. Compared to the calculated results with MCNP, It was indicated

that the Infinite homogeneous assumption, when applied to the calculation

of the effective cross section of the fuel solution in which the fuel

pellets were dispersed, brought the underestimated multiplication factor of

the system.

Generation of Multi-Group Constants Library (MGCL) for nuclear criti-

cality analysis has been continued in JAERI. The primary source of the

library is JENDL-3. The multi-group constants of about 100 nuclides have

been already generated and are being examined on their applicability to
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nuclear criticality analysis.

A Monte Carlo code, MULTI-KENO, is being revised for a parallel com-

puter machine. Some test calculation are now planned to nake clear the

performance.

In order to evaluate potential radiological consequences of hypotheti-

cal criticality accident in fuel cycle facilities, MAPI (Mitsubishi Atomic

Power Industries, Inc.) has been developing the code CREST to simulate the

power transient of the accident in fuel solution system with/without undis-

solved solid fuel. The code consists of a single region therœal hydraulic

model coupled with one point kinetic equation and is able to cover not only

power oscillating region but also subsequent power settling down region.
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9. SHIELDING

The Research Committee on Engineering of Radiation Behavior of the

Atomic Energy Society of Japan has continued its works to Bake up shielding

benchmark problems to be utilized for accuracy estimation of shielding

calculation codes for high energy accelerators and to edit a handbook of

neutron shielding design.

A series of data production of gamma-ray buildup factors using the

transport codes PALLAS together with ANISN and development of a fitting

formula (G-P method) for these data were summarized.*' Further a new œethod

for accurate estimation of gamma-ray buildup factors near the K edge was

developed.^' hew standard reference data, "Neutron and Gamma-Ray

Fluence-to-Dose Factors," ANSI/ANS-6.1.1-1990 and "Gamma-Ray Attenuation

Coefficients and Buildup Factors for Engineering Materials,"

ANSI/ANS-6.4.3-1990, are now available. However, the data from the former

document cannot be applied to point kernel calculations based on the,latter

data. Furthermore, the buildup factors give exposure In an infinite medium,

not dose equivalent for a finite shield. Then these problems have been

solved based on a new method. For wider availability, the original reports

written in Japanese were translated into English for publication as Oak

Ridge National Laboratory reports.3-4^ The method is implemented in the

computer code systems QAD-CGGP2 and G33-GP2.5^

As for the discrete ordinates problems, a computer code system RAD-

HEAT-V4 was evaluated by analyzing the shielding benchmark problems, '

which gave more accurate results than those by ANISN, D0T3.5 or MORSE.

Furthermore, by using the same RADHEAT-V4 code, a standard group-constant

based on JENDL-3 and PHOTX evaluated nuclear data files was generated for

radiation shielding analyses of nuclear fuel related facilities and its

accuracy was evaluated by analyzing three benchmark problems.7' As for the

Monte Carlo method, efficacy of the forward-adjoint Monte Carlo coupling

technique was investigated for applying it to the neutron streaming analy-

sis. It was clarified that the technique is several tines faster than the

ordinary Monte Carlo method. '

In Japan, several high energy accelerators are under construction

and/or their design studies are in progress. Some part of the shielding

activities are focused on the accelerator shielding studies. Radiation

shielding studies have been carried out for the Japanese 8 GeV synchrotron

radiation facility (SPring-8)9), and the Japanese Hadron Project (JHP)10).
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Due to lack of nuclear data for higher energy region and ambiguity In

source Intensity estimation, shielding design accuracy depends strongly on

designer's experiences. From this point of view, a useful shielding design

nanual for a synchrotron radiation facility has been published,11' which

summarizes and discusses various problems associated with its shielding

design.

A set of 1 cm dose attenuation data has been calculated with AN1SN-JR

code for point isotropic and «onoenergetic neutron source In infinite

volume of water, concrete and iron, and they are fitted with a so-called

polynomial formula.12^ Simple design codes DUCT-II and SHINE-II were de-

veloped.13' The DUCT-II is a program for neutron and gamma-ray streaming

from ducts and slits of shields and the SHINE-II Is a program for neutron

skyshine and primary and secondary gamma-ray skyshlne of nuclear facili-

ties. A simple point kernel code QAD-CG was aodified to develop an interac-

tive code of personal computer version QAD-SOR for shielding design of high

energy electron accelerators. ' It can calculate dose equivalent around

accelerator shields of complicated geometry and besides visualize calculat-

ed results easily.
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10. INCINERATION OF RADIOACTIVE NUCLEAR WASTES

Design studies of transmutation system by using accelerator and reac-

tor were carried out at JAERI.

In order to inprove the transmutation rate in the accelerator transmu-

tation system of minor actinides (MA) metal fueled core reported at the

last NEACRP meeting1'2'3^ its technical feasibility was examined. The

direction of proton beam Injected Into the target at the center of the core

has been changed from the horizontal direction to the vertical downward

one. Then the large magnet system bending the proton beam has to be newly

installed. The subcritlcal core consists of two coaxial regions; tungsten

target and MA fuel ones. Under the restriction of the Maximum allowable

temperatures of 900 "C or the fuel, 725 "C or for the clad, about 250 kg of

MA can be transmuted annually when this system is driven by the proton

accelerator (1.5 GeV, 39 mA). This plant generates the surplus electricity

of 246 MW to power the accelerator. • ' As the another promising option of

accelerator transmutation systems JAERI has also started the conceptual

study on the system of MA chloride molten salt core. The core with keff of

—0.76 transmutes about 260 kg MA wastes per year at the beam power of 1.5

GeV and 100 mA. Further investigations will be continued to achieve the

high transmutation rate with the beam current smaller than one in the

present system.

Two types of actinide burner reactors (ABR) were designed to obtain

the technically feasible ABR models,6'7' the major fuel component of which

is MA. Not only the reactor physics analysis but also the fuel property and

the thermal hydraulic analyses were carried out for Na-cooled MA metallic

fuel M-ABR in which the metallic fuel consists of two alloy systems, Kp-Pu-

Zr and Am-Cm-Pu-Y because Np may not be mutually soluble with Am and Cm.

He-cooled MA particle bed reactor P-ABR has the very high power density

since the heat removal In the core is very efficient. The core averaged

neutron energy are above 700 keV and the fraction of high energy neutron

(higher than 1 MeV) Is 22* In ABR.s while that of LMFBR is only 10%. The MA

burnup per year are 18% in ABRs, 15% in PWR and 9% in LMFBR. The small

Doppler reactivity coefficient and the small delayed neutron fraction are

the disadvantage of ABRs of the current design due to the lack of U and to

the very hard neutron spectrum. On the other hand, the concept of light

water reactor with well-moderated core has been studied as a MA transmuter

in which the volume ratio of moderator to fuel (Vm/Vf) is 3. High enrlch-



ment for fissile plutonium Is required to obtain high burnup with the use

of fuels including a large amount of MA nuclides. Fortunately the very high

excess reactivity currently produced In the well-moderated core is signifi-

cantly reduced by mixing the MA nuclides. The transmutation of 237Np has

been considered only from the view point of fuel cycle. In this reactor
2 3 7Np of —140 kg generated from ten LIRs can be transmuted per 300 days.

A partitioning and transmutation method that consists of pyrometallugical

partitioning of TRUs from Purex waste from light water reactor fuel and

transmutation using a metal-fueled fast breeder reactor (FBR) is evaluated.

The results indicate that the concept is feasible and has «any advantages

over conventional based on wet processes and that transmutation of TRUs In

a metal-fueled FBR is advantageous over that in an oxide-fueled FBR.®'
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11. NATIONAL PROGRAMS

11.1 JOYO

Three duty cycle operations and three special cycle operations were

completed this year. In the duty cycle operations, special type fuel subas-

semblies and material rigs were irradiated to Investigate the «echanical

performance of Irradiated materials developed for LMFBRs and fusion sys-

tems. Among these, irradiation of C3M special fuel, which was conducted for

the verification test of the .prototype reactor MONJU fuel element and has

been Irradiated since 1986, was completed. The maximum averaged element

burnup is expected to 105,000 MWD/t. The dui Ulon of the three duty cycles,

21th, 22th and 23th cycle, was 70, 70 and 45 days, respectively. During the

cycles, no fuel failure was detected.

In the three special operations, following tests were performed (or

scheduled).

1) 23'cycle — a power to melt experiment (phase I, completed on

June 17).

2) 23"cycle — core characteristics measurements for MK-III design

preparation including control rod worth, temperature coefficient

and reactivity due to the primary sodium flow rate change

(completed on July 5).

3) 23"'cycle operation of INTA-2, the Instrumented Test Assembly

No.2 (scheduled in September).

In the 23'cycle, four test pins with various uranium enrichment were

irradiated at 95 MWt reactor power for 10 minutes. Post irradiation test is

under way. An additional and extended experiment is scheduled in next May

(phase II), which covers various gap sizes and pellet theoretical densities

an test parameters.

The MK-III program, which aims the improvement in Irradiation perform-

ances of the core and fuel handling system, is under way. Overall design

studies required for reactor modification will be almost finished by the

end of this year and will be reviewed and checked preparing for licensing.

11.2 MONJU

The construction of the MONJU plant, a 280 MWe loop-type FBR plant was

completed in April 1991. Subsequently, functional tests of components and

reactor systems are carried out for eighteen months, and the initial critl-

cality is expected to be achieved in October, 1992. After the criticality
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Is achieved, various performance tests of the reactor are scheduled. Plan-

nings and preparations for the performance tests were started,

11.3 Demonstration Fast Breeder Reactor

The conceptual design, ained at confirming the technical feasibility

of the top entry loop type reactor, are going on. It is scheduled to Imple-

ment plans for general plant design and analytical evaluation in 1990 and

1991, with an emphasis placed on the major sodium systems. In 1990, three

loop arrangement and the electrical output to be about 600 M*e were speci-

fied. Plant reference specifications have been established with attention

paid on the increased reactor outlet temperature, increased burnup and high

repairabllity of structures in reactor vessel under the intention for

improved thermal efficiency, reduced fuel cost and improved reactor avail-

ability. The general plant design is focused on major systems and compo-

nents such as core and fuel reactor structure, intermediate heat exchanger

(IHX), primary pump, steam generator, decay heat removal system, reactor

building and so on.

11.4 FUGEN

The 16th refueling was carried out on April 1991 and 25 U0 2 and 10 MOX

fuel assemblies were changed. The FUGEN continues stable full power opera-

tion until November 1991 when the 17th fuel refueling will be commenced.

The 36-pln experimental fuel assemblies, while the standard fuel

assembly for the Fugen consists of 28 pins, are now irradiated in the Fugen

in order to develop 36-pin fuel assembly for the demonstration plant and

the high performance fuel assembly. Six assemblies of them are of Gd2O3

poisoned MOX fuel.

An assembly (not including Gd2O3 poisoned fuel) was transported to

JAERI (Tokai-mura) on May .1991, whose burnup was 24,400 MWd/t. The post

irradiation examination will be carried out to Investigate the performance

of demonstration x'uel.

Up to date, 344 U02, 321 MOX and special fuel assemblies have been

discharged for refueling. The maximum burnup is 19,900 MWd/t for l)02 fuel

and 19,600 MWd/t for MOX fuel, and no leaking fuel has been found for «ore

than 2,920 effective full power days of operation up to the end of June

1991.

Ninety two fuel assemblies of the B-loop were washed with ultrasonic

method and reloaded to the core in the 16th refueling period. This opera-
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tion was carried out to remove the highly activât*d iron crud adhered to

the fuel surface and to reduce the recontamination after the chemical

decontamination for the B-loop of the reactor cooling system. The chemical

decontamination halfed the occupation radiation dose with the maintenance

work in the refueling period.

11.5 ATR Demonstration Reactor

The construction program of the ATR Demonstration Plant has started

with the decision given by the Japan's AEC in 1982 that EPDC (Electric

Power Development Company) be" responsible, in a close cooperation with the

government, electric utilities and PNC, for the construction and operation

of the plant.

ATR is a heavy-water-moderated, boiling-water-cooled, pressure tube

type reactor originally developed by PNC. EPDC took over the results of

PNC s design development work for the ATR Demonstration Plant, and started

the plant design work. At present, EPDC is finalizing the design for an

application for construction permit.

The capacity of the plant is 606 MWe and the whole core can be fueled

with MOX fuels. The plant is expected to be located at the site In Ohma-

machi Simokita-gun, Aomori-ken. According to the current schedule of the

project, the construction is to start in 1994, and the commercial operation

in 2000.

11.6 High Temperature Engineering Test Reactor (HTTR)

At the end of 1990, approved the Nuclear Safety Commission the con-

struction of the High Temperature Engineering Test Reactor (HTTR) at Oarai-

niachl, Ibaraki-ken. Its construction was subsequently started. The HTTR is

a block type graphite moderated, helium gas cooled reactor, loaded with low

enriched uranium coated particle fuel. Its power is 30 MWt and its output

gas temperature is 850 'C — 950 *C.

The objectives of the HTTR are

(1) establishment of HTGR technology,

(2) fuel irradiation test in large scale,

(3) test for passive safety features of graphite moderated nodular reactor,

and

(4) test for industrial usage of nuclear heat (hydrogen gas production

etc.).
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11.7 OMEGA Program

The Japanese Atomic Energy Commission concluded in 1988 that R8.D

efforts for Incineration of radioactive nuclear wastes should be substan-

tially strengthened as the national research project, which is aiming at

the possible use of valuable resources in the wastes and aggressive im-

provements of safety assurance in the wastes management processes. This

project Is named the OMEGA Program. The Committee for Technical and Econom-

ic Studies on Nuclear Energy Development and the Fuel Cycle (NDC) of NEA

convened the expert committee for an international collaboration on the

problem "Making Extra Gains from Actinides", where it was confirmed that

studies on actinides partitioning and transmutation should not be posi-

tioned in opposition to current policies on the geological disposal of the

radioactive wastes. The second international workshop was held in Mito,

Japan in November 1990.

Characteristics of TRU transmutation in MOX fuel FBRs, «etallic fuel

FBRs, higher actinlde burner reactors and power reactors were presented at

the workshop.

11.8 Light Water Reactor

Two light water power plants (Tomari Unit 2 PWR 579 MWe and Kashiwa-

zaki-Kariha Unit 2 BWR 1100 MWe) were recently brought Into commercial

operation. Total capacity of the nuclear power plants is presently 32059

MWe. The Japanese first nuclear ship "Mutsu" equipped with 36 MWt PWR

reached critical again in March 1990 and its performance tests were suc-

cessfully conducted. A series of experimental voyages are now under way.
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NETHERLANDS

Report on the Reactor Physics Activities in the Netherlands

in the period September 1990 - August 1991

compiled by H. van Dam (IRI, Delft University of Technology)

August 1991

1. Reactor physics activities at the Netherlands Energy Research
Foundation ECN, Petten

1.1. On-line monitoring of nuclear power plants
(E. Tùrkcan, T.T.J.M. Pesters, 0. Ciftcioglu - guest from Istanbul Technical Univer-
sity)

1.1.1. Experience with on-line power reactor noise monitoring system for the Borssele
Nuclear Power Plant

On-line monitoring of the Borssele NPP (PWR-450 MWe, 2-loop system) has been
accomplished for the 17th core cycle and monitoring of the 18th core cycle is in progress.
Operational experiences on surveiliance and monotoring have been reported to the NPP
authorities and a concise description was presented in a symposium [1]. In relation with
these the following techniques have been implemented:

a. Failure detection by adaptive lattice filtering methodology. The method using lattice
filter parameters forms a pattern vector which is used for failure detection by
pattern recognition methodology. Decision making for failure is based on the
reliability concept for decision, introduced in an IAEA symposium [2]. The expe-
rimental studies and the actual implementation of the method with on-line NPP
signals have been reported [3], The development of the method for multichannel
applications is in progress.

b. A state-space approach for failure detection in DC-signals was accomplished by
means of Kalman filtering methodology. The method involves a statistical test
namely, cumulative sum (cusum) used for the detection of operational changes on
the DC-level. The method is capable of handling 32 DC signals in real-time
producing a compact pattern indicating operational status of the reactor [4]. The
pattern is suitable for analysis by neural network together with expert system
methodology.

c. Sensor failure detection studies are carried out for steam generator and pressurizer
signals of the Borssele NPP. The failure detection system comprises Kalman
estimation filters the number of which is equal to the number of state variables.
Each process signal is considered to be a state variable; the output of each filter is
compared with the corresponding measured signal and a difference beyond a
predetermined bound is identified as failure of the sensor involved [5]. The same
method mentioned above is used for sensor failure detection in the in-core
instrumentation [6].
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1.1.2. Application of Neural Networks to the NPP signals.

A neural netv.ork simulates the neuronai activities in the brain. Accordingly in recent years
the related simulation techniques found a number of applications in the nuclear industry.
The simulation techniques can essentially be divided into two major groups, nameiy
supervised and unsupervised. The well-known technique in supervised mode is kno/.-n as
backpropagations (EPN). This mode of implementation is executed for pressure noise
spectra for the identification of coolant temperature in primary system of the NPP [7]. The
BPN method is also applied to the DC signal corresponding to different operationa'
conditions for monitoring and signal validation purposes [6].
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[7] Ô. Ciftcioglu, E. Tùrkcan, S. Seker
Failure detection studies by layered neural network.
Proceedings international ASME conference neural networks, San Diego, USA. 29-
31 May 1991.
ECN-RX-91-044
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1.2. Fusion neutronics and related data base development
H. Gruppelaar, A. Hogenbirk,.H.A.J. van der Kamp, J. Kopeck)', D. Nierop, K.A.
Verschuur

In the framework of work for EC's fusion technology programme important progress has
been made on a number of items. First of all the shielding data base EFF-2 is near

completion and important new evaluations for Be, Li-7, AI, Si, Fe, Cr, Ni and Pb were
compiled at ECN-Petten and distributed for processing and benchmarking [1]. Furthermo-
re a new version of the European Activation File EAF-2, containing more than 10,000
reactions, has been completed at ECN [2].

Neutronic calculations were made with the previous data files EFF-1 and EAF-1 for various
problems. In particular the uncertainty in the nuclear heating of superconducting coils was
calculated, taking into account covariances in the cross-section and transfer matrices. Self
shielding effects and the effect of uncertainties of angular distributions of elasticaHy
scattered neutrons were shown to be significant [3]. For this purpose the 1D and 2D
sensitivity codes were installed and adapted to cross-sections and covariance data based
upon EFF-1.

Calculations of radiation fields inside and outside the NET cryostat and biological shield
during and after operation are made by means of 2D transport, 3D Monte Carlo and
activation codes, connected to the EFF-1 and EAF-1 data files. All codes and libraries
were installed and test calculations have been made [4]. Progress has been made with
the introduction of a new quadrature for modelling the streaming through slots in the
shield with the ne// 2D transport code.

A contribution was given to the interpretation of diagnostic experiments for JET, by
improving the ray-tracing deterministic FURNACE code, in particular with respect to a
better description of the plasma neutron source. These results are also useful for the
NET/ITER design [5].

Other fusion related work, including accident analysis of NET/ITER design, is given in an
extensive progress report [6].
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1.3. Code development and benchmarking
(A.J. Janssen, W.J.M. de Kruijf, J. Oppe, H. Oudshoorn, B.J. Pijlgroms, J. Stobben)

Reactor physics calculations for fission reactors are performed with a package of codes
and libraries developed around the Oak Ridge code systems AMPX-2 and SCALE-3 and
the Los Alamos NJOY code to process the Joint Evaluated File (JEF). This package called
PASC operates under UNIX, both on SUN workstations and on a CONVEX mainframe. A
"UNiPASC" user environment has been developed [1] and various new codes were added
and validated. Noteworthy is the 2D transport code DORT, that gains a factor 3.4 in vector
mode operation where it is 55 or 15 times faster than on working stations SUN-3 and
SUN-4, respectively. The 3D discrete ordinates code TORT was also installed. The 219-
group AMPX-M library based upon JEF-1 is updated by adding Bondarenkov self-
shielding factors in the unresolved resonance range, using NJOY and the NSLINK
package, developed at the Delft University of Technology. The first results with calculati-
ons on ORNL, TRX and criticality benchmarks are very encouraging. Very good results
were also obtained for a Doppler coefficient benchmark. For fast reactor studies the burn-
up code MOP has been documented [2].

In the framework of the national "Programme to Intensify the Nuclear Competence" (PINK)
the EPRI-PWR/BWR benchmarks are evaluated at three different institutes. This exercise
is quite useful and has led to some corrections in codes and modelling practice. PINK
also includes a training programme for Ph.D. students and nuclear personnel of various
institutes and utilities, to which ECN contributes, by organizing and updating various
courses.
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1.3. Transmutation of actinides and long-lived fission products
(K. Abrahams, J. Bultman, H. Gruppelaar, A.J. Janssen)

In the framework of a project to investigate (almost) pollution-free energy systems for the
next century (ENGINE) reactorphysics studies have been initiated on the possibility to
transmute long-lived radioactive waste by means of reactors or accelerators. The project
has been defined to update working libraries of nuclear data for transmutation, to perform
burn-up calculations and to work on scenario studies and calculations supporting
measurements in the High Flux Reactor at Petten. Progress has been made in the update
of Tc-99 and 1-129 cross-sections, the definition of irradiation conditions in the HFR and
global studies of recycling minor actinides in light water reactors. The work has been
embedded in international research on transmutation of nuclear waste.

2. Reactor physics activities at the Interfaculty Reactor Institute
Delft
(H. van Dam)

The Interfaculty Reactor Institute is taking part in a programme (PINK) to keep up the
country's nuclear energy skills, subsidized by the Economics Ministry. In this framework
three Ph.D. students perform research on reactor dynamics, optimalisation of the in-core
fuel cycle and a BWR with natural convection cooling. In the natural convection cooled
BWR at Dodewaard an analysis is made of flow distributions and flow velocities, which is
of relevance for the development of BWR's with passive safety; at IRI a boiling water loop
is under construction. The NIOBE project (Noise Investigations on Boiling Effects) with a
boiling water loop in the core of the IRI research reactor made good progress and
showed the possibility of detection of unwanted boiling effects by noise analysis.
The shielding project focused on neutron and gamma streaming effects in ducts and
participation ;n an international benchmark exercise by NEA. Streaming experiments were
performed in tne research reactor of the Institute of Nuclear Technics at Budapest in the
framework of cooperation between the Delft University of Technology and the University of
Budapest.
In the gaseous core reactor project the analysis of neutronics and gas dynamics was
continued. It was shown that under certain conditions the system can be operated with
autonomous gas oscillations; this operational mode might be interesting from the point of
view of direct energy conversion.
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Much attention has been paid lo modernisation of the reac.or physics computer code
system in close cooperation with the Netherlands Energy Research Foundation. IRI also
actively participated in working groups of the NEA Data Bank.
The NEA noise benchmark exercise, coordinated by IRI, was successfully completed and
a report was issued at the SMORN-VI meeting in Gatlinburg.
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Monitoring local changes of the core stability of a BWR.
Proceedings international workshop on boiling water reactor stability, Upton, New York,
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J.E. Hoogenboom, J. Pohlus
The artificial noise benchmark lest on AR-modelling and anomaly detection.
Proceedings 6th symposium on nuclear reactor surveillance and diagnostics (SMORN-VI),
Gatlinburg. Tennessee, USA, 19-24 May 1991, Vol. 1, p. 32.01-32.09.
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R. Kozma, J.E. Hoogenboom
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Thermodynamic cycle calculations for a pumped gaseous core fission reactor.
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A.J.C. Stekelenburg, T.H.J.J. van der Hagen, W.H.M. Nissen
The downcomer flow in a natural-circulation-cooled BWR.
Proceedings 6th symposium on nuclear reactor surveillance and diagnostics (SMORN-VI),
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Core conversion studies for the use of LEU fuel at the Delft Reactor HOR.
Proceedings XII international meeting on reduced enrichment for research and test
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J.W. de Vries. H. van Dam, G. Gysler
Protection system for minimizing the consequences of a flow blockage incident at a pool-
type research reactor.
Proceedings international symposium on research reactor safety, operations and
modifications, Chalk River. USA, 23-27 Ociober 1S69, p. 543-552.

3. Reactor physics activities at KEMA. Arnhem
(F.C.M. Verhsgen)

The BWR-version of our 3-D core simulator LWRSIM is extended by implementation of the
EPRI-void-quality correlation, the subcooled boiling correlation of Saha and Zuber and a
bypass flow and reactivity effect calculation.

This model is used to study the behaviour of the Dodewaard reactor during an ATWS-
situation at low downcomer water level. In this situation there is upflow in the fuel
assemblies, but cownfio.v in the bypass region. Critical power level and critical boron
concentration are calculated for several situations.

The interesting change in tne measured subcooling of more than 1 K during cycle 21
(Dodewaard) was confirmed during cycle 22. This change in subcooling is caused by
changes in carry under and in recirculation flow. From measurements of the transit-time in
the downcomer it can be deduced that the carry under effect is much larger than the flow
effect. Derivation of a carry under correlation that takes into account the influence of the
radial power distribution was not yet successful.

Comparison of K-scan measurements with LWRSIM-calculations (Dodewaard) showed
rather large discrepancies in axial distribution (5 - 10%) of assemblies that were located
near the core periphery. An improved reflector treatment in LWRSIM reduced the axial
RMS of peripheral assemblies to the same level as the other assemblies (2 - 3%).

A project is started to model a part of the primary system of a FWR with the hydraulics
code FLUENT. The a;m of this study is to get an understanding of the time-dependent
distribution of boron in the core during a deboration transient. The results will be used in a
subsequent 3-D neutronics/hydraulics calculation.

Publicat'on

J.A.A. Wouters, F.J. van der Kaa, W.H.M. Nissen
Measurements on the thermal hydraulics and reactor physics of the Dodewaard natural
circulation BWR.
NEACRP specialists' meeting on in-core instrumentation and reactor core assessment,
Pittsburgh, USA, 1-4 October 1981.
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REACTOR PHYSICS ACTIVITIES IN SPATN 1990-1991

Compiled by

Rafael Caro (Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear)

NUCLEAR PANORAMA

During 1990 no new NPPs were added to the system. As

a consequence of the incident which took place on October

19, 1989 the Vandellôs I plant has been closed down brii —

ging the total number of units in commercial operation to

nine. The average availability factor for the operating

units during 1990 has been 85.20%, with Almaraz 2 achieving

a record of 99%. The average load factor has been 84.13%

(97% for Almaraz 2).

The National Uranium Company, ENUSA, produced, 252

tonnes of U3O. and manufactured 14 3 PWR and 7 BWR fuel

elements. The significant decrease in number of manufactu-

red fuel elements has been due to a change in the existing

regulation which required storage of fresh fuel elements

on-site eight months prior to reload operations. Now, only

two months are required.

The cumulative production at he end of 1990 was 784t

of uranium, equivalent to 5 years of consumption of the
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nine nuclear plants in Spain.

During 1990 all the neccessary licenses for the

building of the production plant QUERCUS (950t, U.O. /year)

were issued.

The plans to expand the production of U,O? at the ENUSA

mines in Salamanca have been initiated after receiving the

financial aid approved by FEDER* . The forecast annual

production will be around 800 Tonnes of U.

During 1990 the National Radioactive Wastes Company

(ENRESA), transported to El Cabri1 storage site a total of

479 m: of low and medium radwaste.

Reracking of the spent fuel pools of N.P.P. Almaraz 1

and 2 and Ascô 1 and 2 has been implemented.

Preliminary studies have been made in order to evalua-

te the different alternatives for the decominissioning of

Vandellôs T NPP.

A project of spent fuel elements casks is being

developped. This being the short term contemplated solution

for the storage of high level radwaste.
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Research hap, been carried out bar ira 11 y in Severn

Accidents and in Nuclear Materials. Tn Severe Accidentr,

participation in the TCAP, LACE, AOF, and PHFBUS interna-

tional projects has continued. The T.OFT project has beer

completed and the Symposium for the Presentation of Signi-

ficant Results took place in Madrid in May.

An important milestone has been the completion cf th«..

research project on Advanced Simulator Models which has

provided the nuclear industry with one of the most sophis-

ticated equipments available in Europe for NPP operator

traini ng.

The National Energy Plan is expected to be presented

(and approved), next September to the Parliament. None of

the partial y completed 5 nuclear power plants at present

under a moratorium since 198? are to be included in the

electric grid in this decade.
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CSN ACTIVITIES IN REACTOR AND PLANT PHYSICS

J. M. Izquierdo et al.

Activities in the area of transient simulation

I The TRETA Project

Description

TRETA is a time domain general purpose simulation package,
developed at the Nuclear Safety Council (CSN). Emphasis has beer
placed in a modular structure, quite similar to simulation
languages, allowing for a fast implementation of changes in the
system configuration and/or settings.

There can be distinguished two parts in TRETA:

a) A general driver called CAPTA able to solve block diagram
nets of numerical models. By using CAPTA, the simulated system,
including its topology, is completely described via input data,
which allows for progressive enlargements or modifications of the
simulated system at the user level.

CAPTA deals with:

input data management

time point renewal

sequential computation of each block of the system, by
calling the necessary subroutines of the Block
Catalogue, for each time point.

feedback management, by using an iterative algorithm,

storage and management of partial and final outputs.

b) A Block Catalogue subdivided in three categories:

Algorithm library

Module library

Component library

which allows the user to define, with different level of detail,
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the set of operations to be performed in each block of the system.

New features are being added to the TRETA system. Specific
algorithms for automatic steady stade adjustments, interactive
capability and graphic output facilities, are under development.

c) Other important feature of TRETA is its capability for
combining other codes containing much more detailed modelsof
particular components, with the rest of the simulated system,
producing unique combinatios. The coupling is made at each time
step. Examples of these are:

cl) the coupling2 to the popular COBRA code for the thermohy-
draulics of the core (TRETA-COBRA). This will allow detailed
analysis of the core and assymetric system behavior simulation.

c2) the ongoing work for dynamic coupling of reliability and
dynamics , called TRETA-DYLAM. This aspect of the project is a
part of the System Response Analizer Project in cooperation with
the ISPRA establishment of the European Comunity.

TRETA is not machine dependent. It has been implemented on a
variety of computers, including a reduced version for PC. However,
the interactive capability and the graphic interphase are being
implemented in a UNIX system.

More details about TRETA were described in the 1987-88 version of
this report.

Advances during 1990-91

The most salient features of this period are:

1 Developments in the improvement of the system

i) The detailed heat conduction model in fuel
generator has been completed and implemented.

and steam

ii) The development of a thermohydraulic node model based onj
the two-phase flow, void drift approach has been completed inj
its theoretical aspects and is being programmed and!
implemented.

iii) The library of models to be used in the BWR version hasj
been completed. Testing and debugginig of sets of couplée
modules is being carried out, outside the TRETA system. These|
modules have been developed by the department of Nuclear anc
Chemical Engineering of the Politechnical University ot
Valencia. The implementation of these modules in TRETA has
been also initiated.
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iv) A new pressurizer non-homogeneous, non-equilibrium model
has been developed and implemented.

v) An interactive version of TRETA is being developed.
Capabilities for stopping and resuming simulation, operate
plant controls and change selected parametrs as well as on
line results presentation are being added.

2. Developments in the applications of the system.

i) The two assimetrical loop version4 version has been
completed with the- new pressurizer model, heat transfer,
feedwater pumps and other BOP systems.

ii) A model of José Cabrera (Zorita) power plant has been
developed. The simulation of operational transients,
including reactor trips, is the aim of this model. Results of
a turbine trip transient are shown in figures 1 and 2. A
comparison of the behavior of this plant (1 loop and non-
standard control systems) and a standard 3-loop Westinghouse
plant (Almaraz) has also be done. Sample results are
presented in figures 3 and 4.

iii) An assessmental study of the operation procedures,
specially focused to emergency procedures, under
steam generator tube rupture conditions in both Almaraz and
José Cabrera power plants is being carried out. This
study is basically finished and the final report is being
prepared. Figures 5 and 6 show some simulation results.

iv) The work on the System Response Analyzer (SRA) Project in
cooperation with the Ispra establishment of the European
Community has been resumed after several delays due to
administrative reasons. A CSN expert has been sent to Ispra
to develop the definitive linkage between TRETA and the
dynamic reliability code DYLAM.

\ c---
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2. INSTITUTO DE FUSION NUCLEAR. Universidad Politécnica oe Madrid

NEW CAPABILITIES IN THE SEANAP PWR
CORE ANALYSIS SYSTEM

J M. ARAGONES, C. AHNERT. F. MERINO

1. Introduction

The SEANAP PWR Core Analysis System is being used in 6 Spanish PWR plants

as a complement to the core design by the fuel supplier. The Task of validation

for different types of fuel assemblies and loading patterns continues (Ref 1), in

parallel with the development of improved method* and the implementation of

new capabilities Up to now, the design and operation of a total of 45 PWR cycles

have been succesfully analyzed.

2. New developments in the SEANAP code system

A one dimensional transient code (DIFAXI) has been developed and
implemented in the SEANAP system. It is based in two groups diffusion theory
and needs as input the macroscopic and microscopic cross sections generated by
other codes of SEANAP, after 2D core homogeneization.

DIFAXI allows detailed axial calculations of core transients, as the ones
induced by power level changes, control rod banks insertions or extractions,
cooland flow changes and others. It is also able to provide the optimal control
rod banks positions to reach stability after a load change. Besides DIFAXI
determines the axial correction factors in the paramenters K*. M2 and transport
kernel to improve the 3D stationary (SIMULA) and kinetics (SIMTRAN) core
calculations by 1 group 3D nodal theory.

DIFAXI will be implemented on-line in a Spanish PWR plant to support

operation follow, while on other side it will be coupled to the SIMTRAN code in

order to have an accurate code for detailed 3D core transient analysis.
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In annexed figure is a comparison of DiFAXI, COBAYA and SIMULA results for

Critical Boron Concentration versus burnup

A new facility has been incorporated to the SEANAP system by the recently

developed PREVIS and COBVIS codes These codes provide the nuclear data to be

input in the VISION(Ref.2) code of the Process Computer System SAMO

developed by Combustion Engineering for PWR plants

PREVIS and COBVIS are coupled to the fuel assembly calculations code (WIMS)
and to the 2D diffusjon core calculations code (COBAYA), and they are able to
determine the K> correlations constants for the VISION 1-group nodal theory, as
well as the migration area and albedos in order to reproduce the COBAYA
neutron leakage between neighbour assemblies and in the core penfery.

3. New applications for the SEANAP system

The kinetics 3D core calculations code (SIMTRAN), that integrate the nodal

core simulator (SIMULA) and the thermal-hydraulics code (COBRA-3C-MIT-2),

jointly with the 6 groups kinetics equations, has been applied to the analysis of

two real core transients These are load changes from 1OOc/o to 50z/o, and from

75% to 65%, and the results obtained following the detailed control rods banks

positions have been validated against the real measurements

4. SEANAP implementation in dedicated computers

The portability of the SEANAP system has been extended in the last year by
the implementation of the whole code package and procedures to other
dedicated computers, SUN-SPARC Stations and DEC-Stations from Digital, and
the task has been completed by an accuracy validation against measured data
and design results.
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NEUTRON DANAGE AMD WASTE MANAGEMENT CONCERNS

IN THE FIRST WALL OF ICF REACTORS

J.M. PERLADO, J. SANZ, A.S. PEREZ, D. GUERRA

Instituto de Fusion Nuclear. Universidad Politécnica de Madrid

1. INTRODUCTION

Even that nc general conclusions can be derived for all the protection
schemes in Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) reactors, the feasibility of
the ferritic alloy HT-9 as the main component of the first structural wall
(FSW) in ICF facilities using thin film Li^Pbg? liquid protection,
flowing through porous tubes (INPORT), can be demonstrated as a solution
in terms of radiation damage. Swelling and shift in the ductile-brittle
transition temperature (DBTT) can be analyzed using the results of
experimental fast fission reactors, which are demonstrated to be good
experimental tools in that ICF range. The good performance of HT-9 is
remarkable. The generation of new solid transmutants and the depletion of
initial constituents need also to be considered. Furthermore, a reduced
activation HT-9 (Niobium-free) has been studied using recycling and
shallow land burial (SLB) criteria. The recycling using that HT-9 is shown
to be not feasible, and also SLB waste disposal. Attention should be paid
to some short-lived isotopes in secular equilibrium with their long-lived
parents. The critical role of these isotopes is remarkable, and much more
research in their nuclear data must be performed.

2. NEUTRON DAMAGE ANALYSIS

Description of the primary damage is given through the generation of
atomic displacements (dpa), gaseous (H, He) and solid transmutants. We
have calculated a damage rate of =3.8 dpa/year for HT-9 as the FSW of
HIBALL blanket concept. The total displacement damage accumulated at end-
of-life of the plant (30 ful power years) should be =115 dpa. This result
has been obtained with a capsule pR of 4 g.cm , no ablator consideration,
and a fusion neutron source of 7.1x1020 neutrons per second (100 MJ, 5
Hz). The effect of pR in the primary damage magnitudes has been shown to
be very modest in ferritic alloys ^\ and also in ceramics *•*•> with solid
blanket protections. The resulting average energy of the spectrum in the
FSW is =0.1 MeV, which is softer than that of fast reactors, and the
total flux is 9.96x lO^cm'^.s"1.

The generation of gaseous transmutants is given in Fig. 1, together
with other solid products. The He generation rate ha.i been calculated to
be =0.9 appm/year, corresponding to a ratio He(appm)/dpa of =0.24. These
results are closed to those reported in HIBALL-II *•*' with a discrepancy
in the He generation which is twice greater in our computations. The
difference comes from a full treatment of the decay sequences in our
computations, instead of one step reactions considered in the HIBALL-II
study.

The results of experimental irradiations on HT-9, attained in fast
breeder reactors as EBR-II^J, are close to those predicted for HT-9 in
our ICF irradiation conditions in terms of dpa and the generation of He. A
range of the primary damage magnitudes expected in ICF, magnetic fusion,
and experimental fission reactors has been established in previous
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works I-'''. The consequence is that those experimental facilities, and their
results, are directly useful for macroscopic considerations in 1CF
applications, but appear to have low engineering interest for KCF
commercial approach.

Concerning swelling behaviour, it has been established in EBF.-II
results •• ' up to 150 dpa and similar He generation to our ICF figures,
that the incubation period is still valid and a very low rate of volume
increase is obtained. These experimental results can be used as a
realistic conclusion in our ICF study. A similar analysis has been
recently performed, ^' on a martensitic low activation steel based on the
DIN 1.^914, achieving a similar general conclusion but with more
restrictive conditions (2 appm/dpa) than in the case of HT-9. Then, HT-9
is a good candidate as FSW in ICF with relation to the swelling criteria
at end-of-life of the plant. '

Experimental data ^ ] o n £DBTT of i2Cr alloys, such as HT-9, irradiated
in different fission reactors and in the temperature range of -350 to 500°C
are useful in obtaining conclusions for our ICF conditions. According tc
those experimental results, which have been used in previous works, '-^ it
is possible to conclude that the final ADBTT to - 30 dpa would very likely
be of - 125°C at 35O°C operation temperature, which corresponds to the
inlet temperature of Li 1 7 Pbg3 in HIBALL-II. The ADBTT at 500°C, which
corresponds to the outlet temperature, will be of ~55°C. Experimental data
suggests that shift may saturate at relatively low doses and these
positive conclusions could be theoretically extended to ICF end-of-life
plant conditions (=115 dpa). However, accurate predictions requires high
fluence data, which can be managed using present fission reactors.

The generation of the more significative solid transmutants (new
products) during the irradiation time is given in Fig. 1. The more
important production after 30 years irradiation is that of Os (364 appn),
Tc (302 appm), Re (229 appm) and Ru (190 appm). In general, the production
is very low compared with that produced in other environments like
magnetic confinement or mixed fission (HFIR) L'J. with rates lower in some
order of magnitude. All those elements correspond to the depletion of two
basic initial components which are Mo and W. The generation of Zn (45
appr.) is pointed out because of possible implications in microstructural
damages.

The initial components of the alloy do not change their compositions in
a high rate as it was pointed out in previous works analyzing other alloys
in ICF environment, ''•' and the evolution is very linear versus
irradiation time. The more important changes are those of W and Mo which
are depleted at end-of-life with decrements of ~75O and 498 appm
respectively.

An important mechanism in ICF first walls is the pulsed nature of the
neutron source. Its effect needs to be much more analyzed in terms of the
macrosopic responses. An example of the large magnitude of the primary
damage rates in the pulsed work is given in the Fig. 2, which represents
the instantaneous dpa rate from a fusion burst of 7.1x1020 n.s'1 in a
HIBALL-Like protection^ '. The effect of the capsule pR can also be
observed.

3. WASTE MANAGEMENT: RECYCLING AM) SURFACE DISPOSAL

Two situations have been used to evaluate the significance '•'•' of a
low/reduced activation HT-9 activation: recycling and waste disposal

1 14
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through shallow land burial (SLE). A material could be considered suitable
for recycling when, after a reasonable decay period in the repository (100
years), the y cor.tact dose rate becomes lower than 2.5x10"^ Sv/h.

In the first year afte- shutdown, the Fe55, Mr,5*, Ir192 and Ir/9*"
isotopes are also important, remaining still significant F e ^ and Mr,'" up
tc 10 years of cooling. The effect of Co 6 0 is the more important in this
period. The Fig. 3 gives the y contact dose rate in a period up to 1000
years. From that figure it follows that LA/HT-9 in this ICF spectrum is
not a material able to be recycled. The responsible isotopes with dosç
rates higher than the limit are Pt'93 (4.76xiO"2 Sv/h), Co°° (3.03x10"-*
Sv/h), Re 1 6 6 <5.O9x1O"fl Sv/h), Re 1 8 6 m (4.91X10'5 SV/h). There are in this
group some isotopes not considered up to now in fusion activation efforts,
like Pt 93, Re °° and Nb93lE, which appear to be very critical.

The PtjJ , which is still critical in a period of 500 years
(1.87x10"* Sv/h), is produced from a chain starting in W 1 8 b (natural
abundance 2£-6 J) which has a high neutron capture cross sectionfi and
produces W'b' which is a Jemitter (T = 23 $ h). The appearance of Re 1 8 8 by
neutron capture from Re1°? produces Os °a by p emission, which is also
produced by p emission of Re16? (5x10 1 0 years) and a posterior neutron
capture of 0s "' which has a high cross section. The chain follows through
the Osmiur. isotopes until Os 1 9 1, I r 1 9\ Ir192, Pt 1 9 2 and Pt 1 9 3.

Concerning SLB disposal, which assumes a repository at 5 m deep where
an inadvertent intruder after 500 years ĉ oes not receive more than the
level for the public, 5mSv/year (5.7x10"? Sv/h), the results according to
the regulatory guide 10CFP.61 need to be related to some critical
concentration for some specified isotopes. New critical isotopes appear in
fusion and most of the work is centered in identifying critical
limits. M0-11Ï.

Using established limits, it can be concluded that LA/HT-9 ip these
irradiation conditions is not suitable for SLB, because of Re 1 8 o m. The
waste disposal rating (WDR) for Re 1 6 b m, using a limit of 5x10 5 Bq/cm3,
I l0J is = 2 at 50 years after irradiation.

The remarkable aspect is the appearance of two short lived isotopes
which have a large contribution in the y contact dose rate: Re "b and
Nb93"'. The potential importance of those two isotopes has been brought to
light from their high doses at periods of 10^ years in the case of Nb 9 3 m

(4.63X1O"5 Sv/h), and 105 years for Re 1 8 6 (3.57x10"^ Sv/h). As a
reference, a comparison with recycling and public limits is useful. They
need to be qualified for waste disposal (SLB), and included in regulatory
guides for ICF applications.

The Nb 9 3 m is produced from electron capture by Mo93, which is generated
via neutron capture of M v . The averaged neutron cross section of Mo9 ,
used in these calculations, has been 0.97 barn with a 50? branching ratio
to Mo 9 3 and Mo9;Jm. The decay behaviour of Nb 9 3 m is determined by the half-
life of Mo 9 3 (T l / 2=3.5x10

3y). The limiting of Mo 9 2 by isotope tailoring
seems to be a potential solution to this effect of Nb 9 3 m, which is more
important than that of the well established Nb9 .

The generation of Re18° at shutdown is three orders of magnitude less
than Re Q'7'. After 1 year of cooling, the concentration of the short
lived Re l 8 b is strongly reduced reaching some magnitude which produces a
c n n < i l >\r< n m i i 1 { K n ^ i i t H ft f**- A H •• Vi-^ +• t - i m û •• Vi ̂  5 ^ f i » r î f i i rvf* D o ' OVID n p n H i »r* i r\rrsecular equilibrium. After that time, the activity of R{=looni producing
Re 0 0 is almost the same as the disintegration rate of Be O 0, sustaining a
concentration of a Re1"^ following the lifetime of Re 1 8" m (2x10^ years).
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The averaged energy of the three er.itted gardas of the Re1"-^- is similarg gy ee e t d g s t e e is si
to that of the gamna emitted by Re , = 140 keVf and the contact y
rate is similar. The production of Re18*^, Re'8' comes from w1ol; w
generates W 1"^ by neutron capture. The W 1 ^ (75 (jays) is a P emitter which
produces fie -). The average neutron radiative capture .cross section oT
Re 5 is 7.45 barn. The isomeric branching ratio for Re1"^m is assumed to
be 0.33, and it has been discused in previous works >•?*. This is a
critical aspect that needs to be more deeply studied, taking into account
the potentially strong dependence of the branching ratio with the energy.
As a conclusion, the significance of W'° in the initial composition of
the steel must be remarked and considered as another potential candidate
to be tailored in establishing low activation alloys.

In the case of considering traces of Nb in the alloy (=0.0001 wt °k), it
has been found that the unique significant effect is the production of
Nb' . Dose due to this isotope for the period of interest for recycling,
would be of the same order than that from Re 1 8 6 m, Re 1 8 6 .or N b " Œ . The
decay behaviour of Nb^ is determined, in contrast to Nb^-7', by its our.
half-life. Even in this case for very long periods of cooling,
radioisotopes or Re are found to be the most critical. The WDR for Kb^ ,
at f?P years of cooling time, is in this case =0.88, lower than that for
Re166m and Re1B6>

The use of ceramics, SiC, is an important goal concerning activation, The
Fig. 4 represents the activation of pure SiC used as the component of the
first wall in the sar:e conditions than those previously mentioned.
However, the introduction of impurities in the ceramics composition will
have a significative importance.
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3. ENUSA

Reactor Physics Activities

1. RELOAD ENGINEERING

A total of 8 reloads have been calculated an licensed during the period of interest,

including 2 cases of urgent redesign due to changes in fuel availability or reload

incidents.

These tasks include a set of phases, since element definition or design till reload licensing

support an including loading pattern optimization, accident analyses, operation constants

determination, fuel inspection during outage, etc.

2. NEW METHODOLOGY IMPLEMENTATION WITH VECTORIAL PROCESSING

A new integral and advanced system of nuclear design has been implemented in the area

of PWR reactor reloads.

The objectives of this new system are:

- Improvement of prediction accurateness without use of any empirical correction.

- Faiter and easier design process.

- Operational margin increases

- Fuel utilization improvement.

- Plan availability improvement.

The design system is basically made up of the unit cell and element transport code

PHOENIX-P and the corewide 3D advanced nodal code ANC.

The system has been fully implemented with vectorial proccesing in a CRAY farniiy

computer.

For the period of interest, three full reloads have been completed with the new design

system.

3. OTHER TASKS

In parallel with the above mentioned, a set of reactor physics analyses have been

performed in the context of R & D projects or services to utilities, specifically requested.
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Many of them have been performed in collaboration with our technology partners, the

utilities, the University and other domestic or foreign institutions.

A brief summary of the most significant follows:

3.1. AEF loading in Spanish reactors

The new Advanced European Fuel (AEF) fuel elements have been licensed and loaded in

the last reloads of Almaraz, Ascô and Vandellôs II.

3.2. Steam generator tube plugging increase

Participation on the licensing of a new limit (18%) for the Steam Generator tube plugging

in Almaraz and Ascô units.

3.3. Final design of reload GE11 bundle

In collaboration with General Electric, the first reload GE11 bundle final design has

been performed for the BWR Cofrentes Plant.

3.4. Advanced PWR reactors designs

Activities have been initiated in the analysis of APWR1000 in collaboration with

Westinghouse and other companies of INI group.

Also it has started the participation in AP600 works with Westinghouse.

3.5. Development of LOFTRAN-5 code

Joint work with W'estinghouse in the development of a new advanced version of transient

analysis code LOFTRAN.

3.6. Safety limit determination for GE11

Participation with General Electric in the determination of the MCPR safety limit for

the newest General Electric bundle design.
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3.7. New methodoloe\ for transient anahsis

In collaboration with General Electric, the impact in transient analysis of advanced BWR

fuel designs was assessed. The possible implications of this study on reload safety analysis

are currently under evaluation.

3.8. Benchmarking of TRAC code with real transient and stability data

A proprietary version of TRAC was used for simulating actual transient and stability

results.

3.9. Improvements in GEXL07 correlation

In collaboration with General Electric, several improvements have been obtained in the

prediction of experimental results. These will be implemented in next correlations for

General Electric future bundle designs.

3.10. CriticalitN safet\ activities

- Maximum enrichment increase in the fresh fuel storage area of Ascô NPP Units I

and II.

- Criticalit> safet> evaluation for NAC S T 26 spent fuel cask for 17x17 fuel

elements.

- Revision and e\aluation of the Almaraz NPP spent fuel high density storage racks.

- Extension of shipping container validity for GEl 1 based on GEIO license.

Specially important was the authorization of enrichment upgrade to 5% in our fuel

manufacturing plant in Juzbado (Salamanca province), based on criticality analyses

performed in the last yerars.
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3.11. Thermal and radiation source

For the NAC S/T 26 spent fuel cask containing 17x17 fuel elements, with different

exposures and decay times.

3.12. International Projects

Activities have continued in the ICAP and PHEBUS R&D projects.

3.13. Collaboration with the University

Different projects have been led by ENUSA experts, dealing with reactor physics

aspects:

- Isotopic evolution with ORiGEN-S.

- Neutron fluence determination in PWR vessel.

- Shielding and heat transform analysis in a spent fuel cask.
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SWEDEN

Reactor Physics in Sweden

Status Report September 1990 - August 1991
compiled by Klas Jirlow, Studsvik AB

In 1980 the Swedish Parliament decided, after a referendum
that nuclear power should be phased out not later than 2010.
In 1988 it decided that the phasing out should start in 1995
provided it was confirmed during the latter part of 1990.

However, in Kid-January ,1991 the Social-Democrates, the
Liberals and the Center Party in Sweden agreed on a new energy
policy. According to the agreement there will be no start of
the phase-rut of nuclear power in 1995 as decided by Parlia-
ment two years ago. No new starting date of the phase-out was
mentioned. The agreement does not mention any limit for the
operation of the twelve nuclear power units (10 000 MW)
connected to the grid.

Based on this agreement the government passed an energy bill
through the parliament without serious opposition in June this
year. This new policy agreement contains a five-year program
at an estimated cost of 3.8 billion Swedish Crowns to develop
renewable energy (mainly bioenergy and wind) and conversation
techniques.

Swedish industry is regarding the new agreement with relief.
The immediate threats against industrial development have been
removed and energy policy should be more stable in the future.
However, in order to sustain a minimal growth of the Swedish
BNP, the installed capacity must be increased by around 20 TWh
by the year 2000.

During the present political campaign for the general election
on September 15 in Sweden the major political parties avoid to
make the nuclear energy a controversial issue. Whatever the
outcome of the present election will be, there will probably
be little change in energy policy for the next few years.

All 12 nuclear power reactors have been operating without major
problems during 1990/91 and the availability factors have been
high as in 1989/90. However, the overall power utilization
will be higher in 1991 than in 1990 as water for hydropower is
less abundant this year. The total electric consumption will
be about 1.5 % higher in 1991 despite a considerable reduction
in industrial production.
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Progress of Static Reactor Physics at ABB Atom.

A profound understanding of neutron coupling at node interfaces is vital forthe ability of making
reliable predictions of PWR core flux distributions, when using a full sized mesh division. With
in this respect fully fledged version of the core simulator at ABB Atom, POLCA-7, recent com-
parisons with observed incore power distributions have shown very good agreements.

The new nodal method, derived a couple of years ago, is based on an analysis of the high-order
node response matrix. The side flux vector is represented, not only by interface average values,
but also by vertical node edge fluxes (in 2D: comer fluxes), thereby securing a tight coupling
between adjacent nodes. Finally, the equations are cast in a finite difference form with only one
unknown per node, which ensures that the algorithm will be relatively fast.

Inherent allowance for slowly varying cross sections within a node makes the coupling coeffi-
cients of the resulting nodal equation somewhat dependent on the solution itself. This kind of
non-linearity is however taken inso account by a straight forward updating of the relevant node
cross sections in the outer iteration loop, where the ordinary réévaluation of thermal hydraulic
quantities takes place.

Once the nodewise average flux solution is available, the detailed intranodal pin power distribu-
tion can be computed. The flux reconstruction technique is of such an accuracy that the root mean
square error of the local solution is almost equal to the root mean square error of the node average
solution.

The reason for obtained improvements in macroscopic calculation results lies not only with the
use of a better theoretical description of the global flux variation in the core. To some extent it
is also a consequence of the prudent way two-group cross section information has been taken
care of in the calculation process. In this context, it has to be pointed out that there actually is
no real need to generate any color data sets.

The treatment of depletion history has become greatly improved since a routine for tracking
U235, U238, Pu239, Pu240 and Pu243 with respect to their concentrations has been built into the
POLCA-7 simulator. Any history deviation from a base reference case, analyzed by the assem-
bly program in use, causes an adequate deviation in the heavy metal isotopic buildup in the POL-
CA-7 bumup calculation. After each bumup step cell data are then adjusted accordingly, giving
the bulk of the history effect.

In parallel, the development of a new fuel assembly program HELIOS is proceeding according
to schedule. Due to unique geometric capabilities it will offer to its users a very powerful tool
in fuel design. In fact, any conceivable type of fuel assembly may be analyzed by means of multi-
group collision probabilities. The computation burden will increase by an order of magnitude,
but this is not considered to be a major problem as the performance of future computers can be
expected to be very much enhanced.

Some interesting results have already been produced by HELIOS. For instance has the azimuthal
depletion of diagonally-neighboring burnable absorber pins been examined.
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LWR Dynamic Code Development at ABB ATOM

Development of codes for dynamic analyses of LWR's is performed at ABB Atom in
Vàsteràs, Sweden, and at ABB Combustion Engineering, Windsor, Connecticut,
USA. The applications range from fuel and plant licensing to plant simulation, and
include current and development BWR's and PWR's, as well as inherently safe
reactor designs, such as PIUS.

The ABB Atom licensing methodology for BWR's relies primarily on ID core
modelling for transients. 3D methods are used for cases only that have substantial
radial changes in power distribution. The ID code, BISON, has been used for all
Nordic BWR's. It is today extensively used by ABB Atom and utilities for BWB
system analyses, as well as fuel licensing applications in Europe as well as in USA.
The code has been reviewed and approved by US NRC. BISON has been qualified
against measurements in several BWR's, both ABB and US type.

The RAMONA code, with 3D core modelling capability, is used by ABB Atom for the
analysis of e.g. the Rod Drop reactivity accident. The code was developed in a joint
Scandinavian development effort in the early 1970:s, and has since then been
extensively upgraded and improved. Today's version used at ABB Atom origins in
the Brookhaven code version RAM0NA-3B, but has been significantly developed
further. Current development and qualification efforts are directed towards
reactivity transient applications, as well as BWR stability application. The code runs
on modern workstations and is capable of simulating a large BWR, with full 3D core
modelling. Problems with more than 700 parallel hydraulic and neutronic
channels, discretized in 25 axial nodes, have been run. This problem size origins
from the study of azimuthal ("regional") power oscillations close to the stability limit
at low core flow.

Dynamic codes for PWR's include design and licensing codes used in developing the
ABB Combustion Engineering PWR's. Another code, CENTS, was recently
developed as a simulation tool. It runs on a workstation and comprises models of all
major plant systems required for PWR transient analysis. The core may be
modelled with 3D spatial resolution. Since the core power shape in most PWR
transients are relatively constant in time, however, time-space splitting technique is
employed to save computer time. Thus the CENTS code runs close to real time for
typical applications.

The PIUS reactor is in principle also a PWR. Dynamic analyses are performed with
the RIGEL code developed by ABB Atom. The code contains models similar to
CENTS for typical PWR components, but RIGEL has also specific models for PIUS
components. The core is usually sufficiently treated with a point kinetics model;
however, a ID model has also been developed. The RIGEL code has been verified
against measurements in the ATLE test loop, which simulates the PIUS reactor.
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Benchmark calculations in one-group transport theory

(Department of Reactor Physics, Chalmers University of Technology,
S-41296 Goteborg)

The monoenergetic neutron transport equation with isotropic
scattering has been applied to two-medium spherical and plane
critical systems with vacuum boundary conditions. The mean free
path was assumed to be the same, but the multiplication factors
were different in the two media. The two coupled integral
equations obtained were solved using the spatial Legendre
polynomial method (Carlvik's method). Benchmark values of the
fundamental and higher eigenvalues are given for variour
dimensions of the bodies. The total flux was calculated from the
eigenvector and the first 4 or 5 flux modes are plotted for some
cases /I/.

The same method has been applied to an infinite periodic slab
lattice. The fundamental and higher order criticality eigenvalues
have been calculated /2/.

The time-eigenvalue spectrwn in subcritical systems with vacuum
boundary conditions has also been studied /3/.

Simple approximation formulae for very high-order eigenvalues have
been derived for some of the above mentioned problems /4/.

The combination of strongly forward and backward scattering with
usual linearly anisotropic scattering has been studied for
one-speed neutrons in various systems with vacuum boundary
conditions /5/.

A review paper has been written on eigenvalue problems in
one-group neutron transport theory /6/.

/I/ N.S. Garis, Nucl. Sci. Eng. 107, 343 (1991)
/2/ N.S. Garis, N.G. Sôôstrand, Ann. Nucl. En. 17, 689 (1990)
/3/ N.S. Garis, Kerntechnik 56, 33 (1991)
/4/ N.S. Garis, N.G. Siostrand, Kerntechnik 54, 1B3 £1989)
/5/ D.C Sahni, N.G. Siostrand, Transp. Theory Stat. Phys.

(to be published)
/6/ D.C. Sahni, N.G. Sjostrand, Progr. Nucl. En. 23, 241 (1990)
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Calculations for test of a data library based on
JEF-2.1 (Safety and Ecology, Studsvik AB)

A 70-group nuclear data library based on the compila-
tion JEF-2.1 will be tested in calculations on critical
experiments. Some of these experiments were carried in
the KRITZ-reactor at Studsvik for regular pin cell
lattices of temperatures up to 245CC as has been
described in detail in a report STUDSVIK/NS-90/133.
The study will also include a few room temperature
criticality experiments from the US, some of which
also including measurements of parameters such as 02g,
628 and 6-,,-. Furthermore, calculations will be per-
formed for an LWR pin cell calculational benchmark
suggested from the UK for the JEF test activities.

The cell calculations will be carried out with the
transport theory code CASMO. In addition, core calcula-
tions in 4-group diffusion theory will be performed
for the criticality cases. Hopefully, a short paper on
the tests will be presented at the meeting at NEA Data
Bank in December this year.

Light Water Reactor In-Core Fuel Management at Studsvik

From January 1, 1991, Studsvik's activities in LWR ICFM are organized in the
subsidiary companies Studsvik Core Analysis AB (SCOAB), Sweden, and
Studsvik of America (SOA), USA. During the year since the previous report was
submitted the South Korean state-owned utility, among others, has joined the
group of users of the Studsvik Core Management System, Studsvik CMS.
As before, large efforts are devoted to both continued development of the CMS
and to benchmark and validation. The appended list of references is a selection of
papers that have appeared since the previous Report to NEACRP.
A new version of CASMO will shortly be introduced. It is characterized by
introducing heterogeneity factors for all homogenized regions, a heterogenous
two-dimensional model and a generalized micro-region depletion model. The new
version will further improve the usefulness of CASMO as a flexible tool for
analysis of advanced fuel designs, and it presents a consistent model for all
materia] a ^ geometric configurations including storage rack and cask geometries.
A project nas been initiated to process data from ENDF/B-6 and JEF-2, whkh
contain data differing significantly from those of previous versions. Especially
data for the heavy nuclides are of interest for testing in CASMO.
A new version of INTERPIN-CS has been released. A Multi Cycle Fuel Demand
Module (MCM), based on SIMULATE, has been developed. The MCM gives
accurate estimates of future fuel demands, also taking the fuel pool content into
account A Shut Down Cooling option has been introduced in CMS. Using this
option one can follow automatically the isotopic changes that occur in the fuel
bundles during off-power and out-of-reactor periods.
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SWITZERLAND

REACTOR PHYSICS ACTIVITIES IN SWITZERLAND

Compiled by P. Wydler

1 General Background

After the acceptance of a 10-year moratorium by the Swiss voters on 23 September

1990, the Federal Government initiated the so-called "Energy 2000" programme. The

goals of this programme are to stabilise electricity consumption by the year 2000 and

to stabilise, then gradually reduce, fossil energy consumption and the associated CO,.

emission. By the year 2000, "new" energies will cover 0.5 % of the electricity and

3 % of the heat demand. The total hydro power production is to be increased by 5 9c

and the output of the (existing) nuclear power plants by almost 10 %. To achieve these

goals, a decree for the rational and efficient use of energy has been in force since May

1991.

Before and after the vote, the Government explicitly declared its will to keep the nuclear

option open. This presumes an incident-free operation of the nuclear power plants

and the continuation of a viable R+D programme. The latter should not only cover

reactor safety and waste management, but also international co-operation in the field of

advanced reactor development.

With these guide-lines, nuclear energy research, and in particular reactor physics activ-

ities at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI), will continue. In the next few years, however,

the largest nuclear project at PSl will be the SINQ spallation neutron source, scheduled

to go into operation in 1995.
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2 LWHCR Physics Experiments and Analyses

Integral measurements in the framework of the PROTEL'S-LWHCR Phase 11 pro-

gramme, in progress since mid-1985, were brought to a close at the end of 1990.

The last three test lattice configurations investigated, Cores 18 to 20, were conceived

less for the purpose of simulating LWHCR conditions than for providing a broader,

more general basïs for methods and data validation. Thus, Core 18 contained a central

test section with a "very wide" HjO-moderated lattice (moderator-to-fuel, M/F, ratio

of 2.0), the principal aim being to achieve a better understanding of the earlier reported

C/E trends for various neutron balance component.»-. Core 19 was an HjO-moderated.

2-rod lattice (2 MOX : 1 LO.J. simulating a lower (5(,'< ) fissile-Pu enrichment v^ii.

M/F = 0.95. As in the Phase 1 experiments, a basis for assessing fuel enrichment effects

was sought here. Finally, the last test lattice (single rod. 7.59r fissile—Puj employed

DiO as moderator with M/F = 0.95 - partly for the purpose of providing integral data

relevant to alternative high converter concepts and partly for extending the range of

PROTEUS experiments to strongly undermoderated. wet lattices.

Final analyses of the various measurements in Cores 18 to 20 are still pending. First

comparisons with calculations have indicated, however, that C/E results for the very

wide lattice are similar to those for the H.-O-moderated, M/F = 0.95 lattice (Core 13.).

For the 5</r fissile-Pu simulation case, the 2-rod nature of the test lattice makes direct

comparisons somewhat difficult, but the conclusions at the current stage are that fuel

enrichment effects are considerably less significant than the earlier observed C/E trends

with moderation ratio. In the case of the D.,O-moderated lattice, much larger differences

in predicted k x and reaction rate ratio values have been observed between alternative

calculationa] routes than for the corresponding FLO-moderated lattice. This reflects the

larger uncertainties in the data libraries for the higher eV-resonance range - the more

crucial energy region for the D ;O case.

With the completion of the analyses for Cores 18 to 20 and the detailed documentation

of results from the entire range of PROTEUS-LWHCR Phase 11 core configurations, a

principal aim of the joint German-Swiss R+D co-operation on the LWHCR wilJ have

been met, viz. to provide a sufficiently broad experimental data base for physics design

validation.
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3 LEU-HTR Physics Experiment

Preparations for the start of these new experiments in PROTEUS are currently in full

swing. Reconstruction work on the reactor is nearly complete, with all components cor-

responding to the earlier test, buffer and D2O-driver zones, removed and new graphite

pieces introduced to form the overall radial/axial reflector structure for the LEL-HTR

criticals. Shipment of the moderator and the LEU fuel pebbles from Germany is cur-

rently expected to take place in July and September, respectively. The remaining mod-

ifications of the PROTEUS facility will be completed during this time. This means that

crincality for the first experimental configuration, a hexagonal, close-packed, pebble-

bed core with a moderator-to-fuel pebble ratio of 0.5, should be achieved by the end

of Summer 1991.

The LEU-HTR PROTEUS experiments are being carried out in the framework of an

IAEA co-ordinated research programme (CRPj, with China, Germany, Japan, the Soviet

Union, Switzerland, and the U.S.A. a.i participants. The fact that a significant fraction

of the scientific manpower required to plan, execute and analyse the experiments comes

from the international partners has already been in evidence during the past 12 mor.ihs.

Attachments to PROTEUS during the initial planning phase have been made by China,

Japan and the U.S.A., for tasks ranging from the development of reactivity measure-

ment techniques to the setting up a quality assurance base for documentation of the

experiments. Delegates from the Soviet Union are also expected to join shortly, so that

an appropriate transfer of the considerable Soviet experience with pebble-bed criticals

can be expected to follow.

Solutions for a numerical benchmark exercise, based on the planned LEU-HTR

PROTEUS configurations, have been received from the various CRP members and were

discussed at the annual meeting held recently in Japan. Although a detailed evaluation of

the calculational results is yet to be made, the considerable spread in predicted integral

parameters does confirm the need for the experiments. As discussed earlier, these will

primarily address the effects of water ingress on reactivity and control rod effectiveness

for LEU pebble-bed core configurations with different moderation ratios and alternative

geometrical arrangements.
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4 Design of a Compact Storage Pool

To reduce the loading/unloading time of the reactor core at the Leibstadt nuclear power

plant (KKL), it was decided to build an intermediate storage pool with the capaciiy of

a full core. Because of the small dimensions of the pool, the fuel assemblies have to be

tighdy packed, necessitating the use of neutron absorbing materials. To minimise costs,

only one storage location out of two is fitted with a borated steel channel. The SVEA-96

fuel assembly was prescribed as th'e basis for the dimensioning. This assembly consists

of 4 subassemblies with 24 rods in a 5 by 5 minus 1 configuration. The subassemblies

are separated by water slabs and combined to form a central water hole in the assembly.

For an average enrichment of 4 <7r, the Gd2O3 dens.ty in the poisoned rods was artificially

adjusted to give a k^ of 1.34 at 20 "C in the normal core geometry (For fuel assemblies

at KKL, this k^ value is an absolute upper limit). Taking into account the symmetry

planes, the elementary unit of the pool is formed of 4 storage locations, 2 with a borated

steel channel and 2 without such a channel, in a chequered arrangement.

The storage pool was modelled using the BOXER code of the PSI light water reactor

system ELCOS. Reactivity effects relative to the reference case were evaluated for

• the removal of the Zircalloy envelope of the fuel assemblies,

• the steel spacers in the pool,

• the reduced wall thickness in the corners of the absorber channels.

In addition, three-dimensional simulations using the SILWER code were performed for

the following fuel handling error situations:

• Tipping over of an assembly in the pool (assembly lies on a storage rack.)

« Insertion of an assembly between two storage racks

The positive contributions of the reactivity variations from all these effects were summed

and added to the reactivity of the reference case. Allowing for a safety margin of 1.5 %,

the maximum multiplication factor of the pool was found not to exceed 0.937 and

therefore to remain well below the imposed limit of 0.95. Based on these calculations,

the storage pool has been licensed by the safety authorities.
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5 Testing of JEF-1 for Fasl Reactor Applications

Preliminary results of a JEF-1 based analysis of the NEACRP fast reactor benchmark

model using a Bondarenko type interpolation scheme over the whole energy range were

reported in a previous NEACRP activities report. A comparison with the 16 solutions

compiled in NEACRP-L-243 showed the predictions of the important parameters to lie

in the expected ranges. Deviations from the mean benchmark values of about two (la)

standard deviations of the benchmark values were observed for the breeding ratio in the

blanket and the isothermal core fuel doppler reactivity.

In the meantime, the "cold" and "hot" reference configurations of the fast reactor bench-

mark model have been reanalysed using cross sections generated with the newest version

of NJOY (Version 89, updates up to June 1990) and the integral transport theory' spec-

trum code MICROX-2. M1CR0X-2 performs a two-region ultra-fine group slowing

down calculation in the lower, and a Bondarenko type resonance shielding calculation

in the higher resonance energy range. In the current MICROX library, the ultra-fine

energy grid has about 12000 points with an upper limit of 2 keV, covering an energy

range which contributes about 80 <7<- to the total Doppler effect.

A comparison of some new and old results is shown in Table 1. It can be seen that, with

the new calculational route, the deviations of k-x, k(.(r and the fuel doppler reactivity

from the mean benchmark values are well within a \n standard deviation and no distinct

trends can be identified.

6 SINQ Spallation Neutron Source

To speed up licensing and to maintain the construction schedule of the SINQ spallation

neutron source, alternative target designs are currently being investigated.

The original design of SINQ had a liquid metal target consisting of a cylindrical con-

tainment filled with an eutectic mixture of Pb-Bi. The cooling mechanism relied on

natural convection of the liquid metal, driven by the primary proton beam power. The

advantages of this target concept are (1) that the system is closed and (2) that the heat

exchanger and the cooling medium (H;O) are separated from the region bombarded by

the high energy protons and the cooling medium is therefore not exposed to a high fast

neutron flux. The low melting point of the eutecuc mixture (125 °C) allows operation

at a moderate temperature level.
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BENCHMARK
Mean (of 16 Solutions)

Std. Deviation in CX

JEF-1 (Old)
Deviation from Mean in V,

JEF-1 (New)
Deviation from Mean in 'A

Conf. 1 (Inner Core)
kx

1.12428
1.8

1.11812
-0.5

1.1293
0.4

Conf. 1

KJJ

1.00509
1.3

1.00584
0.1

1.01322
0.8

Fuel Doppler
Na In

-0.00729
10.8

-0.00872
19.7

-0.00744
2.1

Table 1: Comparison of some new JEF-1 /MICROX-2 results for the fast reactor bench-
mark problem
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A disadvantage of the Pb-Bi target is the formation of undesirable activation products,

particularly 2U)Po (an a—emitter produced by thermal neutron capture) and Bi-isotopes

(produced by spallation reactions). There is experimental evidence that the eutectic

Pb—Bi mixture has a considerable holdback factor for polonium - the vapor pressure

corresponds to only ~ 10"8 of that for "free" polonium. Nevertheless, to simplify the

licensing procedure, it was decided to avoid the use of Bi in the target and to investigate

two alternative target concepts, a solid state target and a liquid lead target.

The solid state target is based on a porous arrangement of the spallation material, possi-

bly combined with a high temperature structural material (e.g. based on Zr-technology).

To keep the neutronic performance high, the direct cooling has to be provided by heavy

water. A basic version of this target is to be operational in 1994, to deliver the neu-

trons for the scientific work at the spallation source for the first operating periods. The

operation of a stationary solid stale target is most likely limited to a beam power lower

than 1 M\V. However, with this target, the feasibility of a beam entrance window can

be demonstrated under real operating conditions and with a very low hazard potential.

This will be important for the development of a future liquid metal target, where the

window has an essential safety function.

The liquid lead target, in geometry and technology similar to the original Pb-Bi target,

will be cooled by H..0 in an arrangement as briefly described above. It has to be operated

at higher temperature, but otherwise has all the advantages (and the elegance) of the

Pb—Bi target. The potential hazard due to activation products is lower by more than two

orders of magnitudes. The liquid lead target concept has an appreciable development

potential for future advanced neutron sources with higher average beam power, and the

development of this target will therefore contribute to the ability to provide neutrons

for future scientific activities in the field of the physics of condensed matter.

7 Actinide Transmutation Studies

Since early 1990, PSI has been performing basic studies related to the transmutation

of minor actinides (MA) by means of proton accelerators. The high-energy, proton-

induced reactions are calculated using the HETC code, together with a high-energy

fission model developed by Atchison. First results for 2;i7Np, reported in NEACRP paper

A-1054, confirmed the favourable high-energy fission-to-spallation ratio and showed
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that the long-lerm toxicity of the transmutation products is up to several hundred times

smaller than the toxicity of the original 2 'cNp and its decay products.

Meanwhile, similar calculations have been performed for a mixture of minor actinides

which corresponds to the composition of the high-level waste from an LWR repro-

cessing plant. An important result of this extended study is that the potential toxicity

reduction strongly depends on the recycling and partitioning scheme. Assuming appro-

priate partitioning processes to exist, the following recycling schemes - in this context,

recycling means recycling in the spallation facility - were considered:

1. Recycling of all minor actinides (waste consists of spallation products, including

U and Pu, and fission products).

2. Recycling of minor actinides and separation of the newly generated Pu from the

waste stream (this Pu could be recycled in fission reactors together with other

Pu).

3. Recycling of minor actinides and separation of both U and Pu from the waste

stream.

4. Recycling of all actinides and spallation products (waste consists of fission prod-

ucts only).

For these four different recycling schemes, Figure 1 compares the total loxicity of

the remaining waste with the total toxicity of the original MA mixture and its decay

products. The results refer to the irradiation of a ijuasi-infinite target with 1 GeV

protons and 1 kg of the original MA mixture and the figure shows doses for ingestion.

It is clear that, from the viewpoint of toxicity reduction, the last recycling scheme has

the greatest potential: beyond two hundred years, it reduces the overall toxicity by 3

to 5 orders of magnitude. A less obvious result is that Pu spallation products should

always be separated from the waste stream.

The results of the study suggest that it may be meaningful to design accelerator-based

transmutation systems, with the aim of maximising high-energy interactions with the

heavy nuclei to be transmuted. Such a concept requires a powerful accelerator, but

could nevertheless be attractive, since it simultaneously provides a very intense neutron

source and therefore the possibility to breed fissile material for high-conversion reactors

or transmute fission products with very low capture cross-sections.
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Figure 1 : Long-term toxicity of the remaining waste for different MA recycling schemes

and comparison with the total toxicity of the original MA mixture and its decay products.
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8 Fusion Neutronics

In co-operation with the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, a study has been performed

to investigate the effect of ENDF/B-Vl beryllium data on the neutronic characteristics

of the reference ARIES-I fusion blanket.

ARIES-I is a recent US design of a 1000 MW(e) tokamak fusion reactor based on ad-

vanced technology. The design incorporates silicon-carbide composite as the structural

material and shield, enriched lithium-zirconate (80 9c GLi in lithium and 99.91 % 92Zr

in zirconium) as the breeding material and natural beryllium as the neutron multiplier.

These materials were selected to minimise the activation and to ensure good stability at

high temperatures.

With ENDF/B-V, the total initial tritium breeding ratio for this reactor was calculated

to be 1.2154. When the beryllium data from ENDF/B-VI was substituted for the

ENDF/B-V beryllium data, the breeding ratio dropped by about 5.7 %. Other effects

resulting from this data substitution were a 4.6 9c increase in the maximum fast neutron

flux (above 0.111 MeV) in the superconducting magnet at the same wall loading, a

~3.3 % decrease in the total blanket energy multiplication, a ~3 % decrease in the

average volumetric nuclear heating in the first wall, a significant, 11.2 9c decrease in

the maximum helium production rate in the neutron multiplier, and a 2.5 % decrease in

the maximum hydrogen production rate in the first wall.

It appears that there are two main reasons for these differences: firstly, the (n,2n)

beryllium cross-section is 6 9c higher in ENDF/B-V than in ENDF/B-VI and secondly,

the energy distribution of the secondary neutrons from the Be(n,2n) reaction is harder

in ENDF/B-Vl than in ENDF/B-V, leading to a different distribution of the Be(n,2n)

reaction rate.

9 LOTJS Fusion Blanket Programme

During 1990/91, the LOTUS facility at the Institut de Génie Atomique (1GA) of the

Federal Institute of Technology, Lausanne, has been used to carry out an extensive

experimental programme comprising (1) the characterization of the 14 MeV Haefely

neutron generator (HNG), (2) tritium breeding rate (TBR) and spectrum measurements

in pure lithium and simulated Lii7PbK< fusion blanket assemblies, (3) spectrum tailoring
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and neutron streaming studies and (4) additional standardisation measurements for the

NEACRP sponsored international comparison on TBR measuring techniques for fusion

neutronics experiments.

Extensive measurements using mainly Zr(n,2n), Al(n,a) and In(n,n') threshold detectors

were undertaken to determine the neutron flux distribution around, as well as on, two

different planes facing the HNC. The measurements confirmed the axially symmetric

nature of the flux distribution and showed that 68 % of the neutrons are emitted in the

forward direction. Above 5 MeV, the neutron intensity in the forward direction was

found to be an order of magnitude greater than that in the backward direction.

The materials of the HNG tube have a moderating effect on the emitted neutrons.

Experiments were performed using Cd and B4C absorbers in front of the generator to

reduce the resulting slow neutron component in the source spectrum. It was found that,

for this purpose, B.,C is much more effective than Cd.

Using the HNG as an outer neutron source, different heterogeneous blanket assemblies

are being investigated. In most of the configurations, the materials under study are in the

form of rods held parallel to the generator axis. Complicated neutron streaming effects

are expected due to the presence of void channels and the fact that, at all energies, the

constituent materials have widely different transport mean free paths. Computational

and experimental investigations have been performed, and are continuing, to determine

these effects at several locations of the assemblies.

A version of the Monte-Carlo computer code MORSE, with a combinatorial geometry

package, operating at the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay, was installed

on a VAX computer. In collaboration with the computational physics group at PSI,

an effort is being made to install the MCNP code, initially on a VAX and later on

a CRAY-2 computer. With these versatile codes, the LOTUS programme has at its

disposal considerably enhanced computational capabilities.

Neutron spectrum and TBR measurements were carried out in a pure lithium blanket as-

sembly, considered as a reference, and the Experimental Lithium-Lead Module (EL2M)

conceived, designed and constructed at IGA. The measurements were performed along

the central axis of the H.N'G and of each blanket module. Both configurations had

pseudocylindrical geometry and were composed of a 1 cm thick stainless steel first

wall, a ~60 cm thick breeding zone and a 20 cm thick graphite reflector. Global TBR

measurements are being planned.
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The neutron spectra were measured with a miniature NE-213 detector, having a diameter

of 1.3 cm and a length of 1.2 cm. Pulse shape and pulse height discrimination methods

were applied to obtain gamma-free neutron spectra for processing by the FORIST

unfolding code. In these experiments, the HNG was operated at the (low) intensity of

about 1010 neutrons/s.

The TBRs were measured in two ways: Firstly, Li2COj probes in combination with the

liquid scintillation method were used. This method requires the HNG to be operated

in the high intensity regime (~ 3 • 1012 neutrons/s). Alternatively, the lithium glass

scintillation technique, with NE-912 (95 % enriched in °Li) and NE-913 (99.99 5

enriched in 7Li) scintillators. was applied. NE-912 is sensitive to gammas and slow

neutrons; NE-913 is mainly sensitive to gammas and can therefore provide an estimait"

of the gamma background. The lithium glass scintillation technique requires a lov.

neutron intensity and is suited to relative measurements. Absolute TBRs were obtained

using the LijCO;i probes.

The experimental results were compared with the results of two—dimensional discrete

ordinate (DORT) and three-dimensional Monte-Carlo (MCNPj calculations performed

at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA). The predictions are based on data

from the Evaluated Nuclear Data Library (ENDL) and the Evaluated Nuclear Data File

(ENDF). For the Li^Pb^ assembly, the comparison showed some discrepancies which

appear to be due to the nuclear data of lead and uncenainties in the ('Li(n.o):iHe and
TLi(n,n'a) interactions.

The first phase of the international comparison on TBR measuring techniques for fu-

sion neutronics experiments showed some discrepancies among the results of different

laboratories. Before proceeding with the irradiations, an effort was made to verif\

the counting systems. Measurements of three different standard samples, supplied to

each institution, were compared and yielded good agreement between the laboratories.

Thereupon, the second series of irradiations was initiated. Both at the FNS facility of

the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) and the LOTUS facility, the new

measurements have been completed and the results are currently being analysed.

In addition to the above-mentioned activities, a series of measurements was performed

to calibrate two coaxial germanium gamma-ray detectors.
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REACTOR PHYSICS ACTIVITIES IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
1990-1991

Compiled by M J Halsall and G Ingram

1. NEWS ITEMS

The UK nuclear industry has spent the past year coining to terms
with the massive reorganisations that took place during 1989-90
in which the Central Electricity Generating Board was carved up
for privatisation, an exercise which 'revealed the true costs
of nuclear power', and resulted in the formation of the still
publicly owned Nuclear Electric and Scottish Nuclear companies.
At the same time the UKAEA became AEA Technology and was split
into semi-autonomous businesses. Two of these - Thermal
Reactor Services and Fast Reactors have since been combined
into a single Reactor Services business.

The nuclear industry has three years in which to improve its
viability and recover public confidence before the government
holds its review of nuclear power in 1994. If work on new
plant is not started soon after 1994, the nuclear contribution
to British generating capacity will decline from about 20% to
around 10% by the year 2005. The principal objective of
Nuclear Electric is to improve the prospects for UK nuclear
power generally, by:

prolonging the life of the first-generation Magnox
plants,

improving performance of the Advanced Gas-Cooled
P.eactors (AGRs) ,

- cutting staff numbers.

NE is confident it can win approval from the Nuclear
Installations Inspectorate to keep seven of its nine Magnox
stations running for another ten years, producing power at a
marginal cost of about l.5p a unit (ie, assuming the capital
costs have been repaid), compared to a modern coal station at
about 3.5p a unit. The AGR stations have recorded their best
year, but even that was only about 60% of a theoretical
maximum. Overcoming fuel-handling problems holds out the
prospect of increasing this to 75%.

NE is aiming to cut decommissioning costs; one approach is to
seal old reactor buildings in concrete, keep them under obser-
vation for .135 years, and then to mound them over to form
archeological sites of the future.

The only nuclear station under construction in Britain is the
PWR at Sizewell, Suffolk. This is several months ahead of
schedule and should be on-line in 1994. Because it is one of a
kind in the UK the unit cost is likely to be about 5p. Other
possibilities for development remain with BNFL and Scottish
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Nuclear who are both considering building pvrp. stations without
necessarily waiting for the government review in 1994.

An important factor will be the outcome of the next general
election, due in 1992. The present Conservative ministers have
stressed their strong support for nuclear power - in March,
Britain, Germany, France and Belgium issued a joint declaration
backing the revival of nuclear power in Europe - but the
re-election of a Conservative government is far from the near
certainty of the Thatcher era. A Labour government could be
much less supportive.

Waste disposal is still a major area of public concern in the
UK. The THORP'thermal oxide reprocessing plant at Sellafield
is due to start commercial operation next year, with two thirds
of its input coming from overseas. In the meantime, a final
decision to build a long tern repository for low and inter-
mediate level waste at Sellafield is imminent. Boreholes to
1600 metres have revealed no geological impediment to the
construction of a £2.7 billion 500-700 metre deep storage
facility with a secure life in excess of 10,000 years.

2. THERMAL REACTOR PHYSICS

The main areas of work are at Winfrith (AEA) and Berkeley
(Nuclear Electric), and cover nuclear data, lattice methods,
reactor methods, and Monte Carlo methods.

Under the nuclear data heading, the work is aimed at the
production and utilisation of the JEF library. Evaluation
work on fission product yields is contributing to JEF;
processing with the NJOY code is aimed at producing point
energy and group libraries for assessment work. A number of
physics issues and data processing problems have arisen and
been resolved in the use of NJOY on a Sun workstation network.
At present a preliminary library, with some of the physics
issues still unresolved, is being generated in 172 energy
groups (the AEA/CEA XMAS group scheme) so that the mechanics of
the WIMS codes can be thoroughly tested. The aim is to move
over from the old 69 group WIMS library - the 1986 library - to
a completely new start in terms of any necessary data
adjustments.

Lattice code development has continued on LWRWIMS and WIM5E.
The LWRWIMS version now has all the required technical
capability for PWR analysis, and will form part of the UK PWR
code package. More sophisticated technical developments are
being added to WIMSE, which is a modular scheme, and therefore
lends itself to the addition of new methods. Considerable
effort is being devoted to the CACTUS characteristics method of
solving the neutron transport equation in general geometries,
and extensive use is being made of CACTUS in calculations of
cross-cluster power tilts in AGR geometries with interstitial
control rods.

Some work is being carried out to streamline the process of
getting reactor data from WIMSE for AGR calculations, and also
of getting data in a manageable form from both LWRWIMS and
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WIMSE into the reactor code.. PANTHER. At present, the Nuclear
Electric route for generating AGR reactor data still relies
heavily on the old ARGOSY code, with a variety of parameters
tabulated from independent WIMS runs.

The PANTHER development by Nuclear Electric has been consider-
ably accelerated in the past year or so, and standard 'fully
configured1 versions have now been released to UK users. Two
versions exist: one for PWRs, and one for AGRs. Most of the
modules are common to the two versions, but different thermal
hydraulics routines, for example, are obviously necessary. By
combining the capabilities of steady state, depletion and
transient calculations in 0, 1, 2 or 3 dimensions, PANTHER has
replaced a whole range of older codes. It uses very efficient
nodal solution methods (with within node allowance for burnup
and for asymmetric distribution of poison pins) for consistent
calculations of fuel management, design, safety transient
analysis, and on-line operational support. PANTHER can be run
stand-alone or through the Reactor Physics Workbench (RPW).
This is a UNIX workstation-based data-management/graphical user
interface system. It facilitates input and output, and also
the links to WIMS, VIPRE (detailed LWR thermal calculation) and
ENIGMA (a generic fuel performance code).

3. FAST REACTOR PHYSICS

In the fast reactor field activity has again centred on the
development of well-validated nuclear data and methods for
application in support of PFR operation and for the evaluation
of EFR designs. As part of the EFR programme AEA attachées
have continued to provide direct support for the CONRAD experi-
mental programme in the low power reactor MASURCA.

At Dounreay studies have concentrated on refining the predic-
tions of PFR performance. Recent evaluations include reacti-
vity loss with burnup, isothermal temperature feed-back and
shut-down margins. In each case there is now good agreement
between prediction and experiment within the estimated
uncertainties. Improvements have also been made to the reactor
models used for fuel reload planning.

EFR-related studies continue to be centred at Risley, with the
work being undertaken by the AEA and NNC. There has been good
progress by the AEA in the assessment of the impact of approxi-
mations inherent in the standard neutronics methods. Topics
covered have included peak-ratings, Doppler, sodium-void,
breeding gain and control rod worths. The lessons learnt have
been applied in the evaluation of proposed EFR designs. NNC
has concentrated on optimising the EFR design, with particular
emphasis on safety aspects.

In support of the EFR studies the first version of the common
code scheme ERANOS has been successfully used on the Risley
VAXes and a version of the diffusion theory code SNAP has been
fully integrated into the scheme. Work is in hand to install
ERANOS on other Risley machines.
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At Winfrith work has continued on nuclear data production,
benchmarking and, of course, the shielding experiments which
are discussed further in Section 4 below. Benchmark testing of
the JEF2 fission yield data has begun, with predictions of
delayed neutron emission rates. These provide a sensitive
test of the data and show encouraging agreement with integral
measurements. A major effcrt is underway in the preparation of
benchmark data from the low power reactor ZEBRA for inclusion
in the German SNEDAX Data Bank.

4. EXPERIMENTAL REACTOR PHYSICS

Measurements were completed earlier this year in DIMPLE on an
ex-core detector benchmark study. The assembly used for these
studies was a cruciform loading of 3% enriched uranium oxide
pins, representing the irregular edge of a PWR core, with steel
slabs introduced outside the core to provide a realistic
simulation of the core baffle, barrel, neutron shield pad and
pressure vessel of a PWR. Measurements were made of the
response of a neutron detector located in an instrument tube
outside the simulated pressure vessel to a range of safety-
related perturbations. These included the introduction of high
enrichment fuel and simulated localised moderator boiling and
voiding. The results of this work are currently being compared
with prediction.

Analysis is also in progress en earlier DIMPLE measurements
with samples of irradiated fuel from the Swiss Beznau and
Spanish Zorita power stations. The results will complement
those already reported for irradiated fuel samples from the UK
Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactors. Completion of this work is an
essential prerequisite for the CERES programme scheduled to
begin later this year. This progranr.e is being undertaken in
collaboration with CEA and entails the exchange of samples and
a joint programme of experiments in the DIMPLE and MINERVE
reactors.

The NESTOR reactor at Winfrith has become the centre for power
reactor chamber calibration in the UK. It also provides a
neutron absorption cross-section measuring service, primarily
for the petro-chemical industry. A new fine-control rod has
recently been commissioned tc increase absorption sample
throughput.

Phase 7 of the joint European Fast Reactor shielding programme,
JANUL, using the ASPIS facility in NESTOR, was completed
earlier this year. This studied neutron penetration through a
mixed boron carbide/stainless steel shield. Phase 8, to study
deep penetration in sodium will begin shortly. Phase 9,
dealing with axial shield problems is under discussion and is
scheduled for next year.

ASPIS has also been used during the year for generic studies of
neutron attenuaticn in polythene-lined slots.
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Reactor Physics Activities in U.S.

P. B. Hemmig
U.S. Department of Energy

September 3-5, 1991

Introduction

The U.S. National Energy Strategy projects a need for over 250 GWe of new
electrical generating capacity by 2010. It is expected that much of this
capacity will be met by the construction of new nuclear powerplants. In
support of this strategy, Department of Ensrgy (DOE) research and development
efforts are focussed on three reactor types: the Advanced Light Hater Reactor
(ALWR), the Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor (ALMR)/Integral Fast Keactor Fuel
Cycle System (IFR), and the Modular High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor
(MHTGR). Highest priority is given to revitalization of the light water
reactor industry with reduction of the technical, licensing, end institutional
impediments to new reactor construction.

Designs of midsized LWRs (600 MWe) are in progress at General Electric Company
(GE) for an advanced Boiling Water Reactor and at Westinghouse for an Advanced
Pressurized Hater Reactor. Goals of these efforts include design
simplification, modular construction, and use of passive safety systems.

ALMR design activities are led by GE and the IFR fuel cycle development
activities are centered at the Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). ALMRs are
expected to provide large increases in uranium utilization, reduced fuel cycle
costs, and attractive waste management options. MHTGR efforts are led by
General Atomics. MHTGRs offer cogeneration applications, high system
efficiencies, and direct process heat capabilities. Both ALMRs and MHTGRs use
"passive" features to enhance safety margins and modular construction to
provide improved economics.

Reactor physics activities support the development of advanced reactors through
the conduct of critical and shielding measurements, improvements in the ENDF/B
nuclear data base, and improvements in physics design methods and computer
codes. Studies of advanced fuel cycles and a broad range of "passive" safety
features also support advanced reactor design and licensing efforts.

Critical Experiments

Experiments were conducted in ZPPR-2I to provide criticaiity benchmarks for
criticaiity safety evaluations of fuel processing operations in the Fuel Cycle
Facility (FCF) demonstration of IFR pyroprocassing. The cores contained six
different mixtures of plutonium and enriched uranium fuel with addition of
zirconium and were graphite reflected (to simulate crucibles in the FCF
operations). Predicted critical masses obtained with Monte Carlo codes (e.g.,
KENO, VIM) and ENDF/B-V data were in good agreement with measurement thus
further -alidating them for use in FCF criticaiity safety evaluations.
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The ZPPR-21 cores, moreover, provide a useful extension to the existing
database for fast reactors. A sensitivity analysis using the generalized least
squares fitting code, GMADJ, has been performed. This shows the consistency of
the experimental criticality data with existing fast reactor benchmarks, with
the metal fuel data measured for the IFR in ZPPR-15 and, more generally, with
space reactor data and with LMR data, including a range of diverse integral
parameters. All provide strong support for the validation of the ZPPR-21 data.

Additional critical experiments from the literature were analyzed to aid in the
validation of KENO and the standard composition library for FCF critical»ty
analysis. Fifteen criticals were analyzed. Eleven of the critical
configurations consisted of a sphere of plutonium or fully snriched ura=.ium
reflected by uranium, iron, or copper. Two configurations consisted of
alternating disks of plutonium and stainless steel or depleted uranium with a
depleted uranium reflector. Two configurations consisted uf alternating plates
of fully-enriched and natural uranium. The critical configurations examined
were selected because they relate to the bounding abnormal scenarios in the
electrorefiner (ER). In particular, the 15 criticals examined relate to the
extremely unlikely geometry events in the ER in which the contents of the anode
baskets or cathodes are accidentally rearranged into one or more compact
bodies, e.g., spheres. The agreement between the KENO calculations and the
experimental measurements is generally good for these cases. The KENO
estimates are generally slightly high for these configurations; the average
computed keff for the 15 cases was 1.00515. In addition, these critical
configurations have compositions and geometries which also relate to casting
crucible configurations.

A preliminary criticality analysis of the FCF fuel storage containers and racks
has been performed to supply the needed support for the design and operating
strategy. This analysis focused on examining the parametrics of those factors
which are likely to set the criticality limits for fuel storage. The
sensitivity of keff to various parameters has been examined. The materials and
masses which are likely to represent limiting cases for fuel storage have been
determined with sufficient accuracy for present design purposes.

Core Design Studies

Trade-off studies have continued at ANL for a variety of liquid metal reactor
core designs. These have focussed on optimization of passive safety
characteristics for various core sizes and core performance characteristics.
The neutronic performance characteristics and passive safety properties of low
sodium void worth, metal-fueled, fissile self-sufficient, and actinide burner
cores are discussed in two papers by Y. I. Chang, et als., to be presented at
the International Conference on Fast Reactors and Related Fuel Cycles, Kyoto,
Japan, October 28 - November 1, 1991.

Methods Development

A measurement-based method for predicting margins and uncertainties for
unprotected anticipated transients in the IFR concept has been developed by
ANL. The method comprises a nonintrusive measurement procedure to assure, in
the operating reactor, that the passive feedbacks are in place with magnitudes
of a size to assure that passive reactivity shutdown can be achieved. The
method processes plant measurements taken at normal operation to generate a
stochastic model for the core dynamics, even in the face of the unavoidable
noisy measurement signals. This model can be used then to predict three-sigma
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unprotected accident initiators. Preliminary numerical simulations performed
for EBR-II appear promising. The method will be demonstrated in EBR-II in the
future.

A capability to compute error estimates for the broad-group scattering matrix
tally was added by ANL to the VIM code. Zirconium gamma heating data and
reaction cross sections for several isotopes have been added to MC2-2 and SDX
libraries.

Coding for the three-dimensional hexagonal-z and Cartesian geometries in the
new variational nodal option of DIF3D has been completed, and comparisons with
both multigroup Monte Carlo and three-dimensional Sn calculations are
excellent.

A new methodology for treating (<*, n) reaction in mixtures encountered in IFR
applications was developed. Contrary to existing methods, no approximation was
introduced in the algorithm. By knowing the individual thick target neutron
yield data, it is possible to calculate the neutron yield for the mixture due
to (<*, n) reactions. These yields are a function of the microscopic cross
section for neutron production and the stopping power cross section. The thick
target yield data for the elements Li, B, F, Na, Mg, Al, Si, and 0 was
incorporated into the methodology. Since no (*A, n) cross section data for Cl
and K were found in the literature, the thick target neutron yields were
evaluated on a theoretical basis. The experimental neutron yield data for
mixtures were compared against calculations performed with the new methodology;
very good agreement was found. It is concluded that the method for computing
the H , n) neutron source term in a mixture is applicable to IFR process
applications.

The SIMIFR code has been written to simulate the movement of material through
the closed IFR cycle. This code can be used to investigate inventory
differences in material balances, assist in process design, and to aid in
operational scheduling. The particular process that is of concern centers
around the FCF for demonstrating IFR pyroprocessing and injection casting
refabrication which involves the recycling of the irradiated reactor fuel pins
into fresh fuel elements. To adequately simulate this process it is necessary
to allow for locations which can contain either discrete items or homogeneous
mixtures. It is also necessary to allow for a very flexible process control
algorithm. Further, the code must have the capability of transmuting isotopic
compositions and computing internally the fraction of material from a process
ending up in a given location. The SIMIFR codes has been developed to perform
all of these tasks.

Calculations using the COMMIX-IAR/P computer program for three-dimensional
thermal-hydraulics analysis are compared to experimental data to provide a
first-stage assessment of the k-£ turbulence treatment which was recently added
to the program. This assessment is limited to steady-state conditions in
relatively simple geometries: a straight pipe and a pipe with a sudden
expansion. Good agreements are obtained between calculated results and
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measured data for pressure and velocity in the straight-pipe problems. The
calculated velocity distribution is not in good agreement with measured data in
the sudden-expansion case; however, the results calculated using the present
turbulence treatment are better than would be calculated with no treatment of
turbulence. Further work is planned to understand the present discrepancies,
evaluate the turbulence treatment in more complex geometries, and extend this
assessment to transient conditions.

Waste Transmutation Computational Techniques

The transmutation of long-lived fission products and minor actinides into
stable, shorter-lived, or beneficial isotopes through the use of fast reactors
has been explored in several different ways by Westinghouse Hanford Company
(WHC). Samples from the Multiple Isotope Production Test (M1P) provided the
first experimental data for evaluation of transmutation of the long-lived
fission products Tc-99 and 1-129 in a hydride-moderated fast reactor
environment. Comparison of these results with predictions provides confidence
in application of the MCNP Monte Carlo techniques in this type of environment.

A liquid metal reactor (ALMR) transmutation concept was examined in which light
water reactor (LWR) discharge minor actinides were burned in a nitride fueled,
600 MW thermal, ALMR core. Surrounding the core, two long-lived fission
product nudides, Tc-99 and 1-129, were simultaneously burned in yttrium
hydride moderating assemblies modeled after similar Fast Flux Test Facility
experiments. Minor actinide transmutation rates of slightly greater than 5%
per year were calculated, based upon a plant capacity factor of 82%. When
fission product production in this reactor core is considered, the net
elimination rates of Tc-99 and 1-129 were 4.2% and 8.3% per year, respectively.

A concept using accelerator-driven sub-critical assemblies to transmute minor
actinides and long-lived fission products was also investigated. This concept
involves 1500 MeV protons impinging on a lead target to produce neutrons.
These neutrons enter concentric FFTF-type (Fast Flux Test Facility) assemblies
containing minor actinide fuel pellets. Surrounding these assemblies are
assemblies containing yttrium hydride, which are further surrounded by
assemblies containing long-lived fission products (e.g. Tc-99 and 1-129). In
such a fast/thermal system, the minor actinides were destroyed at about a
6%/year rate and the long-lived fission products were destroyed at about a
lOVyear rate.

Upgraded Calculational Methods Capabilities for Local Thermal Environments in
Fast Reactors

Monte Carlo calculations have been made this year in support of the design of
an assembly to produce medical isotopes in the FFTF. WHC engineers have been
able to routinely treat pin-by-pin detail in the special yttrium hydride
moderated assembly as well as in the surrounding fuel assemblies. This
detailed heterogeneous physics assessment is important because of the mean free
paths involved, and the necessity to design to protect adjacent fuel pins from
excess fission heating from partially thermalized neutrons. The detailed
heterogeneous treatments were made possible by taking advantage of hexagonal
lattice capabilities in the MCNP Monte Carlo computer code, and the
availability of state-of-the-art super computers.
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Fluence, Damage, and Heating Rates in FFTF

An extensive three dimensional HCNP geometry model of the FFTF, which was
expanded radially to include the inner and outer radial shield, as well as
sodium out to the core barrel, was used to calculate fluence, damage, and
heating rates. The new computational model was used in the evaluation of the
remaining life of the radial shields in support of the required 30 year (75%
operation) life for the possible electric power generation addition to the
reactor. Calculated heating rates in the inner radial shield verified the
values used in the, design. The heating rates in the outer radial shield are
about 30% lower than the original design values. The MCNP calculated damage
rates through the inner and outer radial shields verified an extensive three
dimensional diffusion theory calculation within 10% in overlapping spatial
ranges. Consequently, damage and heating rates are expected to be accurate to
within 15 to 20% in the primary damage and heat deposition regions of the
radial shield.

Shielding

The joint U.S.-Japan program of shielding experiments, JASPER, is addressing
several shielding issues common to numerous U.S. and Japanese liquid-metal -
cooled reactor concepts and is especially emphasizing shield designs containing
boron carbide. A study was completed for axial shield designs which contained
either stainless steel or boron carbide in several geometrically different
configurations. Another series of measurements is nearly completed, which
includes a study of neutron multiplication and the space and energy
distributions of neutrons from spent fuel assemblies stored within the reactor
vessel. Experiments to be performed during the next year will study activation
in the IHX, streaming in enclosure system gaps, shielding-related issues for
in-vessel flux monitor systems, and shielding materials for special
applications. The measurement phase of JASPER will be concluded by September
1992, although analysis of the data may continue for an additional year.

In addition to providing the reactor designers with shield design verification
data, the JASPER experiments are being used to verify newly developed analytic
methods, including the ORNL three-dimensional transport code (TORT), and the
latest versions of evaluated nuclear data. Preliminary reanalysis of an
earlier JASPER experiment using the recently released ENDF/B-VI cross section
data has indicated that significant improvements have been made to the key
nuclides, especially iron and boron. Efforts are underway to generate a
reference fine-group cross-section library and several problem-dependent broad-
group libraries from the ENDF/B-VI evaluations. Production of the libraries
are proceeding slowly due to the need to update existing processing codes to
accept the file format changes incorporated into ENDF/B-VI.

HT6R Physics

The U.S. initiated its participation in the IAEA Coordinated Research Program
for "Validation of Safety Related Physics Calculations for Low-Enriched HTGRs,"
which includes a series of criticals using the Swiss PROTEUS facility. The
U.S. currently has a researcher assigned at PSI to assist in the planning,
conduct, and analysis of the experiments. Also, an extensive inter-laboratory
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effort is underway to analyze experimental and numerical benchmarks for high-
temperature, gas-cooled, graphite reactor systems. This work is being
conducted to verify and validate reactor physics codes, cross-section data, and
analysis methods to be used in the design of HTGR systems for commercial and
non-commercial applications.

Advanced Neutron Source Reactor

Reactor physics analysis for the Advanced Neutron Source (ANS) reactor were
performed to: (1) provide data needed for the preparation of the Conceptual
Design Report, (2) address certain feasibility issues, and (3) provide reactor
performance data for design trade-off studies. Much of the analysis effort was
moved from mainframe computers to workstations, which required only minimal
software engineering. Codes ported to the IBM and DEC workstations Include
HCNP, VENTURE, and DORT (DOT successor). Radiation transport analyses were
also performed to determine nuclear heating loads in the cold source and to
optimize the efficiency of the cold source for producing ultra-cold neutrons.

Nuclear Data

The Cross Section Evaluation Working Group (CSEWG) has continued cooperative
efforts to improve the ENDF/B-VI data file for a broad range of nuclear
technology applications. The fission product decay data evaluations have been
completed and will contain decay spectra for 755 nuclides. Theoretical data
supplement measurements to permit the calculation of decay heat with high
accuracy for both short and long decay periods. The entire decay heat library
includes about 960 nuclides. The library also includes 50 fission product
yield sets.

Some errors detected in ENDF/B-VI files have been corrected and incorporated in
a partial relevé (ENDF/B-VI. 1). A third version of the file (ENDF/B-VI.2)
which is planned for completion in the fall of 1992 will contain significant
new and revised evaluations, as well as the final fission product yield
evaluations. Processing code systems have been revised by LANL, INEL, and ANL
for use in integral data testing of ENDF/B-VI.

Data testing results to data are limited. Thermal reactor testing yields
results similar to ENDF/B-V, except that the trend of increasing eigenvalue as
a function of epithermal leakage and epithermal fission fraction has been
reduced significantly. The results for fast reactors are incomplete and
slightly changed from ENDF/B-V. More definitive results are expected to be
reported at the forthcoming ANS meeting in November 1991. Shielding benchmarks
and reactor vessel damage benchmarks appear to be predicted significantly
better using ENDF/B-VI. Summary documentation for ENDF/B-VI is complete and
approved for publication in the near future.
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EUROPEAN COMCMTIEE

Reactor Physics Activities in the
Joint Research Centre of the European Communities

Oct.1990 - Sept.1991

Compiled by H.RIEF

RADIATION PHYSICS AND REACTOR CORE ANALYSIS

Construction of an Epithennal Neutron Capture Therapy Facility
at the High Flux Reactor Petten

During the reporting period the construction of the Epithermal
Neutron Capture Therapy Facility was completed.
The facility based on detailed optimization calculations aiming
at a maximum neutron flux between lev and 10 keV consists of an
aluminium sulphur neutron filter and a liquid argon photon
shield. It has been installed in the largest beam tube of the
High Flux Reactor Petten operated by the Joint Research Centre
of the European community.

Analysis of the full power beam tube begun after a first
spectrum characterization at low power by physicists from ECN
Petten and INEL Idaho. Whereas the spectral characteristics of
the beam appear to be quite close to the predicted values, a
decrease in total flux intensity compared to calculations still
remains to be explained. As calculations carried out by Monte
Carlo (MCNP) at Harwell and the SN method at the JRC Ispra,
respectively show a good agreement among each other the
discrepancy might be caused by uncertainties in the cross
sections of natural argonne.

ACTIVITY IN SAFEGUARD

A. Monte Carlo Calculations for PHONID

The preparation of calibration curves for SAFEGUARD-purposes is a
very expensive and time consuming procedure. For each sample-
geometry and composition the counting rate has to be measured as
a function of the mass of fissile material present in the sample.
For this reason extensive Monte Carlo calculations were done to
create a data set giving the count-rate in function of sample
geometry and composition.
A least square analysis of this data set allows the
representation of the functional relationship in one expression:

Count-rate = constant R"- H5- E^

for a wide range of the parameters:

R (Radius of the (cylindrical) Samples)
H (Height of the sample) and
E (Enrichment (%) in fissile material; Pu239 in PuO9 samples,

U235 in U02 samples)
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B. Monte Carlo Simulation of Coincidence Measurement

In many safeguard-inspections non destructive analysis of fissilf
material containing samples are performed by neutron coincident
counting. The interpretation of the measured results are based oi
the one-point one-energy group model: To investigate the
limitations of this model the MCNP-Code has been modified to
simulate the coincidence rate experiments, taking into account
the full geometry - and material composition of the system and
the energy dependence of the particle transport.
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INTERNATIONAL ATCKIC ENERGY AGENCY

International Atomic Energy Agency Date: 1991-08-30

Division of Nuclear Power

OVERVIEW OF THE INTERKATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY'S

REACTOR PHYSICS ACTIVITIES

M.J. Crijns
Nuclear Power Technology Development Section

The reactor physics activities at the International Atomic Energy Agency
fall under the responsibility of several Departments and Divisions. These
include:

Department of Research and Isotopes

International Centre for
Theoretical Physics (ICTP, Trieste)

Division for Physical and
Chemical Sciences (RIPC)

Nuclear Data Section (NDS)
Physics Section

(1)

(2)
(3)

Department of Nuclear EnerEV and Safety

Division of Nuclear Fuel Cycle (NENF)
and Waste Management

Division of Nuclear Power (NENP)

Division of Scientific and
Technical Information

- Nuclear Materials and Fuel
Cycle Technology Section
(NM & FCT) (4)

- Reactor Engineering Section
(RES) (5)

- Nuclear Power Technology
Development Section (NPTD) (6)

- Scientific Journals Unit (SJU) (7)

1. International Centre for Theoretical Physics (ICTP)

The Centre, which is operated jointly by the IAEA and the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), helps foster
advanced study and research in physical and mathematical sciences, especially
in the developing countries, serving as an international forum for scientific
contacts between scientists from all countries, and providing facilities for
visitors, associates and fellows - principally scientists from the developing
countries - to conduct research.
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The IAEA's programme in the physical sciences is designed similarly to
help research workers and engineers especially in developing countries by
promoting the dissemination and exchange of basic knowledge. The IAEA awards
contracts to individual scientists and institutes in Member States for studies
on such subjects as fission, neutron scattering and solid state physics.
Regular international conferences and workshops on the physics of nuclear
fission and on controlled thermonuclear fusion attract large numbers of
distinguished scholars. The next workshop on Reactor Physics will be held
early 1990 and will include lectures on research and power reactors.

2. Nuclear Data Section (ÎWS)

NDS has various activities to satisfy nuclear data needs in the
field of reactor physics and other applications. The types of data
include

- nuclear reaction data (induced by neutrons, charged particles,
heavy ions or photons)
nuclear structure and decay data

- atomic and molecular data (for fusion technology).

Data centre services are provided costfree by NDS to scientists in
East Europe, Africa, Asia, Latin America, Australia. Other countries are
serviced by the co-operating data centres at BNL (USA and Canada), Saclay
(West Europe and Japan) and Obninsk (USSR).

Besides the maintenance of overall nuclear data files of
experimental and evaluated data emphasis is given to the development of
special data files and handbooks for various applications, and to the
assessment of data needs and required data accuracies.

In the following, activities in the field of reactor physics are
summarized.

a. IAEA Consultants' Meeting on "Nuclear Data for Neutron Emission in
the Fission Process" was held during October 22-24, 1990. The
participants discussed the present status of fission neutron nuclear
data and found some notable deficiencies and further evaluation of
fission neutron data in a physically consistent manner was
recommended. To meet this goal NDS is starting several new projects.

- A new CRP on "Physics of Fission Neutron Emission and its Nuclear
Data Applications for Actinide Burner Studies" is started. The
first RCM meeting is scheduled in May 1992.

- A new CRP on "Measurement and Computation of Secondary Actinide
Fission and Neutron Capture Data" is also started and the 1st RCM
is scheduled in May 1992.

b. A project on updating the multigroup nuclear data library for
reactor physics WIMS code was started. Stage 1 of the project is
now in progress, 16 countries are participating. Preliminary
analysis of the first results was published in the report
IJS-DP-6164.
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c. The CRP on "Fission Yields of Different Kuclides" is underway. The
1st RCM is scheduled in September 1991.

d. An AGM on "Nuclear Data Requirements for Fission Reactor
Decommissioning" will be held in September 1992.

e. The updated version of the International Reactor Dosimetry File
(IRDF-90) was distributed to the community at the end of 1990 and
the first round of testing has been completed.

f. Proceedings of the IAEA AGM on "Nuclear Data for Radiation Damage
Assessment and Related Safety Aspects" were published as
IAEA-TECDOC-572 in October 1990.

g. Proceedings of the Joint IAEA, ICTP, UNESCO Workshop on "Reactor
Physics Calculations for Applications in Nuclear Technology" were
published as a book by World Scientific, Singapore, in 1991.

3. Physics Section

The reactor physics activities are directed towards applications to
research reactors and to the Agency's fusion programme.

Through the mechanism of research contracts, reactor physics codes
for small computers have been and are being developed for different types
of research reactors. Within the ARCAL (Latin America region) programme,
a co-ordinated programme is ongoing for the analysis of research reactor
cores for conversion to use low enriched uranium fuels. The programme
includes meetings as well as expert services. Short courses on
experimental reactor physics have also been conducted. A similar program
for the RCA (Asia-Pacific region) has also been proposed.

Training courses on basic reactor physics calculations and analysis
for core conversion are held at approximately two year intervals. These
courses are intended to initiate and strengthen reactor physics
activities in developing countries.

During 1991, a regional training course, entitled "Computer
Application in Research Reactor Control and Calculation", is scheduled
within the RCA programme.

The fusion programme is carried out with the advise of the
International Fusion Research Council (IFRC) which is composed of the
leaders of the world's major fusion programmes. With the guidance of the
IFRC the IAEA organizes a number of yearly international mietings in
various fields of fusion research that are not adequately otherwise
covered.

The fusion activities also support the developing Member States of
the Agency. In this regard the Agency supplies expert services,
equipment and limited financial contributions to selected laboratories.
One Technical Committee Meeting per year, addressing the needs of the
laboratories with small fusion programmes, is organized and support for
attendance is provided.
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The section organizes, on a biannual basis, the International
Conference on Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion Research. This is the
largest meeting of its kind in the fusion calendar; attendance at these
meetings is approximately 700 scientists from all national fusion
programmes. Support for a limited number of scientists from developing
Member States to attend the Conference is provided.

The International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is
conducted under the auspices of the IAEA. This project, conducted
jointly by the EEC, Japan, the USSR and the USA, has the purpose of
producing, by the , end of 1990, the conceptual design for a next step
tokamak experiment that will reflect the consensus of all the partners.
The IAEA provides the administrative support for ITER.

4. Nuclear Materials and Fuel Cycle Technology Section (NM & FCT)

The main activities of the section cover studies on water reactor
fuel. Lately, greater emphasis has been given to fuel design and
manufacture, materials reliability under various operating conditions
(including abnormal and up to severe accident) and to improving the
economics of the fuel cycle (options of high burnup of open versus closed
cycle etc.). The steady growth of fuel related programmes in developing
Member States required a more acute assistance with the aim of
maintaining highest reliability standards throughout the world.

The activities of the International Working Group on Water Reactor
Fuel Performance Technology (IWGFPT) are coordinated in this Section.
The objectives of the IWGFPT are to assist the IAEA and co-ordinate the
work in the following areas:

Fuel design and engineering, fuel fabrication, fuel behaviour, fuel
performance modelling, fuel utilization and management, alternate fuels
and advanced fuel technology and materials, economics of fuel design,
fabrication and operation.

Meetings were held in the framework of the following programmes:

- Technology and performance of integrated burnable absorbers (BAF);
- Water reactor extended burnup study (WEEBUS);
- Water chemistry control and coolant interaction with fuel and

primary circuit materials in water cooled power reactors
(WACOLIN);

- Grain size determination in zirconium alloys;
- Treatment of damaged nuclear fuel;

Decontamination of water-cooled reactors.

The following meetings are planned:

RCM on bahaviour of fuel assemblies in extended storage
(BEFAST-II);

- TCM on poolside inspection repair and reconstitution of LWR fuel
element;

- TCM on behaviour of core material and fission product release in
accident conditions;

- TCM on fission-gas release and fuel rod chemistry related to
extended burnup.
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5. Reactor Engineering Section (RES)

This Section is responsible for the International Working Group on
Nuclear Power Plant Control and Instumentation (IWG-NPPCI) and on the
Reliability of Reactor Pressure Components (IWG-RRPC).

International Working Group on Nuclear Power Plant Control and Instrumentation
qWG-WPPCI)

The objectives of the IWG-NPPCI are:

a. To assist the IAEA in- providing the Member States with information
and recommendations on technical aspects of nuclear power plant
control and instrumentation, with the aim to assure reliable plant
operation; and

b. To promote an exchange of information on national programmes, new
developments and experience from operating nuclear power plants, and
to stimulate the co-ordination of research on nuclear power plant
control and instrumentation.

The Working Group exists to consider new developments, disseminate
and exchange experience in all aspects of instrumentation, control and
information technology relevant to the safety and economics of nuclear power
plant design and operation. It covers the way in which this fields interacts
with other, related fields such as reactor physics and human factors
engineering. The following topics are given as examples:

- instrumentation design and qualification
instrumentation for accidental situations

- control systems design and qualification
- electrical power supply

signal processing systems and components
distributed microprocessor systems
hardware and software reliability of computers and processors

- man-machine interface
- automation and manual control
- control room design

operator support systems
- maintenance support systems

training simulators
- operation, maintenance and repair of instrumentation and control
- ongoing qualification of electrical and electronic equipment.

During 1990-1991 the specialists meetings were held in the IWG-NPPCI
framework:

- Communication and Data Transfer in NPP,
Symposium on Balancing Automation and Human Action in NPP,
Analysis and Experience in Control and Instrumentation as
a Decision Tool,
Symposium on Nuclear Reactor Surveillance and Diagnostics (in
co-operation with OECD/NEA).

Co-ordinated Research Programme "Common Modeling Approaches for Training
Simulators for Nuclear Power Plant" was completed.
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The following actions are planned:

SPM on Experience in I & C Ageing Effects and
Maintenance Procedures,
SPM on Training Simulators for Safe Operation in RPPs,

- CRP on Operator Support System in NPPs,
SPM on In-core Instrumentation and Reactor Core Assessment
(in co-operation with OECD/NEA),
SPM on Experience in Improving Software Quality Assurance and
Verification for Instrumentation and Control Systems in Wuclear Power
Plants,
SPM on Operating Procedures and their Presentations,
Symposium on Nuclear Eower Plant Instrumentation and Control (in
co-operation with OECD/NEA).

International Working Group on Life Management of Nuclear Power Plants

The International Working Group on Reliability of Reactor Pressure
Components, which has been in existence for over twenty years, has carried out
some ageing related activities. In 1990, this Working Group decided to put a
greater emphasis on ageing and life management. It changed its name to
International Working Group of Life Management of Nuclear Power Plants, and
also revised the aims and scope of its activities, which will in future focus
on aspects of reliable plant life management. These activities will include
specialists meetings, training courses and technical assistance, preparation
of the publications on aspects relating to maintaining reliability of specific
plant components and co-ordinated research programmes.

Directions of the future IWG activities:

- establishing a methodology to rank plant components according to their
impact on plant lifetime;

- defining the specifications for a suitable database for merging operating
experience and classifying the consequences of operating events on the
plant components lifetime;

achieving a better understanding of the ageing phenomena and their
mechanisms;

completing work on pressure boundary integrity surveillance programmes
and their analysis.

The following Specialists' Meetings are planned for 1991:

"Nuclear Power Plant Component Maintenance, Repair and Replacement for
Life Management", Madrid, Spain, 23 - 26 September 1991;

"Thermal and Mechanical Degradation in Reactor Materials", Abingdon (Near
Oxford), UK, 19 - 22 November 1991.
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6. Ni'.lear Power Technology Development Section (NPDT)

This Section is in charge of the official Agency liaison with the KEACRP
of OECD. It furthers progress in the area of thermal reactor technology,
improved reactor concepts, nuclear heat applications and fusion engineering
and technology. More particular, the Section is dealing with subjects on
in-core fuel management, applied reactor physics, core design and management
for power reactors.

Co-ordinated Research Programmes (CRP):

a. The CRP on In-core Fuel Management Code Package Validation is set up to
obtain well defined test cases for the verification of code packages for
PWR, BWR and W E R developed at a CRP during the early eighties.
Calculations have been performed for two cycles for the PWR of the
Spanish Almarez plant and for the BWR of the Laguna Verde-1 plant. For
the W E R , reactor core and operating data became available late 1990.
The participation in this part of the CRP has been increased.

b. The CRP on Safe Core Management with Burnable Absorbers in WERs aims to
improve the knowledge on burnable absorbers for usage in W E R s . During
the first year, calculations have been performed on square and hexagonal
lattices containing gadolinium fuel and experiments have been carried out
at the. LR-0 in Rez and at the ZR-6 In Budapest. Detailed
intercomparisons of results will be reported at a Research Co-ordination
Meeting, to be held in Rez, CSFR from 1 to 4 October 1991.

c. Late 1989, a CRP on Benchmark for In-core Fuel Management Programs of
PHWRs has been initiated. In this CRP test cases are set up for
verifying PHVYK code packages. Calculations have been performed on
lattice, supercell and whole core. Operatirg data of the Argentine
Embalse plant are used for comparison. Currently, additional benchmark
calculations are carried out.

The following meetings will be held:

1. Technical Committee/Workshop on Core Design Parameters, Rez, CSFR
7-11 October 1991; at the TC, selected physics aspects of core
design parameters of water-cooled reactors will be discussed.
Emphasis will be given on the use of small computers and computer
codes.

2. Technical Committee Meeting on In-core Fuel Management, Moscow, USSR,
Spring 1992. The object is to review and discuss core physics
aspects of water-cooled reactors.

3. Technical Committee Meeting on Thermal Hydraulics, Autumn 1992. The
location and the scope of the meeting are not yet defined.

The Section is also responsible for the International Working Groups on
Fast Reactors (IWG-Fi.), Gas-Cooled Reactors (IWG-GCR), and Advanced
Technologies for Water-cooled Reactors (IWG-ATWR).
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International Working Group on Fast Reactors (IWG-FR)

The IWG-FR exchanges information on sodium-cooled reactor technology
development. In past years, reviews have covered areas of sodium technology,
operational experience, reliability of control equipment, fuel behaviour and
safety related aspects. The present trend is increasingly towards simplifying
designs and extending the life of fuel in order to achieve vital costs
reductions together with enhanced safety.

Co-ordinated Research Programmes

a. At the first Research Co-ordination Meeting of the CRP on Acoustic Signal
Processing for the detection of Boiling or Sodium/Water Reaction in
LMFBR, held in Vienna on 20-22 November 1990, it was agreed to extend the
scope of the CRP to include the "Background Noise in SGUs - comparison of
results from different countries with special attention to measurement
and in-site calibration systems". The first set of data prepared by
Risley, United Kingdom, has been distributed by IAEA in February 1991.

b. The Co-ordinated Research Programme on "Intercomparison of LMFBR Seismic
Analysis Codes" was established and the scope and time table of the
programme were defined. It was agreed that each participant should
concentrate his efforts at least on one particular topic while taking a
broad interest in all. Italy, France and Japan proposed to provide data
from experiments. The first RCM is expected to be held in Bergamo,
Italy, on 19-21 November 1991.

Specialists Meetings

a. Specialists Meeting on Mechanical Properties of Structural Materials in
Liquid Metal Environment was held on 18-20 June 1991 at the Nuclear
Research Centre Karlsruhe, Germany.

b. Specialists Meeting on Passive and Active Safety Features of LMFRs will
be held on 5-7 November 1991 in Oarai Engineering Center, Japan.

c. Specialists Meeting on Seismic Isolation Technology, USA, April-May,
1992. The scope of the meeting will include thermal Reactors and HTGRs.

d. Specialists Meeting on the Use of fast Breeder Reactors for Actinide
Transmutation, USSR, September-October, 1992.

Publications

The report entitled "LMFBR Plant Parameters 1991" has been published in
April 1991 as IWGFR/80 document and distributed. The IWGFR proposed to update
the document every 2 years.
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International Working Group on Gas-cooled Reactors (IWG-GCR)

The overall gas-cooled reactor programme considered by the IWGGCR
includes helium-cooled thermal high-temperature reactors for electricity
generation and for process heat applications and carbon-dioxide-cooled thermal
reactors. The scope of the IWGGCR includes programme assessment and planning,
systems analysis and utilization strategies, research, development, design,
construction, safety, nuclear fuel cycle technology, process heat applications
and operation and maintenance of gas-cooled reactors.

Co-ordinated Research Programme

Recently a Co-ordinated Research Programme has been established in
Validation of Safety Related Physics Calculations for Low-enriched GCRs.
Countries participating in this CRP include Switzerland, Germany, the USSR,
Japan, China and the USA. The objective of this CRP is to provide validation
data for physics calculational methods (computer codes and nuclear data) used
by each country to determine safety related physics parameters for their GCR
designs. The main activities are being carried out at the PROTEUS critical
facility of the Paul Scherrer Institute (Villigen, Switzerland) where an
international team has been assembled to plan, conduct and analyze a new
series of critical experiments focused on the needs for validation data for
current designs of the participating countries. These experiments are
scheduled to begin early in 1992. Critical experiment data will be obtained
for clean cold core conditions and under conditions representing moisture
ingress. The worth of burnable poisons, in-core and reflector control rods
will also be determined as will the effect of moisture on burnable poison and
control rod worth. Data from the Japanese VHTRC critical experiments and from
the Soviet ASTRA and GROG critical experiments are also being brought into
this CRP.

International Working Group on Advanced Technologies for Water-Cooled Reactors
(IWG-ATWR)

The IWGATWR is co-ordinating and supporting national programmes on light
and heavy water reactors. This programme is underway in most developed
countries to ensure availability and future viability of water-cooled
reactors. Through utility requirements, new designs are being developed with
improved safety, reliability, maintainability and compatibility with the
environment. A large size of standardized plants and mid-size passive plants
is under development. Supporting programmes for improving plant construction,
cost reduction and protection against severe accidents are also being
conducted. Also an effort is underway to extend the operating lives for
existing Nuclear Power Plants.

The following meetings were or will be held in 1991:

- Technical Committee on Design and Safety Requirements for Next
Generation of Water-cooled Reactors, 22-27 October 1990, Chengdu,
China.

TCM on Materials for Advanced Water-cooled Reactors, 14-17 May 1991,
Plzen, CSFR.

- TCM on Progress in Development and Design Aspects of Advanced
Water-cooled Reactors, 9-12 September 1991, Rome, Italy.
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For 1992 the following meetings are planned:

- TCM on Integral Design Concepts, June 1992, United Kingdom;

- TCM on Advanced Containment Technologies, April 1992, France;

- TCM on Technical and Economic Feasibility of Advanced Water-cooled
Reactors, October 1992, Japan.

Publications

- Proceedings' of SPM on Methods and Technologies for Cost Reduction of
Water-cooled Reactor Power Plants, 3-6 September 1990, Finland;

- Proceedings of TCM on Nuclear Process Steam Applications, 24-26
September 1990, VIC, Vienna, Austria.

Co-ordinated Research Programme

The first Research Co-ordination Meeting of the CRP on the Establishment
of a Thermophysical Properties Data Base for Light and Heavy Water Reactor
Materials was held from 26 February to 1 March 1991 at the University of
Stuttgart, Germany. After an initial period of individual efforts, a common
basis has been found for co-ordinated activities, which should lead to the
establishment of a reliable data base for thermophysical properties of light
and heavy water reactor materials. Six countries are participating in this
CRP - China, India, USSR, Czech and Slovak Federal Republic, Germany and
Yugoslavia. The scope includes activities, which are needed for the formation
of a user oriented thermophysical property data base. The data base will
include data on reactor materials required for reactor design, operation, and
power and safety reactor calculations.

7. Scientific Journals Unit (SJU)

This Unit is responsible for the peer reviewed journal Nuclear Fusion and
its supplements, the most important of which is the World Survey of Activities
in Controlled Fusion Research. The unit reports to NESI, to the Agency's
advisory body on fusion, the International Fusion Research Council, and to the
Board of Editors of the journal.

The journal publishes regular articles on experimental and theoretical
thermonuclear research as well as review articles on fusion reactor relevant
technology. It publishes executive summaries of the Agency-sponsored INTOR
and ITER reactor studies. The editor of the journal consults the Nuclear
Fusion's Board of Editors on the journal's contents and on editorial policy
matters. The Board consists of eminent scientists in fusion research coming
from different Member States.

The World Survey lists the institutes, personnel and activities in
thermonuclear research. An important part of the Survey deals with reactor
oriented projects.

The Unit also processes review and regular articles for the Nuclear
Fusion Supplement for "Atomic and Plasma-surface Interaction Data for Fusion",
compiled annually by the Nuclear Data Section of RIPC.
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